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Synopsis 

It is time to finding out the alternative of non-renewable energy sources such as coal, 

oil, natural gas, bio-fuels, nuclear fuels etc which are going to shrink.
1 

By means of 

renewable energy sources such as solar energy is the best option for renewable energy 

sources, which is unending source of energy.  Photocatalysis and Photovoltaic‘s  are the 

process by which solar light the renewable energy source can be harvested.
2
  Photovoltaic‘s 

cells have emerged from silicon based solar cell to dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC) over the 

years.
3
 Maximum 13% efficiency have been achieved in DSSC using specially designed 

porphyrin molecule endowed with D- -A push pull groups.
2
 However there is a challenge to 

make a stable dye molecule towards solar radiation which absorbs maximum portion of solar 

light. Hence considerable attention has been focussed on Semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) 

(e.g. quantum dots, QDs) which show its size tuneable optoelectronic properties.
3
 The 

semiconductor NCs with size less than Bohr radius (Bohr radius is a material property i.e. 

mean free path of an exciton in a particular crystal lattice) show quantised energy level, is 

called QDs.
4
 The QDs are zero dimensional and the exciton is confined in all three 

dimensions.
4
 The QDs show the size tuneable band gap, i.e. the band gap increases with 

decreasing size and vice versa.
4
 This unique property control the electronic property of QDs 

which make it promising material for light emitting devices. The dye sensitised solar cell 

(DSSC) is termed as quantum dot solar cell (QDSC) when the dye is replaced by QDs, show 

considerable promise in photovoltaic‘s.
5
  The QDs show Multiple exciton generation, i.e 

more than one exciton can be generated if the absorbed photon energy is more than double of 

its band gap.
6
 Theoretically maximum 32 % efficiency (Queisser-Shockley limit) can be 

achieved by this property. The small particle size of QDs enhances the electron-hole coulomb 

interaction which facilitates the recombination through Auger process.
7
 This process limits 
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the efficiency of QDSC. The Auger recombination can be minimized by the architecting the 

band alignment of the core shell. Most commonly two types of core-shell nanostructure i.e. 

the Type I & Type II can be architected by considering the band gap of core and shell. In type 

I, The photo excited carriers (exciton) are confined in the core and no such interaction is there 

with surface. Hence the quantum yield is increased due to diminishing of surface states (e.g. 

CdSe/CdS, CdS/ZnS). However, there is better charge separation in Type II alignment. These 

types of hetero structures have great importance in case of solar cells (e.g. CdSe/CdTe, 

CdSe/ZnTe). The photovoltaic and photocatalytic properties of semiconductor QDs can be 

significantly improved when metal NPs spatially contact with semiconductor QDs.
8,9

 The 

metal NPs shows the strong surface plasmon resonance property when interact with light.
10

 

The surface plasmon of metal NP is also a size tunable property.
11

 The optoelectronic 

properties of metal and semiconductor are changed from its individual when they form the 

nanohybrid materials.
12

 The photocatalytic and photovoltaic efficiency of the nanohybrid 

material can be enhanced than the metal and semiconductor by formation of charge separated 

state or modification of local electric field of the semiconductor.
13,14

 The charge separation of 

the nanohybrid also can be improved by adsorbing the nanohybrid material by the some 

organic dye molecule. The adsorbed dye molecule improves the charge separation either by 

injecting electron into the QDs or extracting the hole from QDs as well.  

In the present thesis work, we focused mainly on synthesis, characterization and 

ultrafast charge transfer dynamics of quantum dot core, core-shell, metal-semiconductor 

nanostructure materials. Electron and hole transfer dynamics was also monitored using 

suitable adsorbate molecule on metal-semiconductor nanohybrid materials using femtosecond 
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transient absorption spectrometer. Finally we discussed the photovoltaic efficiency of DQs 

and hybrid materials. 

CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

This chapter explains the brief introduction of photovoltaics involving different 

semiconductor materials. The fundamental introduction of semiconductor nanocrystals 

(especially QDs) and metal nanoparticles have been discussed briefly. The general physics 

and electronic structure of QD are discussed by the effective mass approximation. The band 

structure in semiconductor QD also has been explained by outline diagram. The charge 

carrier relaxation in semiconductor QDs has been demonstrated briefly.  The fundamental of 

surface Plasmon of resonance has also been discussed. The basic of exciton Plasmon 

coupling in metal semiconductor nanohybrid material explained briefly. We discussed the 

electron transfer in different systems, i.e. dye-semiconductor, semiconductor-semiconductor 

and metal-semiconductor NHM by Marcus theory.   

CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

A general outline of transmission electron microscope (TEM), X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) were used for characterization of newly synthesize materials, are described in this 

chapter. For optical characterization used steady state UV-Vis absorption and 

photoluminescence spectroscopy have been discussed in detail in this chapter. The 

instrumentations and technique of time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) have been 

explained in brief. Broad band femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy was used for 

measure the Ultrafast phenomena in different nano materials. The details of femtosecond 

transient absorption spectroscopy, i.e. the Generation and power amplification of ultrashort 
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pulses, second harmonic generation (800 nm to 400 nm) and white light continuum of probe 

pulse (450-1000nm) are discussed.  

CHAPTER 3: PHOTOPHYSICAL BEHAVIOR OF TWO STRUCTURALLY 

SIMILAR COUMARIN DYES ON GOLD NANOPARTICLE SURFACE 

In this chapter, we investigated the different photophysical behavior of the two 

structurally similar coumarin dyes namely coumarin 343 (C-343) and 7-diethyl amino 

coumarin 3-carboxylic acid (D-1421) on the Au metal NP surface. In non-polar solvent both 

the coumarin dyes exist as locally excited (LE) state, but in polar solvent C-343 exists as intra 

molecular charge transfer (ICT) state and D-1421 predominantly exists as twisted intra 

molecular charge transfer (TICT) state. After photo excitation the energy transfer is occurred 

from photoexcited C 343 to Au NP in aqueous medium. But there is no energy transfer from 

photoexcited D1421 to Au NP due to lack of overlap between the emission band of D1421 

and absorption band of Au NP.  On the other hand the quantum yield of the D1421 

tremendously enhances in presence of Au NP due to restriction of TICT state convert TICT 

state to ICT state on the surface of Au NP.   

CHAPTER 4: CHARGE (HOLE AND ELECTRON) CARRIER DYNAMICS OF 

SEMICONDUCTOR NANOCRYTALS AND ITS SOLAR CELL APPLICATION  

This chapter explores the ultrafast charge transfer dynamics has been demonstrated in 

CdSe quantum dot (QD) and CdSe@CdS core shell with CsPbBr (CPB) perovskite NCs. The 

measured electron transfer time from CPB NCs to CdSe QDs and hole transfer time from 

CdSe QDs to CPB NCs were found to be 550 fs and 750 fs respectively. But the charge 

transfer process is restricted in CPB/CdSe@CdS core shell system where electron transfer 
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from CPB NCs to core-shell has taken place within 450 fs. However the hole transfer from 

core shell to CPB restricted due to CdS shell which made the process thermodynamically 

nonviable. Additionally we measured the carrier dynamics of CdSe@CdS core shell with 

different CdS shell thickness and correlated with the measured power conversion efficiency 

(PCE). We optimised the CdS shell thickness in core shell by observing the carrier dynamics 

to have maximum PCE by CdSe@CdS core shell QDSCs. The maximum 3.88 % PCE has 

been measured by the CdSe@CdS 4ML where the CdSe shell thickness is 4 monolayer (ML). 

CHAPTER 5: ULTRAFAST EXCITON AND BI-EXCITON DYNAMICS OF 

TERNARY AgInS2 NANOCRYSTALS  

This chapter deals with the stoichiometry dependent exciton and bi-exciton Dynamics 

of defect oriented ternary AgInS2 (AIS) nanocrystals, which is unexplored in literature. We 

synthesied the three AIS NCs with different Ag and In ratio and characterised. The Ag 

induced sub band gap state (S-state) is generated with increasing the Ag ratio. Two types of 

emission are originated from AIS NCs, which are due to Ag-related S-state and antisite states 

(donor states), depending on the stoichiometric ratio of Ag and In in AIS NCs. The 

luminescence due to S-state was increased and antisite state was decreases with increasing 

the Ag ratio. Carrier dynamics in AIS QDs which involve multiple states like higher excited 

state, conduction band edge, S- States and antisite (donor) states are varied with the Ag/In 

stoichiometry ratio. The probe induced bi-exciton featured was observed in AIS NCs even at 

low pump fluency. The bi-exciton feature and carrier cooling at bi-exciton wavelength 

increased with increasing the Ag ratio and pump fluency as well.  
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CHAPTER 6: CORRELATION OF ENHANCED PHOTOVOLTAIC AND 

PHOTOCATALYTIC EFFICIENCY OF THE METAL–SEMICONDUCTOR 

NANOHYBRID MATERIALS WITH ULTRAFAST SPECTROSCOPY.  

In this chapter we explored the enhancement of photovoltaic and photocatalytic 

efficiency of metal-semiconductor nanohybrid materials compared to semiconductor by 

femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy study. We have synthesised the CdSe{Au}, 

CdSe@CdS{Au} nanohybrid material and characterised by the HR-TEM and steady state 

optical studies. First we measured the PCE of CdSe{Au} NHM and compared with CdSe 

QDs. The measured PCE of CdSe{Au} was found to be 4.39 % which is enhanced from the 

CdSe QDs 3.37 % efficiency. The enhancement of PCE of NHM has been explained by the 

TA spectroscopy studies. The electron transfer is occurred from photoexcited CdSe QDs to 

Au NPs, results a long lived charge separated state is generated which enhanced the PCE. 

The induced photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) by CdSe{Au} NHM also 

enhanced tremendously than the CdSe QDs. Then we investigated the hot and thermalised 

electron transfer dynamics from CdSe@CdS core shell to different size of Au NPs followed 

by its photo catalytic activity. The hot electron transfer from core shell to Au NP becomes 

faster in larger size of Au NP. The measured hot and thermalised electron transfer time from 

core shell to larger size Au NPs were 150 fs and 300 fs respectively, whereas these time were 

300 fs and 550 fs respectively. This faster hot electron transfer in larger Au NP enhances the 

photo degradation of rhodamin dye. i.e. the photo catalytic activity of CdSe@CdS{Au} 

nanohybrid material was more efficient in attached larger Au compared to smaller one. We 

also investigated the charge carrier dynamics of CdSe@CdS{Au} nanohybrid material after 

varying the thickness of CdS shell in CdSe@CdS core shell. We observed that the charge 
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transfer rate gradually decreased with increasing the shell thickness of CdS but the back 

recombination becomes slows down with CdS thickness. The life time of the charge 

separated state is also increases with the CdS shell thickness.          

CHAPTER 7: ENHANCEMENT OF CHARGE SEPARATION IN METAL-

SEMICONDUCTOR NANOHYBRID MATERIAL BY SENSITISATION WITH DYE 

MOLECULE  

This chapter explores the enhancement of charge separation in metal semiconductor 

NHM by appended with the dye molecule. In previous chapter we discussed the charge 

separation in CdSe{Au} NHM. For enhance the charge separation in CdSe{Au} NHM more, 

we sensitised this NHM by bromo-pyrogallol red (Br-PGR) dye. The measured electron 

transfer time from photo-excited CdSe to Au NP was ~ 270 fs, whereas the hole-transfer time 

from photo-excited CdSe to Br-PGR was measured to be ~ 500 fs. Therefore after photo 

excitation the electron transfer from Br-PGR to CdSe followed by Au NP and hole transfer 

from CdSe to Br-PGR. However the long lived charge separated state was generated between 

CdSe{Au} NHM and Br-PGR where all the electrons are localised in Au and all the holes are 

in Br-PGR. Additionally we investigated the charge separation between Au@CdSe core shell 

and dibromo-fluorscene (DBF) dye molecule. The synthesised Au@CdSe core shell was 

sensitised with DBF molecule and a strong charge transfer (CT) complex was formed 

between these two. The electron transfer time from HOMO of DBF to CB of CdS was found 

to be <100 fs (pulse width limited) and hole transfer time from VB of CdS to the HOMO of 

DBF was 400 fs. i.e the electron transfer is occurred from LUMO of DBF to the Au nano 

core through the CB of CdS shell and hole transfers from VB of CdS to the HOMO of DBF 

molecule. Therefore after photo excitation of the triad system all electrons and holes would 
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be localised at the Au nano core and LUMO of DBF respectively. As a result the charge 

separation in this triad system (Au@CdS/DBF) is higher than the charge separation in 

CdS/DBF system. 

CHAPTER 8: SUMMERY AND OUTLOOK 

 To summarize, present thesis work revealed the effect of molecular structure on the 

photophysical behaviour of structurally similar coumarin dyes on the gold NP surface. The 

charge separation of (II-VI semiconductor) QDs and core shell with perovskite NCs which 

can be better light harvesting material. The power conversion efficiency of solar sell of 

Cde@CdS core shell increases with CdS shell and at a certain thickness the efficiency 

becomes maxima. The change of bi-exciton feature of ternary system with cation ratio 

explained. The Ag generated sub band gap state also generated which depends on the Ag 

ratio. The bi-excitonic feature and carrier cooling time increase with the Ag ratio. The PCE of 

the nanohybrid material is enhanced compared to QDs due to ultrafast charge separation from 

QDs to metal NP. The hot electron transfer and photo catalytic efficiency of the 

CdSe@CdS{Au} NHM depends on the size of the Au NP. With increasing the size of the Au 

NP enhances the hot electron transfer and photo catalysis efficiency of CdSe@CdS{Au} 

NHM. The electron transfer rate from cores shell to Au NP and back electron transfer is also 

affected by the CdS shell thickness in CdSe@CdS{Au} NHM system. The shell thickness 

slows down the electron transfer from core shell to metal NP and the back recombination 

from metal NP to core shell as well. The charge separation between metal semidonductor 

nano hybrid and dye molecule has also been investigated. The charge separation of NHM 

improves in presence of dye molecule and the electron and hole transfer time also has been 
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measured by TA study. This metal-semiconductor-dye tri-compoite material should be better 

material for photo voltaic.  
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Abbreviations 
 

MNP                                                       Metal nanoparticles  

NCs                                                        Nanocrystals  

QDs                                                       Quantum Dots 

1D                                                         One dimension (1D)  

2D                                                         Two dimension 

EVET                                                    Electronic to vibrational energy transfer  

TOPO                                                   Trioctyl phosphine oxide  

HS                                                        Heterostructure  

CB                                                       Conduction band 

VB                                                       valence band   

LUMO                                                 Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

ET                                          Electron transfer 

BET                                                     Back electron transfer 

HOMO                                                highest occupied molecular orbital  

QDSC                                                 Quantum dot sensitized solar cell  

PCE                                                     power conversion efficiency  

NHM                                                   Nanohybrid material  

Br-PGR                                               Bromo-pyrogallol red  

DBF                                                    Dibromo-fluorscene 

CT                                                       Charge transfer  

HR-TEM                                             High Resolution-Transmission electron microscopy  

SAED                                                 Selected area electctron diffraction  

XRPD                                                 X-ray powder diffraction  

XRD                                                   X-Ray Diffraction  
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PMT                                                    Photomultiplier tube  

TCSPC                                               Time Correlated Single Photon Counting  

TAC                                                   Time-to-amplitude converter 

MCA                                                  Multi channel analyser  

PD                                                      Photodiode  

CFD                                                   Constant fraction discriminator  

IRF                                                     Instrument-photo response function  

TIS                                                     Ti-saphire  

DPSS                                                  Diode pumped solid state 

KLM                                                  Kerr lens mode 

GVD                                                  Group velocity dispersion 

BBO                                                  β-barium borate 

SHG                                                  Second harmonic generation   

WLG                                                White Light Generation  

SPM                                                 Self phase modulations  

CdO                                                 Cadmium oxide  

DDA                                                Dodecylamine  

DDAB                                             Didodecylammonium bromide  

OA                                                   Oleic acid  

TOP                                                 Trioctylphosphine 

DDT                                                 Dodecanethiol 

OAm                                                Olylamine  

ODE                                               1-octadecene  

MPA                                               Mercaptopropionic acid  

FRET                                              Forster Resonance Energy Transfer 

SET                                                Surface energy transfer  
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ICT                                               Intramolecular charge transfer 

TICT                                            Twisted intramolecular charge transfer  

LE                                                 Locally excited  

CPB                                             CsPbBr3  

SILAR                                              Successive ion layer absorption and reaction  

CBD                                                 Chemical bath deposition technique  

FF                                                    Fill factor  

QY                                             Quantum yield 

PL                                               Photoluminescence 

AIS                                              Silver indium sulfide  

TA                                                Transient Absorption 

EIS                                               Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy  

MEG                                                  Multiple exciton generation 
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Figure 1.5. (A) Sub bangap exciton fine structure and energy level diagram for e-h exchange 
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Figure 1.6: Schematic electron-hole exchange interaction and anisotropy associated with 

crystal field in the wurtzite lattice structure. Optical absorption is in bright state and 

photoluminescence (PL) is due to dark state transition. The energy difference between the 

lowest absorption and emission energy levels is asigned as Stoke‘s shift. 

Figure 1.7: Change of density of states with changing the carrier confinement. 

Figure 1.8: Schematic diagram of intraband electron cooling through phonon emission. 

Figure 1.9: Schematic diagram of intraband electron cooling through Auger process. 
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Figure 1.10: Schematic diagram of (a) Auger assisted multiple exciton generation and (b) 
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Figure 1.11: Schematic diagram of intraband electron cooling through electronic to 

vibrational energy transfer (EVET) process. 
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of the NP. 

Figure 1.16. Different relaxation processes of hot carriers at different time scale in Metal NP. 
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Figure 1.18. Schematic interaction of exciton with Plasmon. 
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colloidal nanoparticle. 
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Figure 2.4. Block diagram of Pump-Probe Transient Absorption spectroscopy. 

Figure 2.5. Schematic block diagram of Ti-Saphire Oscillator. 

Figure 2.6. Optival layout of femtosecond pulse stretcher. 

Figure 2.7. Schematic diagram of multipass amplification process in our used setup. 

Figure 2.8. Schematic layout of two grating compressor. 

Figure 2.9. Optical layout of Excipro pump-probe setup. 

Figure 3.1: Panel-A: a and a' are the absorption and emission spectrum of C343 in water, b 

and b' are the absorption and emission spectrum of C343 in cyclohexane respectively. Panel-

B: c and c' are the absorption and emission spectrum of D1421 in water, d and d' are the 

absorption and emission spectrum of D1421 cyclohexane respectively.  

Figure 3.2: Panel-A: Time resolved emission decay traces of (a) C343 dye in water and (b) 

C343 dye in cyclohexane, probed at emission maxima after 406 nm excitation. Panel-B: 

Time resolved emission decay traces of (c) D1421 in water and (d) D1421 in cyclohexane 

probed at emission maxima after 406 nm excitation. 

Figure 3.3 (A): High resolution TEM image of citrate stabilized Au NP. Inset: SAED pattern 

of citrate stabilized Au NP. (B): Extinction spectra of Au Nanoparticles in aqueous medium. 

Figure 3.4: Panel-A: Steady state optical absorption spectra of (a) Au [40nM] (b) C343 [70 

µM] (c) C343 [70 µM] and Au [40nM] in H2O (d) addition of a and b. Panel-B: Steady state 

optical absorption spectra of (e) Au [100nM] (f) D1421 [100 µM] (g) D1421 [100 µM] and 

Au [100nm] in H2O. (h) addition of e and f. 
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Figure 3.5: Steady state emission spectra of C-343 at different concentration (a) 0.0 nM (b) 

10 nM (c) 20 nM (d) 30 nM (e) 40 nM of Au nanoparticles in water. [C-343] = 70 µM. 

Figure 3.6: Steady state emission spectra of D1421 at different concentration (a) 0.0 nM (b) 

40 nM (c) 60 nM (d) 80 nM (e) 100 nM of Au nanoparticles in water. [D-1421] = 100 µM. 

Figure 3.7: Time resolved emission decay traces of C-343 on Au NP surface at 500 nm at 

different concentration (a) 0.0 nM (b) 10 nM (c) 20 nM (d) 40 nM of Au nanoparticles in 

water. Inset: Emission of C-343 on 100 nM Au NP surface at 448 nm. Excitation wavelength 

was kept at 406 nm. L stands for Lamp profile of 406 nm laser excitation source. 

Figure 3.8:  Time resolved emission decay traces of D-1421 on Au NP surface at 475 nm at 

different concentration (a) 0.0 nM (b) 20 nM (c) 60 nM (d) 100 nM of Au nanoparticles in 

water. Excitation wavelength was kept at 406 nm.  

Figure 4.1: (A) HR-TEM images of CdSe (a), CdSe@CdS 2ML (b), CdSe@CdS 4ML (c) 

and CdSe@CdS 6ML (d). (B) Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) CdSe QD, (b) CdS/CdSe 

2ML, (c) CdS/CdSe 4ML and (d) CdS/CdSe 6ML  core-shell respectively. (C) UV-Visible 

absorption and luminescence spectrum of CdSe (a‘), CS 1 (b‘), CS 2 (c‘) and CS 3 NCs (d‘).  

(D) Graphical plots of Quantum Yields (QY) Vs CdS shell thickness. 

Figure 4.2. A: a, b, c, d and a‘, b‘, c‘, d‘ are the UV-Visible absorption spectra of CdSe, CS 

1, CS 2 and CS 3 in Chloroform and Water respectively. B: a, b, c, d and a‘, b‘, c‘, d‘ are the 

UV-Visible luminescence spectra of CdSe, CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 in Chloroform and Water 

respectively. 
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Figure 4.3. Left Panel. Current density (mA/Cm
2
) Vs Voltage (Volts) plot of (a) CdSe, (b) 

CS 1 (c) CS 2 and (d) CS 3. Right Panel: Incident photon to current conversion efficiency 

Spectra of (a') CdSe, (b') CS 1 (c') CS 2 and (d') CS 3. 

Figure 4.4. TA spectra of (a) CdSe, (b) CS 1, (c) CS 2 and (d) CS 3 core-shell NCs at 

different time delay. (All TA measurements have been carried out after 400 nm Laser 

excitation. 

Figure 4.5: Bleach dynamics of (a) CdSe at 570 nm, (b) CS 1 at 578 nm (c) CS 2 at 588 nm 

and (d) CS 3 at 600 nm. In Inset. Early scale bleach dynamics of a, b, c and d. B. Bleach 

dynamics of (a‘) CdSe at 570 nm, (b‘) CS 1 at 578 nm (c‘) CS 2 at 588 nm and (d‘) CS 3 at 

600 nm on TiO2 film. (All TA measurements have been carried out after 400 nm Laser 

excitation) 

Figure 4.6. (A) HR-TEM image (B) XRD pattern and (C) UV-Visible absorption (olive solid 

line) and photoluminescence spectra (red dotted line) of CPB NCs. In inset of figure A 

shows the single particle of CPB. 

Figure 4.7: Steady state (A) UV-Vis absorption and (B) photoluminescence spectra of (a) 

CPB, (b) CdSe QDs, and (c) colloidal mixture of CPB and CdSe QDs. Spectrum (d) shows 

simple addition of spectra a and b. (C, D) Up-conversion luminescence decay traces of (a′) 

CPB at 487 nm, (b′) CdSe at 570 nm, (c′ and c′′) mixture of CPB and CdSe at 487 nm and 

570 nm, respectively. For Up-conversion luminescence measurements the samples were 

excited at 400 nm.  

Figure 4.8: Steady state (A) UV-Vis absorption and (B) photoluminescence spectra of (a) 

CPB, (b) CdSe/CdS, and (c) colloidal mixture of CPB and CdSe/CdS. Spectrum (d) shows 

simple addition of spectra a and b. (C, D) Luminescence up-conversion decay traces of (a′) 
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CPB at 487 nm, (b′) CdSe/CdS at 600 nm, (c′ and c′′) mixture of CPB and CdSe/CdS at 487 

nm and 600 nm, respectively.  

Figure 4.9: TA spectra of (a) CPB perovskite, (b) CdSe QDs, and (c) mixture of CPB and 

CdSe at different time delay after 400 nm pulse excitation in toluene. 

Figure 4.10: TA bleach dynamics of (a, b) CPB NCs and CPB/CdSe QD system at 477 nm, 

and (c,d) CdSe QDs and CPB/CdSe QD system at 555 nm after 400 nm excitation.. 

Figure 4.11: comparison of upconversion decay dynamics (a) and bleach decay dynamics (b) 

of CPB nanocrystals. These figures show the luminescence decay and bleach decay dynamics 

is almost matches. 

Figure 4.12: TA spectra of (A) CdSe QDs and (B) mixture of CdSe@CdS and CPB at 

different time delay after 400 nm pulse excitation in toluene. 

Figure 4.13: TA bleach dynamics of (a) CPB at 477 nm (b) CdSe@CdS/CPB at 477 nm (c) 

CdSe@CdS core shell at 590 nm and (d) CdSe@CdS/CPB at 590 nm after 400 nm excitation. 

Figure 5.1.A: HR-TEM image of AIS 3 QDs. B. XRD pattern of AIS 1, AIS 2 and AIS 3 

NCs. 

Figure 5.2. Left panel: Steady state optical absorption and luminescence spectra of (a, a') 

AIS 1 (Ag0.25InS2) (b, b'') AIS 2 (Ag0.5InS2) and (c, c') AIS 3 (AgInS2) respectively. Spectra 

in dotted line are the de-convoluted emission spectra of AIS 3 (Figure 2 c'). Deconvolution of 

c' to two Gaussians (peaking at 630nm and 727nm) also have been shown. Inset. Time-

resolved luminescence spectra of AIS 3 monitored at (d) 630 nm and (e) 727 nm after 445 nm 

laser excitation. L is the lamp profile of 445 nm laser. Right panel: Schematic diagram of 

photoinduced processes, which shows that the electron is trapped either in lower lying Ag 
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related S-States or donor state (D) and the hole is trapped in internal defect (acceptor state, 

A). The straight arrows show radiative recombination. 

Figure 5.3.A: Graphical plot of (a) Emission QY Vs Ag/In (b) Emission life time at peak 

wavelength Vs Ag/In (c) FWHM of luminescence Vs Ag/In and (d) Stokes shift Vs Ag/In 

ratio. B. Deconvoluted PL spectra of AIS 1 and AIS 2 and the time resolved PL kinetics of 

AIS 1 and AIS 2 at the respective peak wavelength after exciting at 445 nm wavelength.  

Figure 5.4. Left Panel. Early time scale (100fs to 1.5 ps) TA spectrum of (A) AIS 1 (B) AIS 

2 and (C) AIS 3. Right panel. Longer time scale TA spectrum of (D) AIS 1 (E) AIS 2 and 

(F) AIS 3 after 400 nm laser excitation in the toluene solvent. 

Figure 5.5: Deconvoluted TA spectrum of AIS 1, AIS 2, and AIS 3 NCs after 1 ns time 

delay. 

Figure 5.6: TA bleach recovery kinetics of (a) AIS 1 at 475 nm (b) AIS 2 at 485 nm and (c) 

AIS 3 at 535 nm after 400 nm laser excitation in toluene solvent. Inset: Bleach recovery 

kinetics at early time scale of a, b and c.  

Figure 5.7. Left panel: TA bleach recovery kinetics of AIS 3 (a) at 455 nm (b) at 535 nm, 

(c) at 610 nm and (C) at 690 nm after 400 nm laser excitation in toluene solvent. Right 

Panel: Pictorial representation of electron transition from higher excited state to band edge, 

band edge to Ag related S-States followed by antisite state. Finally recombination takes place 

through donor acceptor pair. 

Figure 5.8: The bi-exciton dynamics of the of the AIS 3 at the 690 nm in pump energy of (a) 

0.2 µJ (b) 0.35 µJ (c) 0.45 µJ and (d) 0.8 µJ. e. The graphical representation of change of 

A
+

max/ A
-
max with changing the pump energy. 
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Figure 5.9: The bi-exciton dynamics of (a) AIS 1 at 520 nm (b) AIS 2 at 600 nm and (c) AIS 

3 at 690 nm with pump energy 0.45µJ. d) The graphical representation of change of 

A
+

max/ A
-
max with changing the ratio of Ag and In.  

Figure 6.1-A: HR-TEM image of CdSe NH material. B: Steady state optical absorption and 

luminescence spectra of CdSe quantum dot (a and a‘) and CdSe
43

 HS (b and b‘) in 

chloroform. In Inset. The luminescence decay traces of (a‖) CdSe and (b‖) CdSe{Au} NH at 

586 nm after 406 nm excitation.(L is lamp profile)  

Figure 6.2: TA spectrum of (a) CdSe quantum dot and (b) CdSe{Au} HS at different time 

delay on the film after exciting the samples at 400 nm. 

Figure 6.3: The decay kinetics of (a) CdSe quantum dot at 560 nm, (b) CdSe{Au} HS at 552 

nm and (c) CdSe{Au} HS at 650 nm after exciting the samples at 400 nm. 

Figure 6.4. (A) Jsc-V curves of (a) CdSe QDs and (b) Au/CdSe nanohybrid material under 1 

sun illumination. (B) IPCE spectra of (a') CdSe QDs and (b') Au/CdSe nanohybrid material. 

Inset. The magnified curves of a' and b' beyond 600 nm. 

Figure 6.5. A. Nyquist plots for (a) CdSe NCs  and (b) CdSe{Au} NHM at -0.5 V forward 

bias. B. Bode phase diagram for CdSe NCs  and CdSe{Au} NHM. 

Figure 6.6: HR TEM image of (A) CdSe@CdS{Au}-1 and (B) CdSe@CdS{Au}-2. (C) UV-

Visible steady state optical absorption spectra of (a) CdSe@CdS core shell (b) HS 1 and (c) 

HS 2 nanohybrid material in chloroform. Inset: Graphical plot of ratio of absorption at 450 

nm and absorption at 1S excitonic wavelength versus radii of attached Au NPs. (D) Scheme 

of charge transfer transition within CdSe@CdS{Au} nanohybrid material. Inset: Optical 

absorption band of the CT transition. (E) Photoluminescence spectra of (a') CdSe@CdS core 
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shell (b') HS 1 and (c') HS 2 hetero-structure after 400 nm excitation. (F) Time-resolved 

luminescence decay traces of (a'') CdSe@CdS core shell (b'') HS 1 hetero nanostructure and 

(c'') HS 2 hetero-structure monitoring at 596 nm after 445 nm laser excitation. L is the 

excitation lamp profile. 

Figure 6.7: Transient Absorption spectra of (A) CdSe@CdS core shell nanoparticles (B) HS 

1 and (C) HS 2 hetero-structure materials in chloroform at different time delay after 400 nm 

laser excitation. 

Figure 6.8: (A) Normalised bleach recovery kinetics at 1S excitonic wavelength (a) 

CdSe@CdS core shell at 580 nm (b) HS 1 at 570 nm and (c) HS 2 hetero-structure at 570 nm 

in chloroform after 400 nm laser excitation. Inset: Un-normalised bleach recovery kinetics at 

shorter time scale at same concentration to monitor the change of intensity after coupling 

with different sizes of Au NP. (B) Normalised bleach recovery kinetics at 1P excitonic 

wavelength of (d) CdSe@CdS core shell (e) HS 1 and (f) HS 2 hetero-structure at 480 nm in 

chloroform after 400 nm laser excitation. Inset: Un-normalised bleach recovery kinetics at 

shorter time scale at same concentration to monitor the change of intensity after coupling 

with different sizes of Au NP.  

Figure 6.9: (A) Transient decay kinetics at 620 nm for (a) CdSe@CdS{Au}-1 (HS-1) and (b) 

CdSe@CdS{Au}-2 (HS-2) hetero-sctructure; (B) Transient decay kinetics at 510 nm for (c) 

CdSe@CdS{Au}-2 hetero-sctructure in chloroform after 400 nm laser excitation. Inset: 

Early time scale transient kinetics.  

Figure 6.10: (A) Absorption spectra of rhodamin B (RhB) dye in presence of (a) CdSe/CdS 

core shell (b) HS 1 and (c) HS 2 at different time scale under 1 sun light illumination. (B) 

Plot of Ct/C0Vs time of RhB dye in presence of different materials under 1 sun light 

illumination. 
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Figure 6.11: (A) UV-Visible absorption and of (a, a‘) CS 1 and HS 1(dotted line), (b, b‘) CS 

2 and HS 2 (dotted line), (d) CS 3 NCs and HS 3.  (B) Steady state luminescence spectra of 

(a, a‘) CS 1 and HS 1, (b, b‘) CS 2 and HS 2 (dotted line), (d) CS 3 NCs and HS 3. (C) 

Graphical dagram of QY Vs CdS Shell thickness.  

Figure 6.12. Transient absorption spectra of (a, a‘) CS 1 and HS 1, (b, b‘) CS 2 and HS 2, (c, 

c‘) CS 3 and HS 3  at different time delay after 400 nm laser excitaion.  

Figure 6.13. Exciton Bleach dynamics of (a) CdSe at 570 nm, (b) CS 1 at 578 nm (c) CS 2 at 

587 nm and (d) CS 3 at 600 nm after 400 nm excitation. In Inset. Early time scale dynamics 

of a, b, c and d. 

Figure 6.14. Bleach kinetics of (a,a‘) CdSe@570 nm and CdSe/Au@565 nm, (b,b‘) CS 1 and 

HS 1@575 nm, (c,c‘) CS 2 and HS 1@588 nm (d,d‘) CS 3 and HS 3 @600 nm. 

Figure 6.15. Bleach kinetics of (a,a‘) CS 1 and HS 1@480 nm, (b,b‘) CS 2 and HS 1@480 

nm (c,c‘) CS 3 and HS 3 @480 nm. 

Figure 6.16. Photoinduced absorption dynamics of  (a) HS 1 (b) HS 1 (c) HS 3 at 680 nm. In 

Inset. Early time scale dynamics of a,b and c. 

Figure 7.1 A: HR-TEM picture of CdSe{Au} HS material. (In Inset magnified image of 

Au/CdSe). B: Steady state optical absorption spectra of (a) CdSe quantum dot, (b) Au NP and 

(c) CdSe{Au} HS in chloroform. 

Figure 7.2: Steady state photoluminescence spectra of (a) CdSe quantum dot (b) CdSe{Au} 

HS. Inset: Time resolved luminescence decay trace of (c) CdSe quantum dot and (d) 

CdSe{Au} HS at 580 nm after exciting the samples at 406nm. (L is the lamp profile of 

406nm laser)  
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Figure 7.3: Transient absorption spectrum of (A) CdSe quantum dot and (B) CdSe{Au} HS 

(C) isolated Au NPs in chloroform solvent after exciting the samples at 400 nm. 

Figure 7.4: Bleach recovery kinetics at 560 nm for (a) CdSe quantum dot and (b) CdSe{Au} 

HS; and (c) transient absorption kinetics at 650 nm for CdSe{Au} HS in chloroform after 400 

nm laser excitation. Inset: Bleach recovery kinetics for trace a and trace b after normalizing at 

5 ps.  

Figure 7.5: Steady state optical absorption spectra of (a) Br-PGR dye (10µM) (b) CdSe{Au} 

HS and (c) Br-PGR sensitize CdSe{Au} HS in chloroform. Inset: Molecular structure of Br-

PGR. 

Figure 7.6: The transient absorption spectra of (A) CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tri-composite system 

and (B) Br-PGR molecule at different time delay after exciting the samples at 400 nm in 

chloroform. 

Figure 7.7-Panel A: Bleach recovery kinetics of (a) CdSe{Au} HS and (b) CdSe{Au}/Br-

PGR tri-composite system at 555nm. Panel B: Bleach recovery kinetics of CdSe{Au}/Br-

PGR tri-composite system at 655nm.  

Figure 7.8: HR TEM image of Left Panel: Au NP and Right Panel: Au@CdS core shell 

nano hybrid structures. 

Figure-7.9: Steady state UV-Vis absorption spectra of (a) Au nano particles and (b) 

Au@CdS core shell nano particles in Chloroform. 

Figure 7.10. (A) TA spectrum of Au NP after 400 nm laser excitation and (B) TA spectrum 

of Au/CdS core shell nanohybrid after 400 nm laser excitation in chloroform solvent. 
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Figure 7.11: Bleach recovery dynamics of (a) Au NP at the wavelength of 525 nm and (b) 

Au/CdS core shell nanohybrid at the wavelength of 570 nm in chloroform solution after 400 

nm laser excitation. 

Figure 7.12. A: Steady state optical absorption spectra of (a) DBF dye molecule (b) 

Au@CdS core shell nanohybrid material and (c) After sensitization of Au@CdS core shell 

with DBF dye molecule. B. Steady state UV-Vis luminescence spectra of (a‘) DBF molecules 

and (c‘) Au/CdS-DBF triad system in chloroform after 480 nm excitation. In Inset: Time 

resolved luminescence spectra of (a‖) DBF molecule and (c‖) Au@CdS/DBF triad system at 

570 nm after excitation of 445 nm laser. C is the lamp profile of the 445 nm laser. All of 

these spectrum are at the same concentration in chloroform solvent. 

Figure 7.13: TA spectrum of Au/CdS-DBF triad system in chloroform solvent after 400 nm 

laser excitation. 

Figure 7.14: Bleach recovery dynamics of (a) CdS-DBF and Au@CdS-DBF triad system at 

(b) 500 nm at and (c) 530 nm after 400 nm laser excitation. 
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Scheme 7.1: Schemetic diagram showing electron transfer from semiconductor domain to the 

metal domain in CdSe{Au} nanohybrid material.  

Scheme 7.2: Schematic diagram illustrating the electron and hole transfer processes in 

CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tri-composite system. It shows photo-excitation of QD electron and hole 

are generated where electron is transferred to the Fermi level of Au NP and hole is captured 

by Br-PGR molecules. On the other hand photo-excited Br-PGR injects electron into the CB 

of CdSe QD and finally transferred to Au NP. The dashed line indicates the charge 

recombination reaction between electron in Au NP and hole in Br-PGR. 

Scheme 7.3: This Schematic diagram shows after photoexcitation the electron is transferred 

from LUMO of DBF to fermi level of Au NP via the the CB of CdS shell and simultaneously 

the hole is transferred to the HOMO of DBF from VB of CdS shell. 
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1.1. General Introduction: 

The time has come to find out the alternative non-renewable energy sources which are 

going to shrink due to consumption of energy by the people for various purposes.
1
 The solar 

light the unending source of energy is the best option for this non-renewable energy sources 

2
and the semiconductor and metal nanoparticles (MNP) are the best harvester for the solar 

light.
3
 The knowledge about metal and semiconductor is very essential to enhance the 

performance of the light harvesting system with reducing the cost. Since last decades the 

various important fields of colloidal nanocrystals have been grown rapidly due to its several 

important properties. The semiconductor nanocrystals, metal nanoparticles and metal 

semiconductor nanohybrid materials are investigated in this thesis work. In this chapter we 

are demonstrating the principles of the QDs and MNP, motivation of the work, theoretical 

aspects of their structural properties, colloidal synthesis method, and its application in 

photovoltaic. 

1.2. Quantum Dots (QDs) 

One of the most important NCs of this decades is the QDs. The QDs are emerging 

materials for phototcatalytic and photovoltaics materials due to its unique electronic and 

photophysical behaviour.
4, 5

 
6-9

The quantum dots are the nanocrystals (NCs) where the 

exciton (electron-hole pair) is confined in all three dimensions.
10, 11

 The exciton confinement 

makes the QDs size quantised. All the QDs are the NCs, but all NCs are not QDs as the QDS 

are size quantised but NCs always does not show the size quantization. The assembly of 

hundreds or thousands of atoms form the QDs and the electronic properties of the QDs follow 

the quantum mechanics. The QDs are NCs not the large molecules as the electronic 

properties of the QDs do not change if significant numbers of atoms is changed, where the 

properties of the molecules become change with number of atoms. The accumulation of well 
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defined numbers of atoms but less than QDs called the cluster. The electronic property of 

QDs is different from the molecules and clusture. The band gap of the QDs is in between the 

cluster and NCs, which is shown in Fig 1.1. The shifting the luminescence compared to 

absorption first was observed in CdS colloidal solution in 1920. But the shifting of 

luminescence respect to absorption was not explored. In 1960, the breakthrough of research 

on nano science was occurred after discovery of the Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE).
12

 First 

2-D quantum well was invented by using the MBE. First Ekimov and Efros started to explore 

the size quantisation of different semiconductor theoretically in 1980. Murray et al. first 

synthesised the dimensionless QDs based on CdX (X=S, Se) in 1993 by using the 

organometallic reagent.
13

 The theoretical knowledge and different synthesis protocol of QDs 

open multidirectional platform of research field in the current science. 

 

Figure 1.1: Change of energy gap from the molecular system to bulk via cluster and quantum 

dots. 

1.3. Electronic Structure of the QDs: Theoretical Framework 

1.3.1. Quantum Confinement 
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In modern science, the contribution of NCs is excellent, therefore it is very important 

to know the electronic structure of the QDs. Earlier of this chapter we already discussed that 

the QDs are dimensionless due to three dimensional confinement of the carrier. On the other 

way it is also possible to charge confinement in one dimension (1D) or two dimension (2D) 

and the 1D and 2D charge confinements are referred as quantum wire and quantum well, 

respectively. In QDs the electron and holes are bound by strong columbic attraction and acts 

as a single particle with reducing the mass, called exciton. The exciton has well defined mean 

free path, which is less than the de-Broglie wavelength of the carrier and termed as exciton 

Bohr radius (ab). The QDs follow the quantum size effect only when the size of the QDs is 

less than its exciton Bohr radius. The expression of the Bohr radius is shown below,
14

  

                                               1.1 

Where, aH = Bohr radius of hyrdogen atom (0.052 nm), εr = size dependent dielectric 

constant, m= mass of electron, μ= reduced mass of the exciton. 

The QDs shows the different type of confinement depending on the size of the QDs. If the 

radius of QDs is less than the radius of electron (ae), hole (ah) and exciton (aexc) i.e. a < ae, ah, 

aexc, shows strong confinement where the electron and hole are bound very strongly and 

termed as strong confinement regime. In this regime, the exciton shows quantization of 

exciton levels. When radius (a) is smaller than both electron and hole but larger than the 

exciton Bohr radius (i.e. ae, ah< a <aexc) the confinement energy is less than its columbic or 

exciton energy and termed as weak confinement regime.{Klimov, 2010 #679} The band gap 

in this case can be given as, 

2 2

22( )
QD B c

e h

E E E
m m a


                         1.2 
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The other confinement regime is intermediate confinement regime where only one carrier 

either hole or electron will be confined. Therefore the confinement of QDs depends upon the 

size of the NCs. The Bohr radius of CuCl is 0.7 nm which is very small compared to NCs 

size, shows weak confinement regime. The Bohr radius of III-V semiconductor InAs shows 

strong confinement regime due its larger Bohr radius ~36 nm which is very larger than the 

NCs size.
15

 But the II-VI semiconductors CdSe, CdS and CdTe whose Bohr radius is at 

intermediate range 4-7 nm, show either strong or intermediate confinement regime depending 

upon their NCs size.  

1.3.3. Particle-in-a-Sphere Model 

The QDs show the size quantisation due to strong carrier confinement in all three 

dimensions. To explain the size quantisation by quantum mechanically we are adopting the 

particle-in-a-sphere model.
16

 According to the quantum mechanics model, if the particle with 

mass "m" confined in a sphere of radius "a" can be explained as following equation, 

                                1.6 

The obtained wave function after solving the Schrödinger equation is shown below:  

 

               1.7 

 

Where,  is a normalization constant,  is the l
th

 order spherical Bessel function, 

 is known as spherical harmonic, and where 

                           1.8 

 

Where, , is the n
th

 zero of the . Now, the energy of the particle can be determined from 

Eigen value of the Schrödinger equation by the following energy equation:  
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                       1.9 

The potential energy is zero within the sphere in Shordinger‘s wave model. Hence the total 

energy is only contributed by the kinetic energy of the electron which strongly depends on 

the size of the QDs. As the Eigen functions are same as atoms, therefore the quantised state 

can be defined by the different quantum numbers like n (1, 2, 3…), l (s, p, d…), and m. Still 

there is some limitation as the QD was assumed as a blank sphere, but in practical the QDs 

are not blank sphere, many atoms are there. This limitation can be overcome by Effective 

Mass Approximation. 
17

  

1.3.2. Effective Mass Approximation: 

The Effective Mass Approximation model is used to solve the Schrödinger equation 

of electronic wave function of bulk semiconductor. From Bloch's theorem the electronic 

wave functions in a bulk semiconductor crystal can be shown by the equation below, 

 ( ) = (r) ( . )               1.3 

Where " " is the function of periodicity in the crystal lattice and "n" is label (n = c for 

conduction band and n = v for valence band) for the band index for the wave function and 

"k" is the wave vector. The E Vs K band diagram in figure 1.2 shows the energy level of the 

wave function. To simplify the effective mass approximation, assumption of parabolic shape 

of band is taken into consideration. According to this approximation the semiconductors can 

be classified into two types, i.e. direct band gap and indirect band gap semiconductor. In 

direct semiconductor both the conduction band minima and the valence band maxima point 

occur at k = 0 (Figure 1.2 A), whereas in indirect band gap semiconductor the conduction 

band minima is away from k= 0 (Figure 1.2 B). Therefore the electronic transitions from 

valence band to conduction band involve phonons instead of following the Frank-Condon  
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Figure 1.2: Band diagram of (A) direct and (B) indirect bulk semiconductor. 

principle. According to effective mass approximation
18

 the energy of valence and conduction 

band can be given as:  

                        1.4 

                               1.5 

Where, Eg represents the bulk semiconductor band gap and the superscript ―c‖ and ―v‖ stand 

for conduction and valence band, respectively. According to this approximation, the charge 

carriers act as free particles with an effective mass,  and  for electron in conduction 

band and hole in valence band, respectively.  

1.3.4. Band Structure 

In our previous discussion we have seen that the band structure is parabolic in nature 

and non degenerate. But in reality this is seldom parabolic and degenerate. This complexity 

of the band structure can be discussed by discussing the band formation of CdSe QDs. The 

CB of CdSe is formed by the 5s orbital of the Cd which is two folds degenerate at k=0, 

Where as the VB is formed by 4p orbital of the Se atom which is six fold degenerate at k=0. 
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The CdSe QDs shows two different lattice structures (i.e. diamond and wurtzite) and the 

valence band degeneracy of these two structure is shown in figure 1.3. In diamond like 

structure the VB is two fold degenerate , i.e. p
3/2 

and p
1/2

 at k=0 due to strong spin orbit ( = 

0.42 eV) coupling. The subscript 3/2 and 1/2 represent the angular momentum (J = l+s). The  

 

Figure 1.3: Splitting of Valence band (VB) of the bulk CdSe in diamond (A)  and wurtzite 

(B) like structure at k = 0 point. 

4p orbital of Se has 4 electrons, hence the angular and spin contributions are l=1and s=1/2, 

respectively. The band p
3/2

 again splits into two sub bands JZ = ±3/2 and JZ = ± 1/2 at away 

from k=0, where JZ is the projection of J. These three bands are generally termed as heavy-

hole (hh, J = 3/2 and JZ = ± 3/2), light-hole (lh, J = 3/2 and JZ= ± 1/2) and split-off-hole (sh, 

J = 1/2). For wurtzite CdSe heavy and light hole bands are no longer split at 0k  due to 

crystal field asymmetry. The effective masses are mhh = 1.14m0, mlh = 0.31m0, and mso = 

0.49m0, respectively. 

1.3.5. Electronic Structure of Quantum Dots: 

The VB and CB band of QDs are discrete and the discreteness decreases with 

increasing the size of QDs. The total energy states of CB and VB can be assigned by the 

angular momentum of the charge carrier at the particular state.
11

 The total angular momentum 
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of the electron and hole is contributed by the two types of angular momentum named as (a) a 

―unit cell‖ contribution (J) due to the underlying atomic basis, which forms the bulk bands 

and (b) an envelope function contribution (L) due to the particle-in-a-sphere orbital. It can be  

 

Figure 1.4: Optical absorption spectrum of colloidal CdSe QDs and assignment of different 

excitonic states for different optical transition. Development of energy levels diagram from 

bulk semiconductor to the QDs. The optical transitions occur from different discrete CB 

(hole) to the VB (electron). levels arising from the valence band and conduction band 

respectively. 

expected that the quantum number of each valence sub band (Jh) and each envelope function 

(Lh) are conserved. But due to band mixing, these two are not conserved. So the VB of the 

QDs is the mixture of all three sub bands. The nLe and nLh are used as angular momentum of 

electron and hole states arising due to the envelope wave function. Where, L values are S, P, 

D etc for L=0, 1, 2 etc. and n value varies as 1, 2, 3 etc. Therefore the electron states are 

defined as 1Se, 1Pe, 1De etc. while the hole states are as 1Sh, 1Ph, 1Dh etc. The valence band 

of the QDs are complicated due to mixing of different sub bands. The lowest energy hole 

states are calculated after considering the mixing of different energised hole, i.e heavy hole, 
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light hole and split off hole. Therefore, for CdSe the lowest energy transition can be 

represented as 1Se1S
3/2

h (1S), 1Se2S
3/2

h (2S) and 1Pe1P
3/2

h (1P)
19

 showing in Figure 1.4, 

which are correlated with the optical absorpiton spectra of CdSe in figure 1.4. The fine 

structure of CdSe QDs is explained in next section. 

1.3.6. Exciton Fine Structure 

Earlier of this chapter, we have discussed about the band structure and energy levels 

of small QDs by the particle in a sphere model, however there are several other factors which 

also changes the energy levels.
19

 The deviation from the spherical shape of the CdSe QDs 

(wurtzite,
17

 actual shape is prolate 
14

 like) splits the valence band into different sub bands.
11

 

In case of spherical cubic (zinc blend) CdSe, the electron and hole states are highly 

degenerate.
20

 In smaller NCs QDs the interband exchange interaction increases with 

increasing the electron hole wave function overlap. Therefore the energy states become more 

degenerates. The 1S
3/2

h-1Se state of the CdSe QDs becomes eight fold degenerates. In figure 

1.5 illustrates the exciton fine structure and energy levels of spherical and wurtzite shaped 

CdSe QDs. The energy structure can be demonstrated by considering the two limiting 

condition. Due to non-spherical shape of wurtzite CdSe, the excited state 1S
3/2

h1Se is split 

into two states with 4-folds degenerate states and assign as Mn = ±3/2 and Mn = ±1/2 in the 

left side of the Figure 1.5. The ±3/2 or ±1/2 represents the projection of the total angular 

momentum of the lowest energy electron and hole in the CB and VB, respectively. In small 

sized QDs the electron hole exchange interaction increases due to overlap of electron hole 

wave function. Hence the band splits again in subband gap stated and shown in figure 1.5. 

Due to strong e-h exchange interaction the lowest energy 1S electron and 1S
3/2

 hole cannot be 

considered independently and treated as an exchange-correlated exciton with a total angular 

momentum N having value either 1 or 2. The exchange interaction splits these two states, one 
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is high-energy, optically active N = 1 bright exciton and lower-energy, optically passive N = 

2 dark exciton. The size deviation from spherical to prolate further splits the bright (n=1) and 

the dark (N = 2) excitonic states into five energy levels having 5-fold and 3-fold degenerate 

states, respectively. This is shown in figure 1.5 and Nm refers as quantum number i.e. the 

projection of N along with unique crystal axis. Each energy state are two folds degenerate 

except energy level Nm = 0, resulting eight fold degenerate band-edge exciton split into five 

subband.
21

 

 

Figure 1.5. (A) Sub bangap exciton fine structure and energy level diagram for e-h exchange 

interaction and size anisotropy.  

1.3.7. Dark exciton and Stoke shift 

The e-h recombination time for bulk semiconductor is 1 ns, whereas this time extends 

from several ns to µs for NCs.
22, 23

 The longer excited state life time of the NCs is due to trap 

state which decouples the e-h. But the longer lifetime for high quality QDs can‘t be explored. 

This longer life time can be explained by dark exciton. Earlier the fine structure of the 

exciton is explained through electron hole exchange interaction and deviation from spherical 

shape.
23

 We have discussed that the fine structure of the 1S
3/2

-1Se excitonic state splits into 

five different sub levels having same Nm value can be labelled as "U" for upper and "L" for 

lower states (Figure 1.6). The lowest state (ǀ Nmǀ  = 2) remains optically passive after 
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splitting. On the basis of fine structure and dark exciton transition, the emission behaviour of 

the QD was first proposed by Calcott et al. The electron-hole radiative recombination from 

the lowest excitonic state (ǀ Nmǀ  = 2, dark excitonic) to the ground sate is responsible for 

photoluminescence of the QDs (red solid line in the Figure 1.6), termed as dark exciton and 

this is forbidden in terms of electric dipole approximation.
23

 This transition is one-photon 

forbidden as for the angular momentum conservation two photons return to the ground state 

from the |Nm| = 2 sub level. On the otherhand, in QDs the lowest optically allowed transition  

 

Figure 1.6: Schematic electron-hole exchange interaction and anisotropy associated with 

crystal field in the wurtzite lattice structure. Optical absorption is in bright state and 

photoluminescence (PL) is due to dark state transition. The energy difference between the 

lowest absorption and emission energy levels is asigned as Stoke‘s shift. 

is from the ground state to the 1
L 

state, which is active state. The broad optical absorption 

spectrum of the QDs (Figure 1.6 right side) can be explained by the transition from ground 

state to the 1
U
 and 0

U
 state. The photo excited charge carriers thermalize to the dark state 

from the higher excitonic state. The energy gap between the dark state and the first allowed 
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state (1L) is higher than the kBT (where, kB is Boltzmann constant) and emission is occurred 

due to recombination of the dark state to the ground state, which is lower energy as compare 

to energy gap between the lower allowed energy state and ground state. Hence the energy 

difference between the lowest bright state (allowed transition) and the dark state (forbidden 

transition) is termed as the resonant Stoke's shift (ΔSr).
11

 The ΔSr value depends on the size 

of the NCs.  

1.4. Density of States (DOS) in Different Size NCs. 

The Density of States (DOS) of NCs represent the number of energy states in per unit 

energy interval.
24

 The Steady state absorption, carrier relaxation dynamic and charge carrier 

trapping processes in NCs strongly depend on the involved DOS of the semiconductor NCs. 

The number of DOS is determined by the charge carrier confinement. The density of states 

can be represented below,  

                                        1.10 

In bulk semiconductor, considering the energy distributions are isotropic parabolic in nature 

and the DOS can be represented as,  

                         1.11  

Therefore the DOS in bulk state strongly depends on the energy (Fig. 1.7). 

The DOS of two dimensional quantum well system is independent of energy and represented 

as, 

                            1.12 
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Therefore here the particles are independent of energy. In 1-dimension quantum wire the 

DOS is as,  

                      1.13 

 

Figure 1.7: Change of density of states with changing the carrier confinement. 

i.e. the DOS decreases with increasing the energy (Fig.1.7). In zero dimensional QDs the 

carriers are strongly confined in three dimensions, hence the energy states are completely 

discrete. Therefore the DOS can be expressed as simply delta function. The figure 1.7 shows 

the diagram of DOS with decreasing the confinement.  

1.5. Carrier Relaxation 

In this thesis the synthesised QDs are passivated by the surface ligand. The discussed 

energy quantisation of QDs plays a significant role in Charge carrier relaxation. Hot exciton 

(electron-hole pair) is generated when quantum dots absorbs photon having energy more than 

the band gap energy of the semiconductor. However the hot hole or electron relaxes to the 

corresponding band edge state through different pathways. Due to lesser energy gap between 

the intraband state compared to thermal energy, in bulk semiconductor the carrier relaxes 

through phonon emission. But the quantised energy gap between two intraband state is larger 
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as compared to thermal energy, therefore the hot carrier relaxes through different ways such 

as phonon-assisted relaxation (i.e. phonon modes of the crystal lattice), Auger recombination, 

and electronic to vibrational energy transfer (EVET) from QD to ligand.
25, 26

  

1.5.1. Phonon-Assisted Intraband Electron Relaxation: Phonon bottleneck 

In bulk semiconductor the carrier relaxation is very fast through continuous intraband 

by emitting the phonon. But in QDs the quantised intraband gap is thousands order of meV, 

whereas the phonon energy is sub tens of meV. Hence multiphonon emission is necessary for 

intraband cooling (Fig. 1.8). Therefore the phonon mediated carrier relaxation becomes slows 

down and the relaxation time ( can be expressed as, 

                                    1.14 

Where,  is the frequency of the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon and  is the energy 

spacing between the sub band states of the CB.  

 

Figure 1.8: Schematic diagram of intraband electron cooling through phonon emission. 

Thus the intraband electron cooling mediated through electron-LO phonon coupling slows 

down with decreasing the NCs size due to restriction imposed by momentum and energy 
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conservation,
27, 28

 this is termed as ‗Phonon bottleneck’.
25, 29

 As the intra band energy spacing 

for hole state is less than the electron state, the ―phonon bottleneck effect‖ for hole cooling is 

less compared to the electron. 

1.5.2 Augur Recombination and Multi Exciton Generation (MEG). 

In our previous discussion, we have seen that the hot electron relaxation decreases with 

decreasing the size of QDs. Hence the hot carrier relaxes through electron-hole energy 

transfer processes, termed as Auger recombination (Figure 1.9).
30

 The CB and VB energy 

levels of II-VI semiconductor NCs are discrete and the more degeneration of VB than CB 

makes the less intraband spacing of hole state compare to electron. Within the small regime 

of NCs there is strong columbic interaction between electron and hole and couple each other. 

The hot electron relaxes after fast energy transfer to the hole nonradiatively.
31, 32

 Therefore 

this relaxation mechanism is the fast energy transfer from hot electron followed by the fast 

hole relaxation process. 
20, 32-34

If the photon energy (i.e. h >>Eg) is more than the band gap  

 

Figure 1.9: Schematic diagram of intraband electron cooling through Auger process. 

of the semiconductor, the relaxed excess energy of the hot carrier generates other exciton, 

called bi-exciton (Figure 1.10). The photon energy having two times more than the band gap 

of the semiconductor generates the more than two exciton, referred as multi-exciton
6, 35-37

 and 
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this is efficient for the low band gap NCs (such as PbS, PbSe etc.). Sometimes the excess 

relaxation energy of the hot carrier produces other exciton, termed as impact ionisation. 

 

Figure 1.10: Schematic diagram of (a) Auger assisted multiple exciton generation and (b) 

Auger recombination process. 

1.5.3 Relaxation Through Electronic to Vibrational Energy Transfer Processes. 

Additional to this above discussed relaxation processes, one more cooling processes 

are there, where the vibrational levels of ligands are involved and termed as electronic to 

vibrational energy transfer (EVET).
38-40

 In this processes (Fig. 1.11) the excess energy  

 

Figure 1.11: Schematic diagram of intraband electron cooling through electronic to 

vibrational energy transfer (EVET) process. 
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transferred from electronic state of the QDs to vibrational state of the surface ligand which 

passivates small QDs. In this thesis work oleic acid, trioctylphosphine, trioctyl phosphine 

oxide (TOPO) etc. are used for surface capping agent. The hot carrier relaxes through non-

radiative energy transfer to the ligand, only when the intraband gap matches with the 

vibrational state of the ligand molecule 

1.5.4 Trapping and Recombination: 

Very high surface to volume ratio of quantum dots leads to surface defects in their 

structure. The surface defect arises in the QDs due to capping agent, dangling bond, crystal 

mismatch etc. 
41, 42

If energy level of this defect lies within the band gap of the semiconductor, 

then charge carrier (either electron or hole, depending on the energy levels of defect site) fast 

transfer to the trap state nonradiatively (Fig. 1.12). The carrier relaxation processes change 

after the carriers are trapped.
43

 
44

The cooling process of the hot carrier becomes faster due to 

fast trapping and the recombination through trap state slows down due to decoupling of the 

electron and hole.  

 

Figure 1.12. Schematic diagram of (A) electron and (B) hole trapping in different surface 

states. 
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1.6 Heterostructure: Core-Shell Nanocrystal 

The trapped states in QDs decrease the luminescence quantum yield. To improve the 

quality of luminecence and to alter the electronic structure of the semiconductor QDs often 

core/shell nano-architecture are introduced. In a single core/shell nanostructure more than one 

semiconductor is present, which is termed as heterostructure (HS). Considering the band 

alignment of the semiconductor NCs, the core shells are generally two types such as type I 

and type II (Fig 1.13).
45-48

 In type I core shell the wide band gap shell passivates the low band 

gap core, leading to improvement of QY. Both the carriers (electron and hole) are confined 

within the core. If the band alignment is reverse, i.e. the smaller band gap shell passivates the 

wider band gap core named as inveted type I. The core shell CdSe/ZnS, CdSe/ZnSe etc show 

the type I semiconductor.
49

 In the type II core shell the band alignment of the core and shell is 

considered in such a way that the one carrier is localised in the core and other is in shell. 
50

 

CdSe/CdTe, CdS/ZnSe show the type II semiconductor due to their such band alignment.  

 

Figure 1.13. Schematic Band alignment of core-shell heterostructures. (Type-I, Type-II and 

Quasi Type-II). 
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Therefore the charge separated state between core and shell is generated after photo 

excitation. Other than these two types of core shell one more class of semiconductor is 

established after considering the band alignment of core and shell known as quasi type II 

(CdSe/CdS).
51-56

 Here the one carrier is localised in the core and the other one is delocalised 

through the core and shell due to minimum band off set between core and shell. This type of 

semiconductor is very useful in photocatalysis and photovoltaic application.  

1.7 Metal Nanoparticles. 

The metal particle in nanometer size shows strong and fascinating colour.
57-60

 Free 

electrons (i.e. d-orbital for Au and Ag) can travel through the metal nanoparticles (MNP) 

surface. The mean free path of the metal nanoparticles (MNP) is 10-100 nm.
61

 The charge 

carriers are confined in metal NP (in Figure 1.14). The most important property of the metal 

nanoparticles (MNP) is surface Plasmon resosnance which makes the MNP strong 

coloured.
62-67

 Hence the colour of the MNP strongly depends on the size, shape and dielectric 

constant of the medium.
9, 60, 61, 68, 69

 To describe the interaction between light and MNP, 

quasi-static approximate has been used, where the particle size has to be very smaller than the 

interacting light wavelength. 
59, 70, 71

This interaction is based on particle in an electrostatic  

 

Figure 1.14. Schematic Band alignment of Metal NP with respect to bulk.  
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field where the field variation is constant through the MNP surface. To explain the  

molecular polarizability (α) of the MNP of spherical shape, the Clausius-Mossotti relation is 

used, showing in equation below,
72, 73

  

                            1.15 

Where, V represents the volume of the particle and ,  and  are the dielectric of the 

vacuum, MNP and medium, respectively. The dielectric constant of the MNP can be 

expressed as complex form as a function of wavenegth, i.e. 

                  1.16 

By using the above equation, we can calculate the absorption and scattering spectra for 

spherical MNP. In MNP, the imaginary part (ϵ i) of the dielectric function is varying slowly 

with the frequency and the real part (ϵ r) mainly contributed to the dielectric function (ϵ  ≈ 

ϵ r). The ϵ i indicates how much light being absorbed in the medium and the ϵ r determines 

the resonance frequency of the MNP. To fulfil the resonance condition, the polarisability has 

to be maximum and from equation 1.15 we can deduce, 

                      1.17 

Therefore the  should be negative. The absorption (Cabs) and scattering (Csca) cross-

sections [88] can be represented in terms of the dipolar polarizability, i.e. 

                1.18 
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          1.19 

For sub-nm fine small MNP, the extinction is dominated by the absorption over the 

scattering. 

The dielectric constant of the medium changes the resonance frequency by varying the ability 

to accommodate the charge density from the MNP.
68, 74, 75

 The nature of the capping agent 

also plays an important role in the resonance frequency due to local nature of its effect on the 

surface of MNP.  

The plasmon resonance strongly depends on the geometry of the MNP.
9, 59, 75-77

 In rod MNP, 

two types of resonance are observed, e.g. transverse and longitudinal resonance (Fig. 1.15). 

The transverse mode corresponds to oscillation through the width and the longitudinal mode 

corresponds to the resonance frequency through the length. According to the discrete dipole 

approximation (DDA) methods,
78

 the transverse Plasmon resonance does not depend on the 

aspect ratio (=length divided by width), but the frequency and intensity of longitudinal 

resonance frequency strongly depends on the aspect ratio. The longitudinal wavelength 

maxima and intensity both are increased with aspect ratio, leading to enhancement of electric 

field. 
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Figure 1.15. Plasmon Oscillation in Elongated Au NP. i.e. Oscillation in different direction 

of the NP. 

a. Electron Dynamics 

The electron dynamics of excited MNP plays an important role in electron transfer 

reaction involved with some adsorbate molecule or semiconductor. The photo excitation and 

relaxation of the electron in MNP can be discussed in various processes,
61, 79-83

 shown in Fig. 

1.16. First, after absorbing the photon the electron from below Fermi level excites to the 

above Fermi level and creates an electron-hole pair. Second, the hot electron relaxes very fast 

through electron-electron scattering which is very fast within ~10 fs and it depends on the hot 

electron energy. Third, the hot electron relaxes by 100 fs-1ps by quasi thermal distribution 

among distinct electron. Fourth, the hot electron further relaxes by electron-phonon coupling 

in a moderately slower 1 ps-100 ps time scale. The slowest relaxation process is the 

interaction of electron with the environment as releasing the heat energy. Figure 1.16 

represents all the relaxation processes of the excited electron with different time scale. 

 

Figure 1.16. Different relaxation processes of hot carriers at different time scale in Metal NP. 
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1.8. Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR).  

Collective Oscillation of free electron in the conduction band of metal is termed as 

‗Plasmon‘.
57, 58, 84, 85

 Due to interaction between electromagnetic wave with free electron, the 

electron clouds becomes polarised and starts to oscillate at a resonance frequency of the 

external electric wave and is called Plasmon resonance. If the Plasmon resonance is located 

on the surface termed as ‘surface Plasmon resonance’.
62, 68, 75, 86

 In SPR the electron and hole 

are oscillating and propagating through the parallel to the metal/dielectric interface showing 

in Fig 1.17. The oscillating frequency can be expressed by the equation below, 

                       1.20 

Where, Ʋ is Plasmon frequency, e is electronic charge, me effective mass of electron, N is the 

electron density in CB of metal NP and ϵ 0 is dielectric constant of the medium. The 

resonance condition depends on the geometry of the metal, size and dielectric constant of the 

medium and metal both. The geometry changing causes the change of electric field density 

on the surface, resulting frequency change of plasmon which alters the absorption and 

scattering cross section. 

 

Figure 1.17. Oscillation of plasmon resonance. 
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1.9 Metal-Semiconductor Nanohybrid Material (Exciton-Plasmon Coupling) 

Earlier of this chapter we discussed the details phtotphysical properties of the metal 

and semiconductor individually. But it is very important to investigate the change of 

photophysical behaviour of metal and semiconductor when they are spatially contact. The 

surface Plasmon resonance of MNP and exciton of semiconductor lose its real properties 

when they are spatially coupled.
87-89

 After photo excitation the photo-excited electrons are 

transferred from semiconductor domain to metal domain in sub picoseconds time scale, 

resulting luminescence quenching of semiconductor.
51, 90, 91

 Due to spatial contact between 

metal and semiconductor, the potential barrier decreases to allow the electron transfer, 

leading to the mixing the electronic state of metal and semiconductor (Fig 1.18).
87

 Hence a 

long lived charge separated state is generated between semiconductor and MNP. Due to fast 

electron transfer from semiconductor to MNP, the exciton dissociation is occurred. The 

multiexciton generation and Auger recombination is minimised due to electron transfer from 

semiconductor to MNP.
92

 These hybrid materials can harvest the solar light and convert the 

photon energy to a long lived charge separated state in a single architecture, leading to 

efficient materials for photocatalytics and photovoltaics. The charge separation is occurred 

through two ways, first the photo excited electron transfer from semiconductor to Au NP or 

the hot Plasmon transfer from MNP to semiconductor.
93-95

 This electron transfer depends 

upon the band alignment of the semiconductor. Sometimes the metal and semiconductor both 

acts as co-sensitizes and generates the more efficient light harvester, where both metal and 

semiconductor absorbs solar light. A new charge carrier state is generated at the interface of  
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Figure 1.18. Schematic interaction of exciton with Plasmon. 

metal and semiconductor in nanohybrid. After electron transfer to Fermi level of MNP, the 

level goes up towards more negatively charge and reach the equilibrium state of electron 

transfer from semiconductor to MNP. Hence it makes partly overlap between the energy 

states of exciton and Plasmon at the interface, leading to mixing of states and modifies the 

density of states. According to Mie theory, the dielectric function is changed due to mixing of 

exciton and Plasmon. Therefore the suppression of Plasmon is more in smaller size of Au NP 

due to more surface contact between metal and semiconductor. The exciton dipole is altered 

due to local electromagnetic dipole of the Plasmon. The local electric field of exciton is 

modified due to local electromagnetic field of plasmas, which alters the carrier dynamics of 

exciton. The charge separation of metal-semiconductor NHM can be enhanced by band 

engineering concept. The charge separation of type II material like ZnSe@CdS core shell is 

increased when metal NP attached on the surface, where the electron is localised in MNP and 

hole is localised in core, leading to enhance the photocatalytic performances.
91
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1.10 Synthesis of Colloidal Quantum Dots. 

Two major methods have been developed to synthesis the semiconductor NCs like top 

down and bottom up approaches.
96

 
22, 97

In top down method starting material is bulk and size 

of bulk is reduced to form NCs by laser ablation, lithographic or ion beam etching etc. But In 

bottom up approach the precursor and capping agent are taken together and control the 

synthesis. All the chemical synthesis methods, e.g. sol gel, metal organic colloidal route, 

chemical vapour deposition and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) are under the bottom up 

method.
98

  

In this thesis we use only the colloidal quantum dots and to investigate the carrier 

dynamics of the QDs of the QDs has to be very high quality with monodisperse size. In this 

thesis we adopted the colloidal synthesis protocol. But in the colloidal synthesis nucleation, 

growth and precipitation take place simultaneously, leading to poor size distribution. This 

problem can be solved by the separate nucleation and growth process.
99

 The narrow size 

distribution of the NCs can be achieved by controlling precursor concentration (self focusing) 

and a capping ligand during synthesis.
98

 The capping agent binds with the NCs and prevents 

the agglomeration. The capping agent is chosen after considering the binding efficiency with 

the NCs. Stronger binding between surfactant (capping agent) and nanocrystal leads to 

smaller particle size and vice versa. The growth of the NCs can be controlled by the size of 

the capping ligand. Larger ligand makes sterric hindrance which prevents from larger growth. 

The other important role of the capping agent is the surface passivation. Due to strong 

binding with the NCs the capping agent reduce the surface trap state. One of the most well 

defined methods for synthesis of colloidal quantum dots is arrested precipitation technique. It 

is hot injection method, where the cation precursor is in high temperature in non coordinating 

solvent and the anion precursor is injected within this at that temperature. After injection fast 
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nucleation followed by the rapid growth is occurred at that temperature. The growth becomes 

slow down by Ostwald ripening method (La Mer model, Figure 1.19) 
100

and monodisperse 

QDs is formed. In general phosphine, alkyl phosphine oxide, alkyl amine, alkyl thiol, long 

chain fatty acid etc are used as surfactants in colloidal synthesis. The high barrier for start to 

nucleation can be overcome by the high super-saturation and temperature. The 

 

Figure 1.19. La Mer‘s growth model for Nucleation and growth stage for monodisperse 

colloidal nanoparticle.  

high monodispersity of NCs is achieved by the separate nucleation and growth processes. 

After following the La Mer's model, the overall nucleation and growth process can be 

controlled in terms of using precursor concentration and reaction time. The La Mer's model in 

Figure 1.19 shows the nucleation starts as soon after injecting the precursor and continue 

until the precursor concentration is above the nucleation threshold. No nucleation is formed 

after commencing the growth. Extremely slow growth during the nucleation is responsible for 

sharp size distribution. The monodispersity also controlled by the growth processes. The NCs 

growth is the fast growth followed by the slow rate. In fast growth processes the smaller 
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particle grow fast with reacting with unreacted nuclei to minimise the surface energy. After 

depletion of the nuclei in fast growth process, the nuclei grow in slow rate and termed as 

Ostwald ripening.  

In our synthesis process the excellent size distribution (standard deviation, σ<10%) 

can be achieved by controlling precursor concentration, reaction time and temperature of the 

reaction mixture. To clean the synthesised QDs, i.e. to remove the unreacted precursor and 

excess ligand the NCs are precipitated by the polar solvent like ethanol, methanol or acetone. 

1.11 Interfacial Electron Transfer 

To explain the electron transfer rate within heterostructure (semiconductor-dye or 

semiconductor-metal), we follow The Marcus-Hush theory model.
101, 102

 In this thesis the 

interfacial electron transfer occurs between the semiconductor and dye molecules or metal 

nanoparticles. Generally the electron transfer occurs due to coupling between the conduction 

band (CB) of the semiconductor nanocrystal and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) of the adsorbate molecules or Fermi levels of metal NPs. In dye-semiconductor 

system the forward electron transfer (ET) takes place from LUMO of the dye molecule to the 

conduction band of the semiconductor whereas the back electron transfer (BET) occurs from 

the CB of the semiconductor to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the dye 

molecule. Analogously in metal-semiconductor nanohybrid system the electron transfer 

occurs from CB of semiconductor to the Fermi level of metal NPs. The reverse process can‘t 

be ruled out. i.e. the hot Plasmon also can be transferred from metal NP to the CB of 

semiconductor. In semiconductor to metal electron transfer process, the reactant state is 

mostly localized on semiconductor CB while product consists of continuous states of Fermi 

level of metal NPs. On the other hand in, in dye semiconductor system the reactant state is 
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mostly localized on HOMO of dye and product consists of continuous states of CB of 

semiconductor. Therefore the interfacial ET rate increases with increasing the value of 

      Where,                 .........................1.22. 

Similarly, the BET (from CB of the semiconductor to the HOMO of the dye molecule) takes 

place in Marcus inverted region because (where, ) 

is greater than the value of reorganization energy. Therefore the more free energy change 

slows down the BET process.  

1.12. Photovoltaic QDSC 

Quantum dot sensitized solar cell (QDSC) is one of the promising low cost third 

generation devices which serve as solar to electrical energy conversion. 
103, 104

The general 

diagram of the QDSC is shown in figure 1.20. In QDSC the QDs are adsorbed on the small 

size mesoporous TiO2 film. After absorbing the solar light the photoexcited electron is 

injected to the CB of TiO2. Finally this electron transfer to the FTO glass from TiO2 and the 

hole of the QDs gets neutralised by the redox couple of electrolyte to regenerate the neutral 

QDs. Finally the electron comes to the Cu2S counter electrolyte to regain the system in its 

initial state. 

The mechanism of QDSC is quite similar to the DSSC. Various processes are 

responsible for higher efficient solar cell shown in Figure 1.20. After photo excitation the 

electron is transferred from CB of QDs to CB of TiO2, leading to increase the flux in CB of 

TiO2, which lifts the CB of TiO2 towards the CB of QDs.
105, 106

 Then this electron flux 

transfer towards the FTO and simultaneously the hole is neutralised by the electrolyte without 

changing the redox potential of the electrolyte. The photo excitation energy is stored in terms 
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of photovoltage and photocurrent. There is some limitation in the QDSC. The main limitation 

of the solar cell efficiency is the recombination termed as e
-
(TiO2)-h

+
(VB of QDs), e

-
(CB of 

QDs)-h
+
(electrolyte) and e

-
(TiO2)-h

+
(electrolyte). Many research groups are trying to 

minimise the above mentioned recombination to optimise the highest PCE.
107, 108

 

 

Figure. 1.20. Schematic diagram of QDSC. 

Good quality loading of QDs on TiO2 and control the trap state play an important role 

in higher efficient QDSC. Several methods are there for loading the QDs on TiO2 film. One 

of the QDs loading process is Direct growth technique which includes chemical bath 

deposition (CBD) 
109-111

and successive ion layer absorption and reaction (SILAR). In direct 

growth technique the size distribution, i.e. quantum confinement and surface trap state which 

limits the solar cell efficiency, can‘t be controlled. Other important method for deposition is 

post synthesis technique where the size quantized states, high crystallinity, optical properties, 

band gap and surface state of the sensitizer QD can be controlled. Electrophoretic technique 

and by ligand assisted assembly method belong to this post deposition technique. Ligand 

assisted assembly method is more superior compared to electrophoretic technique for QDs  
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deposition. 

1.13. Motivation of the Thesis. 

It is very important to find out the alternative source of non-reniewable energy source 

and solar energy is the best option as a reniewable unending source of energy. The metal 

nanoparticles, semiconductor QDs and nanohybrid material are the best solar light harvestor 

through photocatalysis and photovoltaics. Since last decades this material attracted researcher 

potentially due to their excellent optoelectronic properties. Most important optical properties 

of the above material are tunable band gap which can be tuned fron visible to NIR by 

changing the size and shape. The main limitations of the third generation solar cell are the 

limited absorption of the solar radiation by the QD materials, very fast exciton 

recombination, less charge separation, photoanode corrosion etc. To overcome the above 

limitation we need to find out the fundamental aspects of the QDSC by different 

spectroscopic investigation. It is very important to corelate the excitonics with PCE of the 

QDSC, which is unexplored in literature. To improve the charge separatation of the QDs the 

metal semiconductor nanohybrid has been introduced. The main goal of my dissertation is the 

investigation of charge transfer and charge recombination processes in NHM by ultrafast 

processes to reach maximum PCE. It is unexplored in literature how the charge carrier 

dynamics is directly correlated with PCE or photovoltaic efficiency. The hot and thermalised 

electron transfer processes in NHM material has not been discussed in the literature. Therfore 

main endeavour of my thesis is to investigate the hot and thermalised electron transfer 

dynamics in metal semiconductor NHM by ultrafast technique. To make more charge 

separation which is desired for solar energy material, we need to photosensitise the NHM 

with some organic molecule and in literature it has not been reported the charge transfer 
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dynamics of metal-semiconductor–dye tricomposite system which can be used as better light 

harvesting material.  

1.14. Overview and scope of the thesis 

In this thesis we demonstrated the charge carrier dynamics of metal-semiconductor 

NHM and metal-semiconductor-dye tricomposite system by ultrafast spectroscopy followed 

by their photocatalytic and photovoltaic applications. Hence we synthesised the Au NP, 

different QDs and core shell like CdSe, CdS, CdSe@CdS and metal semiconductor 

nanohybrid (CdSe/Au and CdSe@CdS/Au) by using different synthesis protocol. The 

morphology of all the synthesised materials have been characterised by the HR-TEM and X-

Ray diffraction techniques. The optical characterisations have been carried out by steady state 

and time resolved absorption and luminescence spectroscopy studies. The photo physical 

interaction of two structurally similar coumarin dyes namely coumarin 343 (C-343) and 7-

diethyl amino coumarin 3-carboxylic acid (D-1421) on the Au metal NP surface has been 

investigated. After photo excitation the energy transfer is occurred from photoexcited C 343 

to Au NP in aqueous medium. But there is no energy transfer from photoexcited D1421 to Au 

NP due to lack of overlap between the emission band of D1421 and absorption band of Au 

NP. On the other hand the quantum yield of the D1421 tremendously enhances in presence of 

Au NP due to restriction of TICT state and convert TICT state to ICT state on the surface of 

Au NP. The charge carrier dynamics of CdSe@CdS core shell with varying the shell 

thickness have been investigated by TA spectroscopy and optimised the shell thickness to 

reach maximum power conversion efficiency (PCE) 3.88%. To extent the charge separation 

we sensitised the CdSe and CdSe@CdS sore shell with CsPbBr3 perovskite NCs and charge 

transfer dynamics have been monitored through ultrafast absorption and luminescence 

studies. The exciton and bi-exciton dynamics of the AgInS2 NCs with varying Ag and In ratio 
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have been discussed and it was found to increase the bi-exciton feature and slow carrier 

cooling processes with Ag ratio.  

The main endeavour of my thesis is to correlate the charge transfer dynamics of 

metal-semiconductor NHM with photo catalytic and photo voltaic application. In metal 

semiconductor NHM the electron transfer is occurred from semiconductor to metal NP, 

leading to formation of charge separated state. To extent the charge separation the NHM was 

sensitise by a dye molecule and charge separation investigated by ultrafast transient 

absorption spectroscopy. We found the maximum PCE of CdSe{Au}
19

 NHM is 4.39% which 

is significantly higher than the CdSe QDs alone as monitored through TA and impedence 

spectroscopy measurement. Then we investigated the hot and thermalised electron transfer 

dynamics from CdSe@CdS core shell to different size of Au NPs followed by its photo 

catalytic activity. The hot electron transfer from core shell to Au NP became faster in larger 

size of Au NP. This faster hot electron transfer in larger Au NP enhances the photo 

degradation of rhodamin dye. We also investigated the charge carrier dynamics of 

CdSe@CdS{Au} nanohybrid material after varying the thickness of CdS shell in CdSe@CdS 

core shell. We observed that the charge transfer rate gradually decreased with increasing the 

shell thickness of CdS, but the back recombination became slow down with CdS thickness.  

Finally this thesis explores the enhancement of charge separation in metal 

semiconductor NHM by appended with the dye molecule. We investigated the charge 

separation of CdSe{Au} NHM sensitised by bromo-pyrogallol red (Br-PGR) dye. The long 

lived charge separated state was generated between CdSe{Au} NHM and Br-PGR where all 

the electrons are localised in Au and all the holes are in Br-PGR. Additionally we 

investigated the charge separation between Au@CdSe core shell and dibromo-fluorscene 
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(DBF) dye molecule where a strong charge transfer (CT) complex was formed. Therefore 

after photo excitation of the triad system all electrons and holes would be localised at the Au 

nano core and LUMO of DBF, respectively. Therefore, the total investigation of charge 

transfer dynamics in different hybrid NCs and its application in QDSC and photocatalysis 

sufficiently contribute in nanoscience research both in fundamental as well as in applications. 
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2.1. Introduction. 

The investigation of charge carrier dynamics of semiconductor, metal-semiconductor 

nanohybrid and nanohybrid-dye interface are the main thrust of this present thesis work. 

Before going to the charge carrier dynamics by various spectroscopic techniques, it is very 

important to characterise the crystal structure of all the synthesised material. The 

transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction were appointed for structural 

characterisation of the synthesized material. Where the UV-Vis optical absorption and 

emission spectroscopy were used for optical characterization of the materials. To monitor the 

charge carrier dynamics the nanosecond time resolved luminescence (TCSPC) and broadband 

femtosecond pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopic techniques were employed. To 

investigate the photovoltaic performances, we measure the PCE and IPCE. In this chapter we 

are going to discuss all these above mentioned techniques in brief.  

2.2. High Resolution-Transmission Electron Microscopy (HR-TEM). 

a. Introduction.  

 High Resolution-Transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) is one of the versatile 

unique techniques for structural characterisation of nanometer sized crystal. The TEM is 

unique for characterisation of the nanocrystal (NC) because it is with atomic scale space 

imaging with 1 nm spatial resolution. The single NC can be identified by HR-TEM with 

chemical identity. In HR-TEM, the lattice planes of specimen crystal diffract the incident 

electron beam in different direction and the resolution of HR-TEM is limited by wavelength 

of diffracted electron wave. The resolution of the TEM follows the Raleigh criteria. After 

interaction of incident beam with specimen sample, it changes the phase and amplitude with 

respect to undiffracted or incident beam. The phase contrast mode generates the high 

resolution image and the reduction of amplitude is the cause of the image contrast. 
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b. TEM Layout.  

 The layout of TEM has been shown in figure 2.1. It consist an illumination source, 

sample specimen, objective lens, magnification system and detector and optional chemical 

analysis system. Electron gun and condenser lens are the main constituent of the illumination 

source. The electron gun might be thermionic emission or field emission source. Tungsten 

filaments or lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) crystals (more common) are used as thermionic 

 

Figure 2.1. Shematic Layout of TEM. 

 source, whereas the sharp tungsten needle is used as field emitter after applying high voltage. 

The Field emission source is superior than the thermionic source due to its better coherent 

nature. In thermionic emission the low work function LaB6 material reduces the problem 

arising due to filament heating. A condenser lens is used in illumination system before 

sample specimen to generate a fine electron probe. The carbon coated Cu grid is used in 
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sample specimen where the incident electrons interact with sample and diffraction is 

occurred. After diffraction the objective lens converge the diffracted beam to reconstruct the 

enlarged image on the image plane. This lens should have small focal length. Depending on 

the specimen investigation, the rear focal plane or image plane placed as virtual objective 

plane on detection window. The magnification component consists of intermediate lens and 

projector lens by which the image is magnified by ~10
6
 orders. Finally the data is recorded by 

charge coupled device (CCD). To minimise the electron gun oxidation in thermionic electron 

gun or to get pristine surface in FEG the whole components are in highly vacuum column.  

To get real image contrast of nano-materials the TEM image mode is used whereas, to 

identify the crystal and the relative orientation the selected area electctron diffraction (SAED) 

mode is used in DP mode. The main feature of the HR-TEM is the focal length of the 

objective lens. The focal length of the objective lens has to be very small with high 

converging ability to form magnified image. This lens minimise the aberrations of largely 

scattered electron. The aberration reduces the resolution of the instrument and this is 

generally two types, e.g. spherical and chromatic. The spherical aberration is represented by 

the equation, 

                                                     rs= Csα
3                      2.1 

Where, rs, Cs and α represent the radius of disc produced by spherical aberrations, spherical 

aberration coefficient and lens aperture, respectively. By using the strongly focussing mirror 

we can minimise this type of aberration. 

On the other hand the kinetic energy variation of electrons is responsible for 

chromatic aberration. The kinetic energy variation is occurred due to fluctuation in 
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accelerating voltage and inelastic scattering with sample. This chromatic aberration can be 

expressed by equation below, 

                                                   rc= α CC ( E0/E0)                             2.2 

Where, Cc, E0 and ΔE0 represent the chromatic aberration coefficient, energy and the spread 

in energy, respectively. The chromatic abbreviation can be minimized by using the high 

focusing power laser.  

c. Image Formation. 

The contrast between brag‘s diffracted electron waves with respect to incident wave 

makes the TEM image. The diffracted electron wave after elastic collision with specimen is 

focussed by the objective lens to generate the spot or ring pattern which form the magnified 

image on the image plane. The angular distribution of the elastically scattered electrons 

produces diffraction pattern, whereas the spatial distribution leads to ―image contrast‖.  

d. Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) and Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy 

(EELS). 

Other than TEM image formation, this instrument is also used for other spectroscopy 

measurement, like SAED and EELS. Different type of interaction is occurred between the 

electron wave and specimen. After elastic scattering, the scattered wave produces the ring or 

spot after constructive interference. The crystalline structure or symmetry can be determined 

from angular position of spots or rings. Several ring or spots are placed radially from the 

central point or un-diffracted beam for the crystalline sample. The spots or rings signify the 

particular plane of the crystal and the radial distance from the centre is related to the lattice 

spacing and TEM parameters. 
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The Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) is based on the energy loss of the 

diffracted electron wave due to inelastic collision with the matter. When the incident wave 

electrons (Ei) inelastically collide with the matter, lose its specific energy ( E) due to 

excitation of the matter from K-shell to M-shell. The lost energy can be calculated from the 

scattered electron wave (Es). For particular sample this specified energy loss is defined. We 

often use the diagram intensity versus energy loss to calculate the elemental mapping of the 

specimen.     

2.3. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)  

a. Introduction. 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) is a versatile techniques to characterise the crystal 

structure in powder form. By XRPD we can identify the crystalinity and lattice parameter of 

the sample qualitative and quantitatively. In XRPD, the X-Ray is diffracted in different angle 

by the different planes of the powder sample. The diffracted angle of the X-ray depends on 

the inter planner distance (d) and wavelength of the X-ray (λ). The d-spacing can be 

determined by the popular Bragg‘s equation, 

                                                            2 sin n d                        2.3 

Where, n is the order of diffraction, λ is wavelength of incident X-ray, θ is the diffraction 

angle and d is the inter planner distance. The intensity of the diffracted X-ray depends on the 

scattering factor and miller indices of the planes. The scattering factor depends on electron 

density of the atoms and increases with increasing the electron density.  

The other important application of the XRPD is the determination of the size of the 

crystal and can be calculated by the broadening of the diffracted X-ray peak by using the 

Scherrer's formula. The Scherrer‘s formula is given below,   
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cos

K
d

 ........................................2.4 

Where, d ~mean size of crystalline domain (in Å), K is shape factor, λ is wavelength of the 

X-ray, β is FWHM (full width at half maxima) of the peak in radians and θ is Bragg‘s angle.   

The value of shape factor is 0.9-1 and it varies according to the crystal shape. The 

FWHM of the peak (line broadening, β) can be measured by using Warren formula, 

                                              
2 2 2  M s  ....................................2.5                                            

Where, 2

M
 is measured FWHM in radians and 2

s
 is the measured FWHM for standard 

material. The Scherrer's equation can apply only on grain size lesser than 0.1μm.  

b. Instrumentation. 

The layout of the XRPD has been represented in Figure 2.2. The X-ray is generated 

by bombarding the metal target by high energy electron. Generally the used metals for X-ray 

generation are copper, iron, cobalt, molybdenum and chromium. The emitted X-rays are in all 

direction and to have in same direction, these are allowed to pass through beryllium and 

nickel window during the measurement. Before fall on the sample, the background of X-rays 

is passed through divergence slit and soller. The sample for XRPD is prepared by adhering 

the powder on glass slide by a binder like amyl alcohol. After diffraction the diffracted beam 

passed through soller, divergence and receiving slits in diffractometer. Before detection, the 

diffracted beam passes through a monochromator. In detection counter the gas filled tube or 

scintillation counter are commonly used. In gas filled tube the gas is ionised by the diffracted  

X-ray and collected by applying the high voltage across the two electrodes. The diffracted X- 

ray is scanned by detector by sweeping from one angle to other. The some diffracted beams 

among many are constructed interference at an angle θ and show a sharp peak at that angle 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic Layout of powder XRD 

which follows the Brag‘s law. The peak position are appeared at the final plot of intensity 

versus scattering angle and these peak positions are specific for all material, by which the  

crystal lattice can be identified. 

2.4 Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) Absorption Spectroscopy 

 To investigate the electronic transition from ground state to excited state of the 

molecule and semiconductor, the steady state optical absorption spectroscopy is used. After 

absorbing the photon the atom or molecule show the electronic transition from ground state to 

excited state. The absorption ( A ) of the atom or molecule follow the ―Beer-Lambert‘s law‖,  

    
0log

I
A Cl

I .....................................2.6

 

where, C represents the concentration (mol L
-1

) of chromophore and l is optical path length 

(typically 1cm, quartz cell). is the molecular extinction coefficient which is wavelength 

dependent property and depends on electronic transitions. In our thesis work we have used 

the JASCO-640 spectrophotometer. The quantitative and qualitative analysis can be done by 

absorption spectroscopy, e.g. concentration, size of the semiconductor colloidal particle, 

polarity dependent electronic transition etc.      
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2.5 Emission spectroscopy  

 After absorbing the photon the molecule go to higher vibrational level of electronic 

excited state directly and relaxes to its lowest vibrational level (i.e.v = 0 of excited state) 

following the Frank-Condon principle and again returns to ground state by emitting photon or 

non-radiative way. Only radiative recombination is the responsible for emission phenomena. 

In semiconductor the emission shows due to radiative recombination between lowest 

vibrational level of CB and VB both, is called band edge emission. The emission in 

semiconductor is also shown by its trap state recombination, termed as trap state emission. 

The emission peak maxima and width of the spectra are very important to characterise the 

sample.
112, 113

 The Excitation Spectra can also be measured by varying the excitation 

wavelength after keeping fixed luminescence wavelength. In my thesis work, the HORIBA 

(Canada) luminescence spectrometer has been used.  It consist the Xe lamp as excitation 

source, monochromator for different excitation source and photomultiplier tube (PMT) as 

detector. This spectrometer covers the spectral range from 300-850 nm. Right angle geometry 

for excitation beam line and PL beam line is maintained for measurements. The luminescence 

quantum yield can be calculated by the equation below, 

...........2.7 

Where, υ, A and OD represent the luminescence QY, area of the luminescence curve and 

optical density of the corresponding sample or standard, respectively.  

2.6 Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) technique: 

 The time dependent luminescence study is an important technique to measure the 

luminescence intensity as a function of time after creating the excited state.
114

 To measure the 

time dependent luminescence intensity, the commonly used technique is Time Correlated 

Single Photon Counting (TCSPC).
115, 116

 The various intra and intermolecular photo physical 
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processes can be resolved by this technique, such as intra and inter molecular energy and 

electron transfer processes, photosensitisation etc. The excitation source of this technique is 

short pulse mode locked laser (diode laser-70ps, LED laser-750ps) and photo multplier tube 

(PMT) used as detector for TCSPC measurement. The high speed micro plate in the TCSPC 

improves the time resolution of this technique. This technique is very sophisticated because 

only 2% counts of the excitation source are necessary for detection. The resolution of the 

TCSPC does not depend on the width and tail of the PMT. 

a. Instrumentation  

The Figure 2.3 represents the working layout of the TCSPC instruments. It consists 

excitation source (pulse laser), monochromator, PMT for emission recording, constant 

fraction discriminator (CFD)‖ and ―time-to-amplitude converter (TAC)‖ for photon counting, 

multi channel analyser (MCA) for event histogram generation and finally, a computer for 

data generation and analysis. In TCSPC the delta pulse is generated from the excitation 

source and divided into two parts, one illuminate the sample and simultaneously the other 

part goes to photodiode (PD). The PD generates the start electronic signal and the sample 

starts to emit the photon. The electronic signal generated from PD goes through ―constant 

fraction discriminator (CFD)‖ which creates ―START‖ trigger for ―time-to-amplitude 

converter (TAC)‖. The TAC consist a capacitor and starts charging as soon as the start signal 

comes. The other part of the excitation source excites the sample and starts to emit emission 

photon. After monchromatization the emission photon is sent to PMT detector which is 

placed at the right angle of the excitation source to detect the emission counts and generates 

the stop signal. This stop signal passes to TAC through the CFD (second) and the capacitor 

stop the charging. The TAC runtime t, i.e time difference between start and stop trigger  
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represents the electronic delay of the photon counting. This TAC output signal processed by  

 

Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of TCSPC instrument. 

analogue to Digital Converter and feed to Multi Channel Analyser (MCA). The electronic 

delay is adjusted for scattering sample which gives fastest STOP triggering due to its fastest 

instrument-photo response function (IRF). The 'Window Discriminator' discards the false 

reading by nullifying the ―TAC‖ readout when voltage is crossed its limit. The counts are 

registered by the different channel of the MCA and the total 1 to 2400 channel numbers are in 

order. The width of the channel is the electronic resolution of the TCSPC and the total sum of 

the channel is the total range of the delay time. The 5000-10000 counts from 1 MHz pulse 

repetition rate generates a histogram which show the profile of the luminescence decay at 

very low emission counts as collected data statistics is made by poison distribution. Therefore 

the excitation source and counts detection have been maintained at right angle geometry. To 

avoid the anisotropy effect of the luminescence the emission polariser light was kept at magic 
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angle (54.5) with respect to excitation polariser. The histogram was deconvoluted by IRF to 

show the real emission decay kinetics and feed to data software.  

To fulfil my thesis work, I used IBH made TCSPC instrumental set-up. The used 

various excitation source (viz. 406nm, 463nm, 589nm) were diode laser with 70 ps pulse 

width and vertically polarised. The luminescence decay traces is fitted by least squire analysis 

which is instrument set up program. The fluorescence decay I(t) can be represented as,   

n

i

/t

i
ietI

1 ...............................2.8

 

Where,  is intrinsic function of particular emission events, the order ―i‖ stands for many 

photophysical processes happening in the system.  

2.7 Time Resolved Absorption Measurements: Pump-Probe technique 

a. Introduction:  

The time resolved luminescence technique is restricted only on luminescent sample. 

The non radiative processes cannot be justified by this technique. The Time Resolved 

Absorption technique is a versatile technique to monitor the kinetics of various photoinduced 

radiative and non radiative processes, such as cation formation, intermediate of free radical, 

regeneration of ground state, electron cooling, charge transfer and recombination, trapping 

etc.
112, 117

 The two colour pump probe set up is a universal technique to monitor the kinetics 

of different photo induced processes.
118, 119

 In this pump probe system the sample is first 

excited by the pump (t=0) and the excited state can be monitored by the probe at different 

time delay. To do so it is very essential to spatial overlap between pump and probe on the 

sample. The delay between pump and probe can be generated either by lengthening the 

optical path distance of the probe light or by shortening the pump path. The used pump probe 
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set up has been figured out in figure 2.4. The kinetics of the different optical processes can be 

investigated by the probe pulse intensity before and after the pump excitation.      

 

Figure 2.4. Block diagram of Pump-Probe Transient Absorption spectroscopy. 

If the probe pulse intensity before (t=0) and after the pump excitation (t= t) are Iλ,0 and Iλ,Δtz 

respectively, then from the Beer-Lambert law: 

    Iλ,Δtz, = Iλ,0, x10
-NΔtl

 ................................2.9  

  

The absorbance (A) is defined as, 

A( t)=log (Iλ,0/ Iλ,Δtz,)=

 

NΔtl.....................2.10

  

Assuming an exponentially decay of transient species 

    (0)ln ( ) ln . .( ) ln
i

t
A t O D t N l

...............2.11
 

Thus, the population dynamics at a specific wavelength (λ) can be probed by the change of 

optical density with respect to time delay

 

( t).  
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In pump-probe transient absorption technique, the pump pulse excites the molecules 

to hot vibrational state after depleting the ground state. The probe wavelength which matches 

with the absorption spectra shows more transmission due to depletion of ground state (Iλ,0 > 

Iλ,Δtz). Hence it shows the negative absorption change and named as ground state bleach. The 

similar observation can also be possible when the probe wavelength matches with the 

luminescence and termed as stimulated luminescence. The excited state transition beyond 

excited state is named as excited state absorption (ESA). However the excited dynamics of 

any system can be analysed by the bleach recovery, ESA decay and stimulated emission 

decay at different probe wavelength.      

b. Amplified Transient Absorption Spectrometer. 

 

The amplified femtosecond transient absorption system is the combination of various 

subsequent steps, i.e ultra short pulse generation, pulse stretching, multipass amplification, 

pulse compressing and finally pump-probe generation.  

i) Ti-sapphire Oscillator: Ultra-short Pulse Generation 

 

 In this present pump probe system, the 50 fs seed pulse is generated by the Ti-saphire 

(TIS) oscillator.
120

 In this oscillator, the diode pumped solid state (DPSS) laser with high 

power (~3.8W, 532 nm) focussed on the Ti-saphire crystal which is placed in the focus of a 

spherical mirror. The broad luminescence band in 660-1050 nm region is emitted from Ti
+3

 

ions in sapphire (Al2O3) matrix. The Ti-crystal is sustained in this high pump due to its high 

optical damage threshold (8-10 J/cm
2
) and high thermal conductivity (46 W/mK at 300 K). 

The operated cavity of this laser is in TEM00 mode. The refractive index of Ti-saphire crystal 

is non linear with lasing intensity,  i.e.   

n(ω,I) = n0(ω) + n2(ω) I(t)                   (2.12) 

 

I(t) = exp(-Гt2)                                     (2.13)     
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Where, the n2(ω) is the non linearity of the refractive index and it is positive for this cavity, 

i.e. In Gaussian distribution of TEM00 mode intensity is higher in centre, resulting the higher 

refractive index at the central axis than the leading and trailing edge. The Ti-saphire crystal 

itself converged the high power lasing in the gain medium, termed as ―optical Kerr effect‖. 

At high lasing power the additional focal length of kerr lens is placed after adjusting the sum 

of the focal length (f1+f2) of the cavity mirror. The kerr lens is responsible for the power 

dependent energy loss in the gain medium, by which the resonator of CW mode becomes 

unstable. The pulse can be generated by the slight disturbance of the cavity. This is termed as 

―Kerr lens mode (KLM)‖ locking because the mode lock is enforced by the self focussing of 

the kerr lens. Very short pulse (<10 fs) can be generated by this passive mode locking as the 

broad PL band ( 2~t c ; where  is peak wavelength) of Ti-saphire crystal. The long 

PL life time (~3.2 s) of the Ti-saphire crystal generates the 80-100 MHz pulse repetition rate 

(RR) in oscillator. The pulse repetition rate can be decided by the cavity length (t=2L/c, 

where L is the cavity length). The group velocity dispersion (GVD) of the fs pulse is raised 

when the pulse passes through the Ti-saphire crystal in round trip of the cavity. The relative 

delay between the red and blue edge of the pulse is responsible for the GVD. The GVD can 

be compensated by using the prism compressor or chirped pulse mirror in the cavity 

resonator. The thickness of Ti-saphire crystal and GVD are responsible for the pulse width of 

the laser. The ―birefringent‖ properties of Ti:sapphire crystal is affected by the non linear kerr 

lens which change the polarisation and this is minimised by accurate alignment of the 

―Brewster‘s angle surfaces‖.  

In the present thesis work the CDP (Russia) oscillator which generates 50 fs pulse 

width 500 mW power (4W DPSS pump power) and 88 MHz RR. The layout of this oscillator 

has been shown in figure 2.5. In this oscillator the two prisms with (high reflected) HR mirror 
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assembly is used for GVD minimisation. The 800 nm 50 fs pulse is selected by adjusting the 

location and slit width between the P2 and HR M5. 

 

Figure 2.5. Schematic block diagram of Ti-Saphire Oscillator. 

 The output power of this oscillator is not sufficient for pump probe experiment and 

can be used after amplification (>100 nJ) where the 50 fs pulse acts as seed pulse. 

ii) Chirped Pulse Amplification of ultra short pulses 

 The power of the generated fs pulse from oscillator is too low for performing the 

experiment in the pump probe system, hence it is necessary to amplify the seed pulse several 

times.
121

 The energy (1µJ) of the seed pulse is sufficiently high to optical damage of optics in 

amplification system. Therefore before amplification of the seed pulse, it is necessary to 

stretch the seed pulse. After the amplification (100 nJ/pulse energy) the pulse is regained at 

its own pulse width ~50 fs. The > 10
5 

times amplification can be done in the chirpped pulse 

amplification system by using low repetition rate (1 KHz) pump laser, such as Nd:YAG or 

Nd:YLF. The blog diagram of the amplification process has been shown in figure 2.7. 

iii) Pulse Stretcher  
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 The 10
4
 times stretching of the seed pulse is necessary before amplification to keep 

away from the peak power damage (<5 GW/cm
2
) of the optics throughout the amplification  

 

Figure 2.6. Optival layout of femtosecond pulse stretcher. 

process. The stretching principle is figured out in figure 2.6. The pulse is stretched on the 

basis of wavelength dependent diffraction of the gratings. The FWHM of the 800 nm pulse is 

40-50 nm, therefore the longer wavelength light diffracted more angle than the shorter 

wavelength. This makes path difference between red and blue light, which introduces the 

stretching of the pulse. All the wavelength components become in same direction after 

diffraction on the grating. The pulse width does not change after amplification and the GVD 

does not affect in the gain medium of the amplification like fs pulse. The stretcher lay out 

shows that it consists two curved mirror (one is concave and other one is convex) and a 

grating. The concave focal length is double than the convex mirror and these two mirrors are 

placed in such a way that they are separated by the focal length of concave mirror. This type 

of alignment of mirror and grating allows the stretched pulse to get back the reconstructed 

shape. The pulse is stretched up to 300 ps which has been feed for amplification.  
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iv) Femtosecond Confocal Multipass Amplification.  

 

 The stretched pulse is amplified after repetitive passes through Ti-saphire crystal 

which acts as gain medium, is pumped by high power 5-25 W Nd;YAG or Nd:YLF laser.
122

  

 

Figure 2.7. Schematic diagram of multipass amplification process in our used setup. 

The seed pulse amplify in each step of passing through gain medium with by depleting the 

inversion. Each round trip of seed pulse regenerates the gain by strong pump pulse through 

stimulated emission. After certain round trip the gain becomes saturated in the gain medium 

and extracted from cavity and feed for compression. The ―confocal resonator‖ cavity is used 

for multipass amplification process. Before going to amplification, the seed pulse is passing 

through the pulse picker to select the pulse for amplification from a train of pulse. The pulse 

picker comprises the pockel cell and polariser. The horizontal polarised pulse falls by the 

pockel cell. The pulse exits from pockel cell when voltage is not applied. Here it acts as 

quartet wave plate. The pulse is allowed to enter for amplification. But when half voltage is 

applied across the pockel cell, the polarisation of the pulse is changed from horizontal to 

vertical and it reflected by the polarizer adjacent to the faraday isolator. The seed pulse is 
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trapped by the pockel cell during the amplification of the pulse which is in amplification 

medium. The pockel cell acts as pulse picker, where the other pulse is blocked during the 

amplification of the first pulse. Hence it is necessary to synchronize the applied voltage with 

seed pulse and pump pulse. Therefore the pulse repetition rate of the picked pulse has to be 

same as the pump pulse repetition rate. The confocal multipass amplification processes have 

been designed for amplification of the picked pulse by the pockel cell. The Ti-saphire crystal 

is located at the focus of the two HR convex mirror, which have different focal length with 

central hole. The beam is passes through the Ti-saphire crystal in multiple times and the 

number of passes depend on the alignment of the geometrical configuration of the mirror. 

Since the focal lengths of the two mirrors are different, the beam diameter is going to 

decrease with each pass and goes towards the centre of the mirror and is extracted. After 

passing through the crystal the energy of the pulse is increased gradually by the pumping of 

the high energy (5-15 W) Nd;YAG pump laser. The gain after amplification is in order of 

~10
5
. 

In the present thesis work, the CDP (Russia) multipass amplification setup has been 

used for amplification, where the Nd;YLF pump laser with energy 5-15 W having 1 KHz  

pulse repetition rate has been used as pump source. 

v) Pulse compressor: 

 After amplification the stretched amplified pulse is compressed to come back its 

previous pulse width. The pulse is compressed by using two grating configuration like 

stretching and shown in figure 2.8. Unlike stretching the afocal configuration between two 

parallel gratings are not configured in the compressor. The negative dispersion is occurred in 

compressor, i.e. the blue light travel more than the red amplified pulse through two parallel 
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grating configurations. It is necessary to compensate the various phases in compression 

distorted after the amplification. The spectral phase of stretcher (2nd order) can be 

compensated by the angle between two gratings. The distortion due to amplification (3
rd

 order 

dispersion) can be recovered by the groove density, spatial separation of grating pair which 

are very difficult to adjust. To compress its initial pulse width (<50 fs), the groove density 

and the distance between two grating should be large. The pulse width of the exit pulse after 

compression is <100 fs with high energy >1mJ/pulse at 1 kHz repetition rate.  

 

Figure 2.8. Schematic layout of two grating compressor. 

vi) Second Harmonic Generation (SHG)  

 

 The doubling of 800 nm amplified pulse to 400 nm, which is adequate to excite 

various dye and material, can be occurred through non linear β-barium borate (BBO) 

crystal.
123, 124

 The BBO crystal has been chosen due to its very high damage threshold 

(5GWcm
-2

) and suitable phase matching for 400 nm SHG. The second harmonic generation 

by this BBO crystal is possible when the non linear polarisation of the crystal is occurred by 

the pulse having high peak power. The induced dielectric polarization of a BBO crystal in 

presence of an electric field (E) of the pulse with high peak power is given by,  
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P= E0 (χ
(1)

E+ χ
(2

)E
2
+ χ

(3)
E

3
+….)                     (2.14) 

Where, χ(n) is the susceptibility of the nth order non-linearity. At high peak power the 

contribution of 2
nd

 order susceptibility becomes significant. i.e.  

P
(2)

= E0 χ
(2)

E
2
                             (2.15) 

P
(2)

=1/2 χ
(2)

 E0
2
(1+cos2(ωt-kr))      (2.16) 

Therefore the phase matching condition for second harmonic generation is k(ω)= k(2ω) and 

second order non linearity emits the photons (2 with double energy than the initial photon. 

The birefringent BBO crystal satisfies the condition (no(ω)= ne(2,ω)). In the present thesis, 

the 100 µJ 800 nm pulse is focussed on the 0.5 mm BBO crystal to generate 400 nm pulse 

with 10 J/pulse energy.  

vii) White Light Generation (WLG). 

To probe the transient species generated by the pump pulse, it is essential to generate 

white light as probe pulse. White Light is generated by the third order nonlinear light matter 

interaction, which governs by the ‗self phase modulations (SPL)' phenomena.
19, 122

 The 

refractive index of the medium depends upon the intensity of the light. The intensity 

distribution of a Gaussian pulse follow the eqn, .                         2.17 

In our system, the white light is generated after focussing the 800 nm pulse with 

<100fs pulse width having 10 J energy on the 1.5 mm thick sapphire crystal.  When the 

beam passes through the sapphire crystal the phase difference of the Gaussian shaped pulse is 

changed with refractive index of the crystal according to the eqn,  
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                                                                            2.18 

Hence the frequency is also changed with time dependent phase change according to the eqn 

below,                                                                                                2.19 

The gausian shaped pulse changes the electric field of light photon due to frequency 

difference, which causes the frequency broadens and charping of the pulses.  The frequencies 

are in same phase with well ordered due to third order nonlinearity. 

vii) Pump-probe Transient Absorption Spectrometer: 

The optical layout of the pump probe system has been shown in figure 2.9. The probe 

pulse after WLG is divided into two paths and both are passed through the sample. One probe 

beam is overlapped with the pump is referred as a signal and other one which is not 

overlapped with the pump referred as reference. The pump pulse passes through a polarizer 

with an angle 54.7° to minimise the anisotropy effect. A mechanical chopper with 500 Hz 

frequency is placed in pump path before the sample and it chopped the alternative pump  

 

Figure 2.9. Optical layout of Excipro pump-probe setup. 
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pulse so that the ratio of transmitted intensities of consecutive probe pulses corresponds to the 

transient absorbance. The absorbance change can be calculated by the equation discussed 

earlier. In our thesis work we used the Excipro pump probe setup, where retroreflector for 

delay stage and CCD (charge coupled device) to detect the signal have been used. The 

excited state dynamics of the samples can be probed from 0.66 fs to 4 ns time delay using 

retroreflector after exciting the sample by the 400 nm pump. The instrument resolution of this 

pump-probe set up is measured by bleach signal of meso-tetrakis-(4-sulphanatophenyl) 

porphyrin dianion (TPPS) at 710 nm ( pump at 400 nm, aqueous solution at pH 1) and found 

to be ~100fs. The sample is taken in a 1 mm width rotating sample holder to minimise the 

photo bleaching caused by intense pump during the course of experiment. Finally the Lab-

view programme is used to fitting and analysis of the experimental data. All the fitteed 

parameters have 5-10% error.  

2.8. Photovoltaic Measurement (IPCE and IV): 

 In this present thesis to measure the photovoltaic performance in terms of current 

density versus voltage curves (J-V curves), Peccell (model: PEC-L01) solar simulator with a 

100 W/m2 AM 1.0 G short-arc Xe lamp has been used. The intensity of illuminating source 

was calibrated using a standard Si-photodiode provided by Peccell, Keithley. To record the J-

V characteristic of the QDSC 2400 source meter has been used. To measure the IPCE, Action 

Spectrum Measurement System (Peccell, model: PEC-S20) with a xenon lamp (150 W) as the 

light source and 400-800 nm measurement wavelength range has been appointed. 

The solar cell efficiency ( ) can be defined as the ratio of the electrical energy output 

to the incident energy from the sun. The efficiency term of the solar cell can be represented 

by the percentage of exposed solar energy converted into electrical energy. It can be 
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calculated by the ratio of power output (in watts) at its maximum power point (Pm) and the 

input power from sunlight (E, W/m2). i.e. 

                                  (2.20) 

Where,  represents the exposed area of the solar cell. 

On the other hand,  the efficiency of the solar cell can be defined in terms of fill factor 

(FF), open circuit voltage (VOC) and short circuit current (ISC). The FF defines the nonlinear 

electrical behaviour of the solar cell. The FF is the available power at the maximum power 

point (Pm) divided by the VOC (when a cell is operated at open circuit, i.e no current is in 

circuit) and ISC (when a cell is in short circuit i.e. V = 0). The FF is shown by the equation 

below, 

                    (2.21) 

From Equation 2.20 and we can define the efficiency by eq below,  

                           (2.22) 

From experimental value, we can calculate the efficiency of the QDSC by using above 

equation.  

2.9. Synthesis of Nanostructures and Solar Cell Fabrication: 

a. Materials. 

Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.5%), zinc acetate (ZnAc2.2H2O, 99.9%), selenium powder 

(Se, 99.99%), sulphur powder (S, 99.99%) and tellurium powder (Te, 99.99%), caesium 

carbonate, lead bromide (PbBr2), gold chloride (98%, Aldrich), trisodium citrate, 
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dodecylamine (DDA, Aldrich), Sodium borohydride, Didodecylammonium bromide (DDAB, 

Aldrich), indium (III) acetate (In(OAc)3, 99.99%), silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99%), oleic acid 

(OA), Trioctylphosphine (TOP, 90%), Dodecanethiol (DDT, >98%), olylamine (OAm), 

technical grade oleic acid (90%), tri-octlyphosphine (TOP, 90%), 1-octadecene (ODE) 

(90%), Cadmium nitrate tetrahydrate (Cd(NO3)2. 4H2O), zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2. 

6H2O), copper sulphate, sodium sulfide (Na2S), potassium hydroxide (KOH), potassium 

chloride (KCl), mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), sulphuric acid (H2SO4) were purchased from 

Aldrich and used without further purification. Coumarin C343, Coumarin D1421, bromo-

pyrogallol red (Br-PGR) and 4',5'-dibromo fluorescene (DBF) dyes were purchased from 

Aldrich and were used without further purification. Analytical grade methanol and tertiary 

butanol solvents were used for precipitation. 

b. Gold nanoparticles synthesis: Gold nanoparticle was synthesized after adopting modified 

Turkevich method
125, 126

. In brief, 250 µM gold chloride and 250 µM trisodium citrate were 

dissolved in aquous medium. Then this solution was stirred for 5 minutes for complete 

dissolution. 1.2 mL ice cooled sodium borohydride solution (0.01M) was added into the 

stirred solution. Then the resultant solution turns into light orange. At that time the reaction 

mixture was left for 30 minutes to complete the reaction. The colour of the solution changed 

from light orange to wine red, which attributed to the formation of gold nanoparticles. These 

nano particles were diluted for further experiments.  

c. Synthesis of CdSe QDs. Oleic acid-capped CdSe QDs were synthesized in non-

coordinating solvent octadecene (ODE) after following previously reported high-temperature 

reaction method.
90, 127

 Briefly, in the beginning cadmium oleate complex was formed by 

heating the mixture of 3.4 ml oleic acid (10.6 mmol), 0.51 g cadmium oxide (4.0 mmol) and 
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11.6 ml octadecene in a three-neck round-bottom flask at 240 C under Ar atmosphere until a 

clear solution was obtained. Once the solution becomes clear, the reaction temperature was 

increased up to 280 C. To prepare the selenium precursor solution, 0.16 g selenium powder 

(2 mmol) was mixed with 1.1 ml TOP (2.5mmol) in 4.4 ml octadecene and sonicated for 

complete dissolution. After that the TOP Se solution was injected at a single shot through a 

syringe to the reaction mixture at 280 C. Rapid color change from yellow to orange to  red 

was occurred in the first 10-20 s after injection. The reaction mixture was kept at 280 C for 

different time to get desired size of CdSe. After getting the desired size CdSe (by measuring 

the Exciton position) the reaction was quickly quenched. The reaction mixture was left to 

cool. Finally the synthesized CdSe was precipipated by methanol in three times and then 

dissolved in chloroform for experimental purpose.  

d. Synthesis of CdSe/CdS Quasi Type-II core-shell. The CdSe/CdS Quasi Type-II core-

shell was synthesized after following the reported literature
128, 129 

with some modification. 

Synthesized 2 mole CdSe QD solution was used as core to synthesize the CdSe/CdS core-

shell. Cd-oleate and sulfur powder were used as cadmium and S precursor respectively to 

grow the CdS shell on CdSe core. Now, to prepare Cd-oleate, 0.62 mmol (0.084 g) of CdO 

and 1.75 ml OA (5.4 mmol) in 10 ml ODE were refluxed at 180 C into a three-neck flask in 

inert atmosphere. After cooling down to room temperature the Cd-oleate was added to degas 

CdSe core solution. The temperature of the mixture was kept at 120°C for 20 min. Then the 

mixture was heated to 200 °C and the 0.62 mmol S solution in 0.25 mL TOP and 10 mL ODE 

was added drop wise into the mixture. After complete addition of S the solution temperature 

was kept at 200 °C for 1 hr. Then it was cooled down to room temperature and resulting 
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CdSe@CdS core shell was purified by precipitation in methanol three times and later 

dissolved in toluene for further use.  

The CdSe@CdS2ML, CdSe@CdS 4ML and CdSe@CdS 6ML core shell was 

synthesised in the same way by using required amount of Cd and S precursors. The rest of the 

procedure is same as CdSe@CdS core shell.  

e. Synthesis of CsPbBr3 QDs. The colloidal CPB QDs has been   synthesised after following 

the method by Kovalenko and his co- worker.
130

 To synthesise the CPB QDs, first we have 

made the Cs-oleate stock solution. In three neck RB flask, 1.25 mmol (~0.41 g) Cs2CO3 was 

taken along with 20 mL ODE and 4 mmol OA (~1 mL). To dry this precursor, it was heated 

at 130 °C for 1 hour then it was further heated to 150 °C for complete dissolution of the 

Cs2CO3. The resulting solution formed Cs-oleate and was used as Cs precursor. In another 

three neck RB flask 0.188 mmol PbBr2 (~0.069 g) and 5 mL ODE were taken and heated to 

120 °C in vacuum for one hour to complete dry. After complete dry, the mixture was heated 

to 180 °C and 0.4 mL Cs-oleate was injected at that temperature. Finally, the reaction was 

quenched in ice bath within one minute after injection of Cs precursor. The synthesised CPB 

was cleaned by precipitation in tertiary butanol and dissolved in toluene for further use. 

f. Synthesis of AIS NCs in Different composition of Ag and In. 

The AIS QDs have been synthesized by following the reported method in literature
131

. 

First sulphur stock solution was prepared after dissolving 0.3 mmol sulphur powder in 2 mL 

ODE. 0.1 mmol AgNO3 and 0.1 mmol In(OAc)3 were taken in 5 mL ODE in a three neck 

flask for the preparation AIS 3. After that 0.5 mL OAm and 2 mL DDT were added within 

the reaction mixture. The reaction mixture heated to 120º C in Ar atmosphere and keep it for 

30 min to complete dissolution of the Ag and In precursor. At this temperature the S stock 
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solution was injected and left the reaction mixture for 30 minutes to grow the NCs. Then the 

reaction mixture was allowed to cool in room temperature. The synthesized QDs were 

precipitated in methanol three times. Finally the NCs were dissolved in chloroform for 

characterisation and further use.  

The AIS 1 and AIS 2 were synthesized after following the above method after keeping the Ag 

and In precursor ratio as 0.5:1 and 0.25:1.  

g. Synthesis of CdSe{Au} Heterostructure: For synthesizing of Au-CdSe heterostructure 

freshly prepared CdSe QD was used. Growth of Au NP on CdSe QD surface was carried out 

after following the synthetic method reported earlier by Mokari et.al.
132

 with some 

modification. The gold precursor was prepared by the mixing of 15 mg AuCl3 (0.05mmol), 50 

mg DDAB (0.1 mmol) and 90 mg (0.46 mmol) DDA in 4 mL toluene. The color of the 

solution becomes dark orange to light yellow. Now 20 mg synthesized CdSe is dissolved in 4 

mL toluene under Ar Atmosphere. The gold precursor was added dropwise to the CdSe 

solution for a time period of 4 minutes under Ar atmosphere at room temperature. Gradually 

the color of the solution becomes dark brown. The DDAB stabilize the QD and DDAB acts 

as surfactant of Au NP. Finally the nanohybrid materials were precipitated in methanol. Then 

the precipitated nanohybrid materials were dissolved in chloroform for characterization and 

further use.   

h. Synthesis of CdSe@CdS{Au} Hetero-structures: To synthesise the CdSe@CdS{Au} 

Hetero-structures we have used the synthesized CdSe@CdS core shell. The CdSe@CdS core 

shell was used to synthesize the CdSe@CdS{Au} metal semiconductor nanohybrid materials. 

After following previously reported synthetic method by Mokari et.al.
133

 Au NP was grown 

on the surface of CdSe@CdS core shell. 30 mg AuCl3 (0.1mmol), 180 mg (0.92 mmol) DDA 

and 100 mg DDAB (0.2 mmol) were dissolved in Ar atmosphere in 8 mL toluene to prepare 
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the Au precursor for synthesizing the CdSe@CdS{Au}. The colour becomes light yellow 

from dark orange after complete dissolution of the Au precursor. 40 mg CdSe@CdS core 

shell was dissolved in 4 mL toluene in Ar atmosphere. Then Au precursor was added drop 

wise added to QDs solution at room temperature in Ar atmosphere. Then this solution was 

left for 30 minutes to complete the growth of Au NP on the surface of CdS shell. Finally the 

synthesized nano hybrid material was purified by precipitation in methanol three times and 

dispersed in toluene for further analysis. 

i. Synthesis of Au@CdS Core Shell. The Au/CdS core shell was synthesised by following 

the Zhang‘s method after some modification.
134

 All the methods was performed under inert 

Ar atmosphere and 6500 rpm centrifuge was used for precipitation. First Oleylamine capped 

Au NP was synthesised by following the method reported by Zamkov et. al.
135

 40 µmoles 

AuCl3 was dissolved in 3 mL oleylamine by sonication. The colour becomes orange due to 

formation of Au-Oleylamine complex. Then the temperature of this complex was raised to 

120º C and the colour is changed to pink. The reaction mixture was kept at this temperature 

for 30 minutes to complete growth of the gold NP. Then this solution was left for cooling and 

then precipipated with the ethanol and then centrifuge to collect the precipitate. Then it was 

dissolved in 5 ml toluene to synthesis of Au/Ag core shell. 

The Au/Ag core shell was synthesised by following the method reported by Shore et. 

al. after some modification.
136

 The Au NP solution was dissolved in 5 mL Oleylamine and 

heat to 120
o
C to evaporate the all toluene. By that time separately 11 mM AgNO3 solution 

was prepared in nanopure water. After evaporation of all toluene the agNO3 solution was 

added dropwise (0.1 mL per 5 minutes) to avoid the formation of Au/Ag alloy. The AgNO3 

was added to the action mixture on the basis of shell thickness. After addition of AgNO3 the 
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temperature was decreased 10-15
º
C and again heated to 120

º
C. The shell thickness was 

monitored by the measurement of steady state optical absorption spectra. Then the solution 

was left to cool the Au/Ag core shell solution and precipitated by ethanol. The Au/Ag was 

collected by centrifugation. Finally it was dissolved in 4 mL toluene. 

To convert Au/Ag core shell to Au/Ag2S core shell, 7 mg S powder was dissolved in 

2 mL oleylamine in inert atmosphere. 0.2 mL S solution was added in the Au/Ag core shell 

solution in room temperature with vigorous stirring. This solution was left for 10 minutes to 

complete formation of Au/Ag2S from Au/Ag, and thickness of the shell was monitored by 

shifting of plasmonic band in steady state optical absorption. Then it was precipitated by 

ethanol and then dissolved in 5 mL toluene. 

We synthesised the Au/CdS core shell from Au/Ag2S core shell by cation exchange 

method. 50 mg Cd(NO3)2 and 100µL TBP were dissolved in 1 mL methanol by 15 minutes 

sonication. This solution was added to the Au/Ag core shell solution and the temperature was 

raised to 60
0
C. This reaction mixture was left for 1 hour to complete exchange of Ag by Cd. 

After cooling of this solution, precipitated by ethanol and collected by centrifugation. Finally 

it was dissolved in chloroform for characterisation and other experimental purpose.   

2.10. Preparation of Solar Cell Assembly: 

i) Phase transfer of QDs By MPA: 

The OA capped CdSe and CdSe@CdS core shell in non aquous medium transferred 

to aquous medium by using MPA as phase transfer agent following the reported literature 

method.
137, 138

 The MPA solution was made in 3:1 methanol and water medium and 

maintaining the pH 12 by using 40% KOH. The QDs solution was made in minimum 

chloroform solution and MPA solution was added drop wise to this QDs solution. This 
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mixture was left for 15 mins in stirring condition to complete phase transfer. The transferred 

QDs was collected by precipitation in acetone. After centrifugation the precipitate was 

collected and dispersed in minimum amount of water. 

ii) Preparation of TiO2 Photoanodes: 

The transparent layer of TiO2 (dyesol, DSL 18NR-T, average particle size 20 nm) was 

made by doctor blade method on the cleaned FTO (F:SnO2) coated glass plates . Then left 

these films open air for 2 hours to dry. The film was annealed at 450°C for 30 min followed 

by at 500°C for 15 min in a muffle furnace. On this transparent layer a scattering layer of 

TiO2 (dysol,WER2-O, average particle size 150-200 nm) was put and sintered at 450°C for 

30 min followed by heating at 500°C for 15 minutes. Two drops of MPA capped QDs 

solution in aqueous medium were drop casted on the TiO2 film and left it for 2.5 hour in 

open air for dry. Then it was rinsed with double distilled water. A quasi shell of CdS shell 

was made on the QDs on the TiO2 film by using SILAR techniques. Then a thin ZnS shell 

was deposited on the surface of CdS shell for passivation by using 0.1 M methanolic 

Zn(NO3)2. 6H2O and 0.1 M methanol: water (1:1) solution of Na2S for 1 min. At last the film 

was rinsed with water for clean and left it open air for dry.          

iii) Counter Electrode:  

 Two aqueous baths namely 5 mM CuSO4 with 5 mM H2SO4 and 5 mM 

CuSO4 in 0.5 M H3BO3 were screened by cyclic voltammetry for the pulsed electrodeposition 

of copper on FTO electrodes.
139, 140

 FTO electrodes were annealed at 450 
o
C for 4 hours in 

inert atmosphere and were cleaned by acetone and water with ultrasonication before carrying 

out electrochemical studies. A pulsed potential deposition of copper was carried out using a 

solution of 5 mM CuSO4 in 0.5 M H3BO3 with the deposit potential of -1.5 V (vs. SCE) for 
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0.2 s and holding potential of -0.1 V (vs. SCE) for 0.4 s for 5000 cycles. The cyclic 

voltammogram of FTO in sulfuric acid medium has shown a reversible behaviour with a 

reduction peak at -0.455 V and an oxidation peak at -0.376 V vs. SCE which correspond to 

deposition and oxidation of copper respectively. The corresponding peaks were seen at -0.284 

V and 0.278 V in the boric acid medium. Here, there is no positive current in the entire region 

of reduction right upto 0 V, which would be beneficial in avoiding any oxidation of the 

copper on the surface in the pulsed deposition process. Also, a nucleation loop could be seen 

in the region of reduction in this medium. Thus, boric acid based deposition bath is found to 

be better suited for pulsed deposition of copper. The rise in negative current only with 

increased negative voltage in both media indicates the characteristics of over potential 

deposition. 
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3.1. Introduction:  

The interactions between molecular adsorbates and metal nanoparticles (NPs) have 

attracted tremendous attention due to their wide applications in optical material, biosensing, 

scanning probe microscopy etc 
141-146

and plasmonic solar cell.
147, 148

 Coupling between 

molecular resonance and surface plasmon of metal NPs is an important parameter that is 

found to be strongly dependent on the spectral overlap between the molecular emission and 

absorption of the surface plasmon.
149-152

 The fluorophore molecules optically interact with 

gold NPs due to their strong surface plasmon resonance. The cause of strong surface plasmon 

resonance is the collective oscillation of conduction band electron on metal NP surface.
153

 To 

improve the efficiency of any device made out of these fluorophore-metal NP composite, it is 

important to know their interaction in both ground and excited states. It is reported in the 

literature that both enhancement and quenching of emission intensity of fluorophore strongly 

depend on size and shape of the quencher gold NPs, the orientation of fluorophore dipole 

moment, and overlap between emission spectrum of fluorephore and absorption spectrum of 

surface plasmon of gold NPs.
154-156

  

It is widely reported in the literature that in dye/Au NP composite systems emission 

quenching of fluorophores take place mainly due to Forster Resonance Energy Transfer 

(FRET)
157-160

 and nonradiative electron transfer from photoexcited dye molecules to Au 

NP.
161, 162

 In addition to that, recently Strouse and co-workers
163

 have demonstrated surface 

energy transfer (SET) between Au NP and an emitting dipole (dye molecules). High molar 

extinction coefficient and broad bandwidth make Au NP a better fluorescence quencher. In 

FRET, energy goes from an excited dye molecule (donor) to metal NP (acceptor) surface 

through dipole−dipole interactions. 
164

. 
114

 The energy transfer process strongly depends on 

the degree of overlap between absorption spectrum of quencher and emission spectrum of 
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donor molecule. It has been observed that energy transfer efficiency changes with polarity, 

viscosity, and pH of the medium, which are responsible for the change in the excited state 

properties of the dye molecules. 
159

 However, there is no report in the literature on how 

molecular orientation in the excited state of dye molecules affects the energy transfer to the 

metal NP. Molecular structure and orientation of fluorophores on the NP surface are very 

important factors for both electron and energy transfer processes on semiconductor and metal 

NP surfaces. In our earlier investigation,
165-168

 we have demonstrated the effect of molecular 

structure of coumarin dyes on interfacial electron transfer reaction on both TiO2 and ZrO2 

NPs. It has been observed that molecules which exist as twisted intramolecular charge 

transfer (TICT) state in the excited state in high polar solvent are better sensitizer for 

dye/TiO2 composite materials.
165-167

 It has also been observed that TICT states facilitate 

interfacial charge separation and slow down back electron transfer reaction. Higher charge 

separation was observed due to different intramolecular charge delocalization in the excited 

state on the semiconductor NP surface, which completely depends on the molecular structure 

of the chromophore molecule. However, the effect of molecular structure and charge 

delocalization in the excited state of dye molecule on metal NP surface are never discussed in 

literature. Similarly effect of molecular structure on energy transfer from photoexcited dye 

molecule to metal NP is also not discussed in literature. 

In the present chapter, to investigate the effect of molecular structure on energy 

transfer and charge delocalization of the photo excited dye molecules on Au NP surface C-

343 and D- 1421 are chosen. In C-343, the nitrogen atom lies in the ring and exists as 

intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) state; on the other hand, in D-1421, the nitrogen atom 

exists as a free rotating diethyl amino group that predominantly exists as a twisted 

intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) state in high polar solvents. Effect of molecular 
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structure on the interaction of molecular absorbance of dye molecules and plasmon band of 

Au NP has been discussed. Charge delocalization and excited state behaviour of both dye 

molecules on Au NP surface have been discussed. Finally, feasibility of energy transfer 

processes on molecular structure on NP surface has been demonstrated. 

 

3.2. Results and Discussion: 

3.2.1. Solvatochromic Behaviour of C343 and D1421.  

Before going to interaction of the structurally similar coumarin dyes with Au NP, we 

need to investigate the solvatochromic behaviour of these two dyes in different solvents. 

Figure 3.1 A (a, b) and (a', b') show the absorption and luminescence spectra of C343 in 

water and cyclohexane solvent medium, respectively. Similarly Figure 3.1 B (c) and (c') are 

the absorption and emission spectra of D1421 in water as solvent, while d and d' show the 

absorption and emission spectra of D1421 in cyclohexane. These figures attribute the Stoke's 

shift of C343 and D1421 in polar solvent is 80 nm and 75 nm respectively, whereas these 

Stoke's shift becomes shorter in non polar cyclohexane solvent and these values are 35 nm 

and 37 nm respectively. The change of stoke's shift with solvent polarity reveals that both 

dyes show different excited state in different solvent. The shorter stoke's shift in non polar 

solvent attributes that the both dyes show locally excited (LE) state in non polar solvent. 
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Stoke‘s shift of both the dyes in high polar solvent is higher compared to non-polar solvent. 

The larger stokes shift of both the dyes in high polar solvent demonstrate that both dyes exist 

as charge transfer (CT) state in high polar solvent. The C343 shows the intra molecular 

charge transfer (ICT) state while the D1421 shows the ICT and TICT both but dominated by 

TICT due to free rotation of diethyl amino group.  
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Figure 3.1: Panel-A: a and a' are the absorption and emission spectrum of C343 in water, b 

and b' are the absorption and emission spectrum of C343 in cyclohexane respectively. Panel-

B: c and c' are the absorption and emission spectrum of D1421 in water, d and d' are the 

absorption and emission spectrum of D1421 cyclohexane respectively.  

The solvatochromic behaviour can also be investigated by the luminescence life time 

of the C343 and D1421 in different solvent. Figure 3.2 (a) and (b) show the luminescence 

decay traces of C343 and D1421 in cyclohexane and the lifetimes are 3.2 ns and 2.9 ns, 

respectively. Therefore the luminescence life time of the LE state for both the dyes is almost 

same. But the luminescence lifetime of C343 and D1421 are different in aqueous medium. 
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Figure 3.2 (b) and (d) are the luminescence decay traces of the C343 and D1421 in water 

medium. The luminescence lifetime of C343 is 4.62 and interestingly this becomes extremely 

shorter 0.169 ns. The longer lifetime of the C343 is due to ICT state, whereas the shorter 

lifetime of D1421 represents the nonradiative recombination of TICT state.      
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Figure 3.2: Panel-A: Time resolved emission decay traces of (a) C343 dye in water and (b) 

C343 dye in cyclohexane, probed at emission maxima after 406 nm excitation. Panel-B: 

Time resolved emission decay traces of (c) D1421 in cyclohexane and (d) D1421 in water 

probed at emission maxima after 406 nm excitation. 

 3.2.2. Characterisation of Au NP. 

To characterize the Au NP, high resolution TEM measurement has been carried out. 

Figure 3.3 A shows the HR-TEM image of isolated well dispersed citrate capped Au NP. The 

average particle size of the Au NP is 7.3 ± 0.5 nm. The size distribution has been shown in 

inset of figure 3.3 A. Figure 3.3 B represents the extinction spectra of Au NP in water. The 

localized surface Plasmon band of Au NPs has been observed at 520 nm. Concentration of 

Au NP has been determined from extinction spectra and size of Au NP after following the  
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literature as reported by Haiss et al.
169

 

 

Figure 3.3 (A): High resolution TEM image of citrate stabilized Au NP. Inset: size 

distribution of citrate stabilized Au NP. (B): Extinction spectra of Au Nanoparticles in 

aqueous medium. 

3.2.3. Interaction of C343 and D1421 with Au Nanoparticle. 

a) Steady State Absorption Spectroscopy of C-343 and D-1421 on Au NP Surface:   

Main aim of the investigation is to monitor the excited state photophysical behaviour 

of two structurally similar coumarin molecules (C343 and D1421) on the Au NP surface and 

also understand the effect of dye molecules on the Plasmon properties of Au NP. Before 

going to demonstrate the excited state behaviour, it is necessary to examine the ground state 

interaction between these two molecules and Au NP. However, it is important to know the 

surface properties of Au NP before carrying out ground state interaction studies. It has 

already been reported in the literature
170, 171

 that citrate-modified Au NP is negatively 

charged. So, the interaction between the coumarin dyes and Au NP will take place through an 

amino group instead of the negatively charged carboxylic moiety (Scheme 1). At This 

juncture it is very important to know the ionic charge of the coumarin dye molecules once 

they dissolved in water. pH of the of the aqueous solution of both C-343 and D-1421 were  
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Scheme 3.1: Schematic Diagram Showing Photoexcitation to LE States of Both C-343 

and D-1421, Followed by De- Excitation to ICT States and Emission from Both LE and 

ICT States
a
. 

 

a
In the case of C-343, energy transfer takes place from ICT states to Au NP, in addition to 

emission from the LE state (minor channel) due to restriction of charge delocalization. 

Population of TICT is completely blocked from ICT state in the case of D-1421 due to 

restriction of amino group rotation on the Au NP surface resulting drastic increments of ICT 

emission.  

determined and found to be ∼6. It is reported in the literature
172

 that pKa values of the 

coumarin dyes are ∼4.6. It has also been reported that at acidic pH (pH < 4) C-343 exists as 

the neutral protonated form. However, above pH 5 and in basic solution it exists as the 

anionic form.
172

 As the pH of both coumarin dyes in water is ∼6, both the coumarin dyes exist 

as anionic form. It has already been mentioned that the surface of the Au NP is negatively 

charged so both dye molecules will be attached with Au NP through an amino group. 
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In our earlier investigation
165, 166

 and earlier part of this chapter, we have reported the 

photophysical properties of both C-343 and D-1421. Figure 3.4 (a) shows the optical 

absorption spectra of citrate-stabilized Au NP, which has a plasmonic band at 520 nm. Figure 

3.4 (b) shows an optical absorption spectrum of the C343 molecule in water, which has 

absorbance maxima at 435 nm. The composite mixture of C343/Au NP shows two absorption 

bands, one band at 448 nm and another broad red shifted band at 542 nm, as shown in Figure 

3.4 (c). It is clearly seen that the optical absorption peak of C-343 on the Au NP surface  
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Figure 3.4: Panel-A: Steady state optical absorption spectra of (a) Au [40nM] (b) C343 [70 

µM] (c) C343 [70 µM] and Au [40nM] in H2O (d) addition of a and b. Panel-B: Steady state 

optical absorption spectra of (e) Au [100nM] (f) D1421 [100 µM] (g) D1421 [100 µM] and 

Au [100nm] in H2O. (h) addition of e and f.  

changes from 435 to 448 nm. On the other hand, the Plasmon band (peak) of Au NP changes 

from 520 to 544 nm and also become broad in the presence of C-343. Figure 3.4 B shows the 

optical absorption spectrum of D-1421 in the absence and in the presence of Au NP. Figure 
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3.4 f shows an optical absorption spectrum of the D-1421 molecule in water, which has 

absorption maxima at 411 nm. Figure 2g shows the optical absorption band of the D-1421/Au 

NP composite, which shows two absorption bands at 433 and 527 nm, respectively. It is 

interesting to see that the optical absorption band of D- 1421 changes from 411 to 433 nm on 

the Au NP surface. Interestingly, the plasmon band of Au NP does not change much in the 

presence of D-1421, unlike in presence C-343. Wang and co-workers10
173

 have reported 

plasmon band of Au nanorod becomes broad and red-shifted on adsorption of dye molecules 

due to their strong coupling with the surface plasmon of nanorod. Earlier Karam et al.
174

 also 

have reported the change of extinction spectra of Au nanorod after adsorbing the organic 

fluorophore due to molecular and plasmonic resonance coupling. It is also reported in 

literature that the coupling strength is found to be strongly dependent on the spectral overlap 

between the molecular emission and absorption of the surface plasmon.
150-152

 In the present 

investigation it is clearly seen that in both the dye/Au NP systems optical absorption band of 

the coumarin dyes are red shifted on the Au NP surface. However, it is seen that the spectral 

overlap between the plasmon band of Au NP and emission band of C-343 is better as 

compared to that of D-1421. 

b) Steady State Emission Spectroscopy of C-343 and D-1421 on Au NP Surface:   

To monitor the effect of molecular structure on molecular and plasmonic resonances 

in Au NP/dye interaction emission spectroscopy has been carried out for both C-343 and D-

1421 in the presence of Au NP. Figure 3.5 shows the emission spectra of both C-343 in the 

absence and in the presence of Au NP of different concentrations. C-343 shows emission 

maxima at 495 nm in aqueous solution. However, it has been observed that emission intensity 

gradually decreases on addition of Au NP. It is clearly seen that the emission intensity of C-
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343 at 495 nm is completely quenched in the presence of 5.5 nM Au-NP (Figure 3.5 e). The 

emission quenching of C-343 in the presence of Au NP can be attributed to energy transfer 
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Figure 3.5: Steady state emission spectra of C-343 at different concentration (a) 0.0 nM (b) 

10 nM (c) 20 nM (d) 30 nM (e) 40 nM of Au nanoparticles in water. [C-343] = 70 µM. 

from photo excited C-343 to Au NP. Energy transfer in Au-NP/C-343 system is a viable 

process as emission band of C-343 overlaps with the plasmon band of Au NP. It is interesting 

to see that, in the presence of 5.5 nM Au NP, the emission intensity at 495 nm is completely 

quenched; however, a low intensity emission band is appeared at 448 nm. Now it is very 

important to know thatn the nature of the emission band of C-343 at 448 nm on Au NP 

surface. Earlier of this chapter ,we have shown that C-343 has an emission band at 446 nm in 

cyclohexane, which is attributed to the locally excited state (LE).
165, 166

 The shape of the 

emission band of C343 on 5.5 nM Au NP surface matches quite well with emission band of 

C343 in cyclohexane, which arises due to the LE state emission. Thus, the emission band at 

448 nm can be attributed to emission due to the LE state of C-343 on the Au NP surface. To 

confirm that the emission is not from Au NP, we have carried out emission spectroscopic 

studies of pure Au NP. No emission was observed from photoexcited Au NP. Earlier, 

Mattoussi and co-workers
175

 have reported emission from Au nanoclusters appears to be at 
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∼750 nm. In the present investigation, Au NP has a plasmon band at 520 nm, so the emission 

band at 448 nm can never be attributed to emission due to Au NP. The detailed explanation 

regarding the appearance of the LE state on the Au NP surface has been precisely described 

in the subsequent section. 

Emission spectroscopy of D-1421 has also been carried out in the presence of 

different concentration of Au NP. Figure 3.6 (a) shows the emission spectrum of D-1421 in 

an aqueous solution, which has emission maxima at 475 nm. Interestingly, unlike the C-

343/Au NP system, the emission intensity of D-1421 gradually increases with increasing Au 

NP concentration. Emission maximum of D-1421 also moves in the blue region of the 

spectrum with increasing Au NP concentration (Figure 3.6). Emission maxima of D-1421 

also changes from 475 to 464 nm on Au NP surface at 12.5 nM Au NP concentration (Figure 

3.6 e). In C343/Au NP system emission quenching was observed and attributed to energy 

transfer from photo excited C-343 to Au NP. As the molecular structure of D-1421 is very 

similar to C-343, so the energy transfer from the photoexcited state of D-1421 to Au NP is 

also expected. However, the emission intensity of D-1421 increases with Au NP 

concentration, suggesting no energy transfer process is active in D-1421/Au NP system. As 

the emission band of D 1421 does not overlap with the plasmon band of Au NP, it is expected 

that no energy transfer can take place in the D-1421/Au NP system. Earlier, Anger et al.
176

 

and Ming et al.
177

 have reported that the enhancement of emission of fluorophore can take 

place in the presence of metal NP due to local electric field enhancement. The local field 

enhancement takes place when the surface plasmon band of metal nano particles lies in 

between the absorption band and emission band of the fluorophore. However, in D-1421/Au 

NP system emission band of D-1421 exists in the blue region as compared to Au NP Plasmon  
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Figure 3.6: Steady state emission spectra of D1421 at different concentration (a) 0.0 nM (b) 

40 nM (c) 60 nM (d) 80 nM (e) 100 nM of Au nanoparticles in water. [D-1421] = 100 µM.  

band. Ming et al.
177

 reported that maximum local field enhancement occurred when the 

excitation wavelength is in the centre of surface plasmon band. If the excitation wavelength is 

in the red or blue region of the plasmon band then the local field enhancement decreases 

drastically. In the D-1421/Au NP system samples were excited at 400 nm so emission 

enhancement cannot be attributed to optical enhancement. However, it is important to know 

the reason behind the enhancement of emission intensity of D-1421 on Au NP surface. To 

understand the reason for formation of LE state for C-343 and increment of emission 

intensity of D-1421 on Au NP surface time-resolved emission studies have been carried out 

in both the systems and are described in the next section. 

c) Time-Resolved Emission Spectroscopy of C-343 and D-1421 on Au NP Surface:   

To reconfirm the above mentioned behaviour of both C-343 and D-1421 on the Au 

NP surface, time-resolved emission measurements have been carried out after exciting the 

samples at 406 nm. Figure 3.7 shows emission decay traces of C-343 in the absence and in 

the presence of Au NP of different concentrations at 500 nm in water. Figure 3.7a depicts the 

emission decay kinetics of C-343 in water which can be fitted single exponentially with time 
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constants of 4.63 ns. Interestingly in the presence of Au NP the emission kinetics decay faster 

and can be fitted bi-exponentially (Figure 3.7, Table 3.1). At 5.5 nM Au NP concentration, 

the emission kinetics of C-343 at 500 nm (Figure 3.7d) can be fitted bi-exponentially with 

time constants τ1 = 0.68 ns (6.5%) and τ2 = 1.18 ns (93.5%), with an average lifetime of 1.14 

ns (Table 3.1). The decrement of emission lifetime on Au NP surface can be attributed to  
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Figure 3.7: Time resolved emission decay traces of C-343 on Au NP surface at 500 nm at 

different concentration (a) 0.0 nM (b) 10 nM (c) 20 nM (d) 40 nM of Au nanoparticles in 

water. Inset: Emission of C-343 on 100 nM Au NP surface at 448 nm. Excitation wavelength 

was kept at 406 nm. L stands for Lamp profile of 406 nm laser excitation source. 

energy transfer from photo excited C-343 to Au NP as we have mentioned earlier in steady 

state emission quenching studies. In steady state emission studies, we have observed C-343 

shows weak intensity emission band peaking at 448 nm on Au NP at 5.5 nM concentration, 

which we have attributed to the LE state of C-343. The emission decay trace of C-343 at 448 

nm on Au NP at 5.5 nM concentration (Figure 3.7e) can be fitted bi-exponentially with time 

constants τ1 = 1.15 ns (77%) and τ2 = 2.56 ns (23%), with an average lifetime of 1.74 ns. The 

longer component 2.56 ns can be attributed to the contribution from LE state of C-343. It has 
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been observed that there is no overlap between LE state of C-343 and Plasmon band of Au 

NP. As a result no energy transfer can take place from LE state of C-343 to Au NP surface. 

Interestingly average emission lifetime of C-343 at 448 nm on Au NP at 5.5 nM 

concentration (1.74 ns) is much higher as compared to that at 500 nm (1.14 ns). This 

observation suggests that emission at 448 nm of C-343 on the Au NP surface can be 

attributed to the LE state.  

Time-resolved emission studies have also been carried out for D-1421 in the absence 

and in the presence of different concentrations of Au NP in water and shown in Figure 3.8. It 

is very interesting to see that emission decay trace of D1421 in water (Figure 3.8a, Table 3.1) 

can be fitted bi-exponentially with time constants τ1 < 0.1 ns (95.6%) and τ2 = 3.38 ns (4.4%),  
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Figure 3.8:  Time resolved emission decay traces of D-1421 on Au NP surface at 475 nm at 

different concentration (a) 0.0 nM (b) 20 nM (c) 60 nM (d) 100 nM of Au nanoparticles in 

water. Excitation wavelength was kept at 406 nm.  

with an average lifetime of 0.17 ns. Major emission intensity (∼96%) of D-1421 decays in 

water with pulse-width limited time constant (<0.1 ns). Earlier Rettig et al.
178

 reported that 

the photo excited DMABEE (dimethyl amino benzoic acid ethyl ester) molecule exists as the 
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TICT state, and it decays non-exponentially with a very short lifetime in high polar solvents. 

They have suggested that, on photo excitation, such molecules are initially populated to LE or 

ICT state followed by very fast relaxation to the TICT state nonradiatively. The transition 

from LE/ICT state to TICT has been attributed to barrierless.
178

 In our earlier  

TABLE 3.1: Emission life times of C-343 and D-1421 in absence and in presence of Au 

NP of different concentrations after exciting the samples at 406 nm.  

 

[Au NP]C343 Emission life time of C343 

at 500 nm 

[Au NP]D1421 Emission life time of 

D-1421 at 475 nm 

0 nM 1 = 4.63 ns 0 nM 1 = 0.02 ns (96%),  

2 = 3.38 ns (4%) 

( av = 0.17 ns) 

10 nM  1 = 1.56 ns (75%),  

2 = 3.76 ns (25%) 

( av = 2.12 ns) 

20 nM  1 = 0.19 ns (89%),  

2 = 3.16 ns (11%) 

( av = 0.42 ns) 

20 nM 1 = 1.30 ns (62%),  

2 = 2.68 ns (38%) 

( av = 1.82 ns) 

60 nM 1 = 0.14 ns (64%),  

2 = 3.4 ns (36%) 

( av = 1.3 ns) 

40 nM 1 = 0.68 ns (6.5%),  

2 = 1.18 ns (93.5%) 

( av = 1.14 ns) 

100 nM 1 = 3.52 ns  

 

investigations
165, 166

 we have already demonstrated that, in polar solvents, the D1421 

molecule exists predominantly as the TICT state. In polar solvents on excitation of the D-

1421 molecule goes to the LE or ICT state and then very quickly relaxes to the TICT state 

through nonradiative way. The transition from the LE/ICT state to TICT has been attributed 

to barrierless; as a result, we can observe the pulse width limited decay component (<0.1 ns). 

The longer component (3.38 ns) can be attributed to the lifetime of ICT state in water. 

However, interestingly, on the Au NP surface with increasing NP concentration, contribution 

of fast component decreases and contribution of long component increases (Figure 3.8, Table 

3.1). It has also been observed that the emission quantum yield of D-1421 also increases with 
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Au NP concentration. In 100 nM Au NP concentration, emission decay trace (Figure 3.8 d) 

can be fitted single exponentially with a time constant of 3.52 ns. Therefore, at 12.5 nM Au 

NP concentration, the emission decay trace can be attributed to decay trace due to ICT 

emission. This observation clearly indicates that, on the Au NP surface, relaxation from ICT 

states to TICT is completely blocked. 

d) Restriction of Molecular Rotation and Charge Distribution in the Excited States of 

Coumarin Dyes on Au NP Surface.  

Main aim of the present investigation is to see the effect of molecular structure on the 

excited state dynamics and energy transfer processes on Au NP surface. Two structurally 

similar coumarin dyes, C-343 and D-1421, were chosen for that purpose. Steady state 

absorption studies suggest that the effect of molecular adsorption of C-343 on palsmon 

absorption of Au NP is more as compared to that of D-1421. In the presence of C-343, the 

plasmon absorption band of Au NP becomes broad and red-shifted (Figure 3.4), suggesting 

better interaction between C-343 and Au NP in the ground state. Steady state and time-

resolved emission studies suggest that energy transfer takes place from photo excited C-343 

to Au NP. This energy transfer process can be attributed to nonradiative energy transfer 

(NRET), where photo excited C-343 acts as energy donor and Au NP as energy acceptor. 

Nonradiative energy transfer (NRET) efficiency (η) and rate kET can be calculated by using 

the following equations:48 

η = 1- DA/ D    (1) 

kET = 1/ DA -1/ D   (2) 
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“η” and “kET” define the energy transfer efficiency and rate of energy transfer, 

respectively. τD and τDA represent the corresponding decay time of the donor molecule (C-

343) in the absence and in the presence of acceptor (Au NP; Figure 3.7, Table 3.1). In C-

343/Au NP pair, energy transfer efficiency has been calculated to be 75% and energy transfer 

rate to be 6.5 × 108 s−1. The most interesting part of this observation is that, at 40 nM Au NP 

concentration, emission intensity of the ICT state of C-343 is completely quenched; however, 

a new band appears at 448 nm, which has been attributed to the LE state of C-343. We have 

mentioned that the emission lifetime of C-343 at 448 nm is ∼1.74 ns. This interesting 

behaviour of C-343 can be explained as follows. In aqueous solution, C-343 exists as the ICT 

state, where charge delocalization takes place between the coumarin moiety and an amino 

group. However, on Au NP surface majority of exited states exist as ICT states which go for 

energy transfer to Au NP (Scheme 3.1). In addition to that, on the Au NP surface, due to 

interference of charge delocalization, the excited state of C-343 also exists as LE state. Due 

to poor overlap between LE emission and Au NP plasmon band, no energy transfer can take 

place from LE state of C-343 to Au NP. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

example of restriction of charge delocalization of photo excited dye molecules on the Au NP 

surface. Now, let us discuss the excited state behaviour of D-1421 on the Au NP surface. 

From steady state and time-resolved emission studies it is confirmed that there is no energy 

transfer from photo excited D-1421 to Au NP. However, interestingly, the emission intensity 

increases drastically on the Au NP surface. We have already discussed earlier and in our 

earlier investigation
165, 166

 that photoexcited D-1421 predominantly exists both as ICT state 

and non emitting TICT state. Conversion of TICT state from ICT state takes place due to the 

rotation of a diethyl amino group in the photo excited state of D-1421. However, the emission 
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band appears at 475 nm can be attributed purely to the ICT state. Now, on the Au NP surface 

molecular rotation of the diethyl amino group of D-1421 is completely restricted, and 

consequently, relaxation from ICT state to TICT is completely blocked (Scheme 3.1). As a 

result, we can see the drastic increment of emission due to ICT emission of D-1421 on Au NP 

surface. In our earlier investigations,
165, 166

 we have demonstrated the effect of molecular 

structure on interfacial electron transfer dynamics for both C-343 and D-1421. We have 

shown clearly that the TICT state facilitates higher charge separation and slower back 

electron transfer in dye/TiO2 composite materials. We would like to mention that both of the 

dyes coupled with TiO2 nanoparticles through a carboxylic moiety result in the amino group 

of the coumarin dyes being free (not coupled with TiO2 NP). So the excited state D-1421 can 

demonstrate its TICT behaviour on the TiO2 NP surface. However, in the present 

investigation, both the dye molecules are coupled with Au NP through an amino group. As a 

result, the excited state of D-1421 cannot demonstrate TICT behaviour on the Au NP surface. 

3.3. Conclusions:  

Excited state dynamics and energy transfer behaviour of two structurally similar 

coumarin dye molecules (C-343 and D-1421) have been investigated on the Au NP surface 

by using steady state and time-resolved emission spectroscopy. Steady state absorption 

studies indicate that the C-343/Au NP system has higher coupling strength between the 

molecular and the plasmonic resonances due to higher spectral overlap as compared to the D-

1421/Au NP system. In nonpolar solvent both the molecules exist in the LE state, while in 

polar solvent, C343 exists in the ICT state and D1421 exists both in ICT and TICT states. 

ICT emission of C-343 was found to be quenched drastically due to energy transfer from 

photoexcited C-343 to Au NP. In addition to that, the excited state of C-343 also exists as the 
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LE state on the Au NP surface due to restriction of intramolecular charge delocalization of C-

343. No energy transfer could take place from photoexcited D-1421 to Au NP due to poor 

overlap between D-1421 emission band and Au NP plasmon absorption band. Interestingly, 

emission intensity of ICT state of D-1421 drastically increases on Au NP surface due to 

restriction of amino group rotation on NP surface. Our observation on restriction of charge 

delocalization of photo excited dye molecules on NP surface opens up new phenomenon in 

dye-metal NP interaction. Still, further investigations in this field are necessary for in-depth 

understanding of the phenomenon. 
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4.1 Introduction. 

 

Research on semiconductor quantum dot materials found a huge surge in last decade due 

to their sensational opto-electronic properties like size and composition dependent optical 

tuneability, large extinction coefficient, long excited state lifetime, slow carrier cooling, 

ability to generate multiple excitons, large intrinsic dipole moment and high stability.
106, 108, 

109, 179-182
 Due to the above excellent properties QD materials in particular, such as II−VI 

105, 

183, 184
 and IV− VI 

185-187
semiconductor materials are widely used as light harvesters in 

quantum dot solar cells (QDSC) for their high absorption cross section in the visible to near 

IR region. In addition to that many narrow band gap ternary and quaternary semiconductor 

materials like CuInS2,
188

 CuInSe2,
35, 189

 and ZnAgInSe3
190

 have been extensively used as 

sensitizer in the low-cost third generation solar cell. Furthermore, utilizing the concept of 

band gap engineering a series of core-shell hetero-structures, such as ZnTe/CdSe,
138

 

CdS/CdSe,
191

 CdTe/CdS,
107

 etc have been used as photo sensitizer. The CdSexTe1−x,
140

 

PbSxSe1−x,
192

 and CdSxSe1−x
139

 alloy QDs deposited photo anode are used as development of 

higher efficient QDSC. In spite of continuous efforts in last couple of years till date photo-

conversion efficiency (PCE) of quantum dot solar cell (QDSC) is over shadowed by 

relatively moderate performance with a reported value of ~12 % 
193

 which is still lower as 

compared to both dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) and organic inorganic perovskite solar 

cell.
194, 195

 

 The efficiency of the QDSC device depends on many factors, such as dissociation of 

exciton by injecting of electron to the metal oxide, back electron recombination between CB 

of TiO2 and hole in QDS and regeneration of the redox couple.
103, 137, 196

 In addition to that 

other major cause of low efficiency of QDSC is charge carrier trapping in the surface states 
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of the QDs and in the interface of QDs and metal oxide surface due to low quality loading of 

the QDs.
107, 191

 To overcome the above shortfalls researchers are involved in modifying the 

photo-anode while depositing the QDs on the electrodes.
197

 To cover the maximum area of 

QDs with transporter, the QDs are loaded on the different morphologies of wide band gap 

metal oxide.
198, 199

 To enhance the PCE of the QDSC the QDs are often passivated by wider 

band gap semiconductor to reduce the defect state.
138

 The trap state at the interface of TiO2 

and QDs are extensively eliminated by post deposition of ZnS as passivating layer on the 

photoanode.
200

 This passivated layer (ZnS) developed a potential energy barrier to prevent 

the back electron transfer from metal oxide and slows down the carrier recombination.
137, 201-

203
 In addition to that these passivating layers also prevent the cell from corrosion and provide 

the longer life time of the cell. We have already mentioned that through band-gap 

engineering efficiency can be increased significantly by changing the band alignment of QDs 

through type II core shell arrangement. Type II arrangement core shell semiconductor forms a 

long lived charge separated state after photo excitation, where the electrons and holes are 

localised in shell and core respectively, where photo excited electron can easily be transferred 

to the metal oxide.
50, 204

 At the same time shell in QDs also can play barrier for charge 

recombination.
205, 206

 Bisquert and co-workers have reported the PCE efficiency ~7.17% by 

type II ZnTe/CdSe core-shell which absorbs in NIR region of the solar spectrum.
138

 In 

addition to type II band alignment there is another kind of hetero-structure reported in the 

literature, i.e. quasi type II where the electrons are delocalised in the conduction band of both 

core and shell and holes are localized in the shell. Due to the quasi type II structure electron 

and holes are de-coupled leading to higher electron cooling time and slower charge 

recombination which is desired for the design of higher efficient solar cell.
51, 52, 139, 207

 

Changing the thickness of the shell QD often change the type II structure to quasi type II 
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structure and vice versa. Lian and co-workers.
52

 demonstrated thickness dependent photo-

reduction quantum effciency of quasi-type II core/shell quantum dots. However in literature 

no report is available where thickness dependent PCE of quasi type II core-shell is 

demonstrated and  dircectly correlated with electron cooling, e-h recombination and back 

electron transfer (BET) dynamics as monitored though ultrafast spectroscopy. 

Although it has been realized that all-inorganic perovskites are much superior 

materials in terms of stability however power conversion efficiency of these provskites are 

way poorer as compared to organic-inorganic metal halide perovskite materials. Kulbak et 

al.
208

 reported ∼6.6% solar efficiency inorganic-based cesium lead tri-halide perovskite 

material.
45

 Recently Swarnkar et. al.
209

 reported power-conversion efficiency of maximum 

10.77% for quantum dot–induced phase stabilization of -CsPbI3, which is the highest 

efficiency for all inorganic perovskite materials so far. It has been realised that to get higher 

photovoltaic performance the photo-generated hole has to be removed very fast before it 

corrodes the photo anode. It‘s always a challenging task to find suitable hole transporting 

materials to stop the carrier recombination. In addition to that another important factor for 

lower efficiency for the all inorganic perovskites are due to limited absorption of solar 

radiation (below 600 nm). Now to tackle the dual problem concept of co-sensitization
 
can be 

incorporated where with the perovskite material another II-VI quantum dot material can be 

used. Due to suitable band energy level alignment better charge separation can take place 

through interfacial electron and hole transfer reaction. Synergistically both perovskite and II-

VI QDs can behave as super sensitizer and absorbs more solar light as compared to individual 

material. Earlier we have demonstrated ultrafast charge transfer dynamics between CPB NCs 

and dibromo fluorescence (DBF) molecule where photo-excited hole from CPB was 

extracted by DBF and photo-excited DBF injects electron into the conduction band of CPB 
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resulting grand charge separation.
210

 Earlier we have also demonstrated ultrafast charge 

transfer dynamics of II-VI quantum dots after sensitisation with different molecular 

adsorbates.
211-21348-50

 However, till date charge transfer dynamics between the perovskite NCs 

and II-VI QDs are never been discussed in literature.   

 Herein we are reporting the optimisation of PCE of quasi type II CdSe@CdS core-

shell sensitized QDSC with changing the CdS shell thickness. To demonstrate the above 

phenomena CdSe QDs and CdSe@CdS core-shells with different shell (CdS) thickness have 

been synthesized following high temperature synthetic method and characterized by HR-

TEM techniques and steady state optical absorption and luminescence spectroscopy. Solar 

cells have been fabricated after transfering the QDs to aquous medium by using 

mercaptopropanoic acid as phase transfer reagent and depositted on the mesoporous TiO2 

film to make the photoanode of the QDSC. The Cu2S depositted ITO film and polysulphide 

solution were used as photocathode and electrolyte, respectively. PCE of quasi type II 

CdSe@CdS core-shell with intermediate CdS shell (4 mono layer) found to give highest 

efficiency (3.88 %). Using Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy, we have 

monitored electron cooling, carrier trapping and carrier recombination dynamics of the QDs 

along with different core-shells on ITO film and after depositing on TiO2 thin film. PCE of 

CdSe@CdS core-shell QDSC have directly correlated with ultrafast spectroscopic data and 

detailed mechanism has been discussed.  

Additionally we are reporting the charge separation between photoexcited CsPbBr3 

(CPB) perovskite and CdSe QDs by ultrafast time resolved absorption and luminescence 

spectroscopy. The redox band alignment of CPB perovskite and CdSe QDs suggests that the 

electron transfer from CB of CPB to CB of CdSe QD and hole transfer from VB of CdSe 

QDs to VB of CPB NCs can concomitantly take place. Selective excitation through steady 
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state and time-resolved luminescence spectroscopic studies confirm the above processes. To 

determine the electron and hole transfer time in the above system, we have carried out 

femtosecond upconversion luminescence with femtosecond transient absorption studies and 

correlated the data. To reconfirm the above processes further we have carried out ultrafast 

spectroscopic studies between CPB NCs and CdSe@CdS core shell and results are discussed.             

4.2. Results and Discussion.  

4.2.1 Optimisation of Shell Thickness in Highest Efficiency CdSe@CdS Core Shell 

Quantum Dots Solar Cell 

a. Characterisation of Materials. 

The High resolution transmission electron microscopic (HRTEM) measurements and 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) have been carried out to analyse the crystal structure of the 

synthesised materials, have been shown in Figure 4.2.1. The 4.1 A (a), (b), (c) and (d) shows 

the HR-TEM image of CdSe, CdSe@CdS 2ML, CdSe@CdS 4ML and CdSe@CdS 6ML core 

shell NCs. The calculated average diameter of CdSe@CdS 2ML core shell is 3.45 nm (±0.1 

nm) (mono dispersed uniform size distribution). The thickness of two mono layer CdS is 0.6 

nm. The Powder XRD patterns of the CdSe, CdSe/CdS 2ML, CdSe/CdS 4ML and CdSe/CdS 

6ML have been shown in Figure 4.1 B (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively. The peaks of CdSe 

for angle (111), (220) and (311) are 25.58°, 42.14° and 50.1° respectively. These angles are 

shifted towards longer angle with increasing the thickness of CdS shell, by which we can 

confirm the growth of CdS shell on CdSe core. To investigate the optical properties of 

CdSe@CdS core@shells, at first the steady state optical absorption (solid lines) and 

luminescence (dotted lines) measurements of these materials have been carried out as shown 

in figure 4.1(C). The 1
st
 excitonic band due to the 1Se−1S3/2 (1S bleach) transition is seen at 
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570 nm for CdSe which red shifts to 578 nm, 588 nm and 600 nm for CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 

respectively. In case of CdSe@CdS core shell, the band off set between valence band of  

 

Figure 4.1: (A) HR-TEM images of CdSe (a), CdSe@CdS 2ML (b), CdSe@CdS 4ML (c) 

and CdSe@CdS 6ML (d). (B) Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) CdSe QD, (b) CdS/CdSe 

2ML, (c) CdS/CdSe 4ML and (d) CdS/CdSe 6ML  core-shell respectively. (C) UV-Visible 

absorption and luminescence spectrum of CdSe (a‘), CS 1 (b‘), CS 2 (c‘) and CS 3 NCs (d‘).  

(D) Graphical plots of Quantum Yields (QY) Vs CdS shell thickness.  

CdSe and CdS is ~0.2eV but the band offset for conduction band of CdSe and CdS is higher 

(~0.5ev). Hence the photo excited electron does not localize in CB of CdSe, it delocalizes 

throughout the CB of CdSe and CdS. Therefore the binding energy of the charge carrier is 

decreased, results the red shift of the excitonic band. With increasing the thickness of the CdS 

shell the size of the overall QDs increases and the electron will be more delocalized 

throughout the CB of CdSe and CdS. 
51, 52

 Therefore the more red shifting of exciton is 

observed when CdS shell is thicker. Three distinct bands are shown in the spectra for all the 

three different core@shell structure. The band at 530, 535, 545 and 560 nm are the  
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transitiondue to 2S (1Se−2S3/2) for CdSe, CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 respectively. The absorption  

 

Figure 4.2. A: a, b, c, d and a‘, b‘, c‘, d‘ are the UV-Visible absorption spectra of CdSe, CS 

1, CS 2 and CS 3 in Chloroform and Water respectively. B: a, b, c, d and a‘, b‘, c‘, d‘ are the 

UV-Visible luminescence spectra of CdSe, CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 in Chloroform and Water 

respectively. 

below 500 nm is gradually increases with CdS shell due to CdS shell absorption itself. From 

figure 4.1C, we have seen that the luminescence maxima red shifted with thickness of CdS 

shell. The calculated quantum yield (QY) of these CdSe, CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 core@shells 

are 27%, 50%, 55% and 57% respectively as shown in figure 4.1D. Enhancement of the QY 

with thickness of CdS shell is due to elimination of the surface trap states.  We have carried 

out the optical studies of all materials after phase transfer by MPA phase transfer catalyst into 

water, shown in Figure 4.2. There is no change of absorption spectra after phase transfer, 

which signifies that no change of confinement of exciton is occurred after phase transfer. The 

luminescence of the materials after phase transfer are quenched due to hole transfer, has been  
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shown in 4.2 B representing the change of surface passivation by the MPA. 

b. IV and IPCE Measurement.  

To optimise the shell thickness of CdS QDs to get higher efficient solar cell, we have 

measured the current density (mA/cm
2
)-voltage (V) curves for MPA capped CdSe QDs, CS 

1, CS 2 and CS 3 NCs loaded on mesoporous TiO2 films upon illumination with 1 sun 

generated by PECCEL solar simulator. Cu2S film on ITO plate has been deposited for 

counter electrode and discussed in chapter 2. Polysulphide was used as electrolyte in the 

photovoltaic performance measurements. Generally successive ion layer absorption and 

reaction (SILAR)
214-216

 and chemical bath deposition (CBD) techniques are used to deposit 

QDs directly on the metal oxide film.
110, 217

 In addition to that other techniques are like 

deposition of synthesised QDs on the metal oxide films through electrophoretic
218

 and ligand 

exchange techniques.
219

 Through direct growth techniques both size distribution and quantum 

confinement can not be controlled. Moreover a large number of defect states can be generated 

in direct growth techniques which can trap both the electrons and holes, as a result efficieny 

of the solar cell can be decreased drastically. However through post deposition techniques 

after synthesizing the QDs at high temperature both size distribution and quantum 

confinement can be controlled.
138, 140, 220

 Therefore we have deposited the QDs on the 

photoanode through post deposition technique. To stabilize the solar cell and enhance the 

efficiency we have deposited CdS quasi shell and ZnS passivation layer on top of CdSe QDs 

and core-shells.
190

 
137

 The larger band gap shell not only passivates the QDs and core shell 

also passivate the surface states of TiO2.  

Figure 4.3 a, b, c and d show the current density (mA/Cm
2
) Vs Voltage (J-V) curves 

of CdSe, CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 NCs respectively. In Table 1 we have shown the measured 
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value of short circuit current density (JSC), open circuit voltage (Voc), fill factor (FF) and 

power conversion efficiency (η) for different systems. The overall efficiency for CdSe QDs,  

 

Figure 4.3. Left Panel. Current density (mA/Cm
2
) Vs Voltage (Volts) plot of (a) CdSe, (b) 

CS 1 (c) CS 2 and (d) CS 3. Right Panel: Incident photon to current conversion efficiency 

Spectra of (a') CdSe, (b') CS 1 (c') CS 2 and (d') CS 3. 

Table 4.1: The measured JSC, VOC, Fill factor and PCE of CdSe and all core shells. 

QDs System  Jsc (mA/Cm
2
)

 
 Voc (Volt)  Fill Factor (%)  PCE(%)  

CdSe  10.67  0.59  39  2.47 (±0.11)  

CdSe@CdS2ML  13.76  0.55  41  3.1 (±0.09) 

CdSe@CdS4ML  16.2  0.54  44  3.88 (±0.12) 

CdSe@CdS6ML  13.32  0.54  42  2.98 (±0.1) 

CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 NCs are found to be 2.47% (±0.1), 2.98% (±0.1), 3.88% (±0.1) and 

3.1% (±0.1) respectively. Here in the Jsc (short circuit current) in CdSe QDs sensitized solar 

cell found to be 10.67 mA/Cm
2
 which goes to a maximum value of 16.7 mA/Cm

2
 for CS 2 

(CdSe@CdS 4ML) and finally decreases to 13.32 mA/Cm
2
 for CS 3 (CdSe@CdS 6ML). 
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Similarly overall power conversion efficiency for CdSe QDs increases from 2.47 % to 3.88% 

in CS 2 shell then decreases to 2.98 % for CS 3. Our investigation clearly suggests that there 

is ~57% increment in photo-conversion efficiency and ~56 % increment in current has been 

observed in CS 2 as compared to CdSe QDs. 

Figure 4.3a', b', c' and d' show the incident photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) 

curve for CdSe QDs, CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 NCs, respectively. It‘s interesting to see that the 

area under the curve of IPCE Vs wavelength found to increase from CdSe QDs to CS 2 and 

again decreases for CS 3 in range of 500 nm to 600 nm. However the area in the region 400-

450 nm range gradually increases from CdSe to CS 3 due to contribution of CdS shell.  

c. TA Measurement.  

From I-V and IPCE measurements, we have observed a trend of efficiency change in 

the QDSC with CdS shell thickness, where the efficiency increases with shell thickness and 

beyond a certain thickness the efficiency again decreases. To understand the mechanism of 

change of PCE with shell thickness, we have carried out ultrafast transient absorption studies 

of CdSe QDs and core-shells before and after depositing the QDs on TiO2 film and monitor 

both charge carrier cooling, charge transfer and recombination dynamics after exciting the 

samples at 400 nm and probing the transient in the visible region. Figure 4.4 (a), (b), (c) and 

(d) are the TA spectra of CdSe, CS1, CS2 and CS3 respectively at different time delay. Three 

negative absorption bands have been observed in the spectra of pure CdSe QDs which is in 

accordance to the steady state absorption spectrum. The negative absorption bands at 570, 

540 and 478 nm in CdSe QDs spectra (Figure 4.4 a) can be attributed to the transient bleach 

due to the transitions of 1S (1Se−1S3/2), 2S (1Se−2S3/2), and 1P (1Pe−1P3/2) respectively. It‘s 

interesting to see that the nature of the transient spectra of CdSe@CdS core-shells do not  
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Figure 4.4. TA spectra of (a) CdSe, (b) CS 1, (c) CS 2 and (d) CS 3 core-shell NCs at 

different time delay. (All TA measurements have been carried out after 400 nm Laser 

excitation. 

change much as compared to pure CdSe QDs after growing CdS shell on it. Only the 

transient bleach peaks shifted to the red region of the spectrum with increasing the thickness 

of CdS shell which actually matches well with optical absorption spectra (Figure 4.1B). No 

photo-induced absorption band was observed in the transient spectra of all the systems, 

suggesting very less defect states in the QDs or the core-shells. It‘s interesting to see that the 

bleach intensity in the blue region of the spectrum increases with increasing the shell 

thickness which can be attributed to absorption by thicker CdS shell in the core-shell. 

To investigate the carrier dynamics of CdSe QDs and core shell materials we probed  

the kinetics at the excitonic wavelength. Figure 4.5a, b, c and d are the 1
st
 excitonic bleach 

recovery kinetics of CdSe QDs at 572 nm, CS 1 at 580 nm, CS 2 at 588 nm and CS 3 at 600 

nm respectively and the kinetic traces are fitted multi-exponentially as shown in Table 2. The 
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Figure 4.5: Upper Panel: Bleach recovery kinetics of (a) CdSe at 570 nm, (b) CS 1 at 578 

nm (c) CS 2 at 588 nm and (d) CS 3 at 600 nm on ITO film. Inset. Early scale bleach kinetics 

of a, b, c and d. Lower Panel: Bleach recovery kinetics of (a') CdSe at 570 nm, (b') CS 1 at 

578 nm (c') CS 2 at 588 nm and (d') CS 3 at 600 nm on TiO2 film. (All TA measurements 

have been carried out after 400 nm Laser excitation)  

bleach kinetics at 572 nm for CdSe QDs can be fitted with bi-exponential growth with time 

constants 1 = <100fs (75%) and 2 = 500 fs (25%). The 500 fs component can be due to 

electron cooling from higher excited state to band edge state.
221

 On the other hand growth 

kinetics for CS1 can be fitted bi-exponentially with time constants 1 = <100fs (75%) and 2 

= 1.5 ps (25%). Similarly with increasing CdS shell thickness in CS2 and CS3 growth 

kinetics of the excitonic bleach become slower with tri-exponential kinetics with longer 

components as shown in Table 4.2. It‘s interesting to see that with increasing shell thickness 

not only growth component changes from bi-exponential to tri-exponential but also the time-

constants and contributions of the longer component increases. As CdSe@CdS form quasi-
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type II core-shell structure where photo-excited electrons and holes are decoupled with the 

core-shell, as a result carrier cooling time increases with the formation of CdS shell. 

Interestingly we have observed that with increasing CdS shell thickness, the carrier cooling 

time increases as electrons and holes are more and more decoupled in higher thickness shell 

in core-shell like CS2 and CS3. It is exciting to see that the bleach recovery of CdSe after 

increasing the thickness of CdS shell. All of the excitonic bleach recovery is bi-exponential. 

From Table 4.2 we have seen that the faster component gradually increases from CdSe QD to 

CdSe@CdS 6ML, e.g. 30 ps (39%) for CdSe, 47 ps (-37%) for CdSe@CdS 2ML, 95 ps (-

43%) for CdSe@CdS 4ML and 150 ps (-46%) for CdSe@CdS 6ML. The time constant 

gradually increases with CdS thickness, attributing the slow recombination due to electron 

hole decoupling in quasi type II core shell. In addition to decoupling of electrons and holes 

with the formation of core-shell, trap state in the surface of CdSe core QDs decreases, as a 

result trapping of charge carrier decreases which eventually increases the carrier cooling and 

recombination time. With the reduction of surface states life time of the charge carriers 

increases which in turn increases the PCE of the core-shell sensitized solar cell. Therefore 

ideally PCE of CS3 should be maximum, however efficiency measurements studies suggest 

that PCE of CS3 sensitized solar cell is 2.98% while it is 3.88% for CS2. This observation 

clearly suggests that only slow electron cooling and slower electron hole recombination in the 

CdSe@CdS core-shell QD necessarily will not give the highest efficiency in solar cell 

devices. It has been realized that in QD solar cell devices multiple processes are involved and 

to get maximum efficiency all the process has to be optimized. Next it is also important to 

investigate how efficiently the photo-excited QDs or core-shell QDs transfer its electron to 

the TiO2 electrode. To understand the electron injection dynamic from the photo-excited 
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QDs/core-shell to TiO2 electrode bleach kinetics have been monitored at the excitonic 

wavelengths of different systems after depositing them on TiO2 

Table 4.2: The exponential fitted parameters at the first excitonic bleach kinetics of CdSe 

QD, CS1, CS2 and CS2 core shells in chloroform and on TiO2 film after exciting at 400 nm.  

System @λ nm τg1 (%) τg2 (%) τg3 (%) τ1 (%) τ2 (%) τ3 (%) 

CdSe-570 nm <100 fs 

 (75%) 

500 fs  

(25%) 

 30 ps  

(-39%) 

>1 ns 

 (-61%) 

 

CS 1-578 nm <100 fs  

(75%) 

500 fs 

 (18%) 

1ps  

(7%) 

47 ps  

(-40%) 

>1 ns  

(-60%) 

 

CS 2-588 nm <100 fs  

(75%) 

1ps  

(20%) 

5ps  

(5%) 

95 ps  

(-43%) 

>1 ns  

(-57%) 

 

CS 3-600 nm <100 fs  

(75%) 

1ps  

(21%) 

8 ps  

(4%) 

150 ps  

(-45%) 

>1 ns 

 (-55%) 

 

CdSe/TiO2-

570nm 

<100 fs  

(100%) 

  750 fs  

(-67%) 

10 ps  

(-17%) 

>1ns 

(-16%) 

CS1/TiO2-578 nm <100 fs  

(100%) 

  1.75 ps 

(-69%) 

10 ps  

(-12%) 

>1ns 

(-18%) 

CS 2/TiO2-588 

nm 

<100 fs  

(100%) 

  2.5 ps 

(-65%) 

15 ps  

(-10%) 

>1ns 

(-25%) 

CS 3/TiO2-600 

nm 

<100 fs 

 (100%) 

  3.5ps 

(-63%) 

15ps  

(-7%) 

>1ns 

(-30%) 

film and shown in Figure 4.5B. Figure 4.5 a', b', c' and d' show the bleach recovery kinetics of 

CdSe QDs, CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 after deposited the materials on TiO2 film at their excitonic 

bleach wavelengths. It‘s interesting to see that bleach recovery kinetics look completely 

different on TiO2 film and found to recover much faster with no bleach growth. The growth 

of the bleach kinetics in all the system found to pulse-width limited (< 100 fs) which clearly 

suggests that in all the above systems the photo-excited electrons are transferred to TiO2 

before cooling to the band edge. The bleach recovery kinetics can be fitted multi-

exponentially and shown in Table 4.2. It‘s interesting to see that first components are 750 fs 

(-67%), 1.75 ps (-69%), 2.5 ps (-65%) and 3.5 ps (-63%) for CdSe/TiO2, CS1/TiO2, 

CS2/TiO2 and CS3/TiO2 systems, respectively (Table 4.2). However the longer components 
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are very similar only the contributions are different (Table 4.2). The faster bleach recovery 

component for all the systems are attributed to electron transfer from QDs/core-shell to TiO2 

film (Table 4.2) however the longer components are attributed to charge recombination 

between electron in TiO2 and hole in the CdSe QDs/Core-shell. It is clearly seen that with 

increasing the shell thickness the electron transfer reaction from photo-excited QDs/core shell 

to TiO2 film slows down due to presence of CdS shell which acts as a barrier. However more 

interesting part is that as we increase the thickness of CdS shell charge recombination (back 

electron transfer) reaction between electron in TiO2 and hole in the CdSe core also slows 

down which again suggest slower charge recombination reaction takes place in 

CdSe@CdS/TiO2 system with thicker CdS shell.   

e. Discussions  

The main aim of the present investigation is to optimize the PCE of CdSe@CdS core-

shell QDSC with changing the shell thickness which can be directly correlated with ultrafast 

spectroscopic data to get an idea of different processes involved in working mechanism of 

QDSC. It has been observed that the overall efficiency of the CdSe@CdS core-shell QDSC 

increases with thickness of the CdS shell, and after certain thickness the efficiency again 

decreases (Table 4.1). This observation clearly suggests that CdS shell plays a vital role in 

PCE of QDSC. We have tried to correlate the change in efficiency of the QDSC with CdS 

shell by the help of TA spectroscopic data. The efficiency of the CdSe@CdS core shell 

sensitized solar cell depends on various processes as shown in Scheme 4.1. In this Scheme 

we have shown as many as seven processes (both constructive and destructive) which are 

responsible for efficiency of CdSe@CdS core-shell QDSC and each process is directly or 

indirectly controlled by the CdS shell. Process 1 is carrier (electron) cooling from upper 

excitonic states to the conduction band edge. In case of CdSe@CdS core shell it forms quasi  
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Scheme 4.1. Scheme representing multiple processes which take place in CdSe@CdS core-

shell sensitized solar cell, Where 1-electron cooling, 2-electron transfer, 3-electron trapping, 

4-exciton recombination, 5-Back electron transfer, 6-Carier trapping, 7-hole neutralisation.  

type II structure which retards the electron cooling as compared to bare CdSe QD. The carrier 

cooling time increases with increasing the thickness of CdS shell due to delocalisation of 

electron throughout the core and shell and is explained in TA studies. Therefore the carrier 

(electron) transfer time from above the band edge state of QD to TiO2 for current generation 

increases with increasing the shell thickness. However after photo-excitation photo-excited 

electrons have to be transferred from core-shell to TiO2 film which we have designated as 

Process 2. From Figure 4.5 and Table 4.2 we have observed that the electron transfer process 

from core-shell to TiO2 film slows down with increasing thickness of CdS shell. Earlier Lian 

and co-workers
52

 have also demonstrated that the electron transfer is slowed down with 

increasing the shell thickness in CdSe@CdS core shell. They have observed that the CdS 

shell plays as a barrier by which electron transfer (charge separation) process is slowed down. 

As a result the efficiency should decrease with increasing the thickness of CdS shell. 

However in addition to charge separation (Process 2) process photo-excited electrons can get 
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trapped in the trap sites of the QDs. The trapping process can be attributed as Process 3. 

However due to growth of CdS shell on CdSe core QDs trap states are passivated which is 

clear from our transient data that with increasing CdS shell thickness carrier trapping 

decreases. As a result with increasing the shell thickness PCE of a solar cell is expected to 

increase. The other important process prior to electron transfer, the photo-excited charge 

carriers (exciton) go for exciton recombination which has been attributed as Process 4. 

Exciton recombination can be determined from time-resolved absorption and emission 

studies. It has been observed that the excition recombination slows down after growth of CdS 

shell and it becomes slower with increasing the thickness of CdS shell. Being a quasi-type II 

core-shell materials, photo-excited electrons are delocalised through the CB of both CdSe 

core and CdS shell in CdSe@CdS. Therefore the exciton recombination slows down after 

formation of CdS shell, as a result PCE can be enhanced with increasing the thickness of the 

shell. Another very important process is Process 5, which indicates the back electron transfer 

(BET) from TiO2 to VB of CdSe QD after tunnelling through CdS shell. Herein the CdS shell 

prevents charge recombination by acting as a barrier. Therefore the BET reaction slows down 

with increasing CdS shell thickness, which in turn can increase the PCE of QDSC. In 

addition to that electron in CB of TiO2 can be trapped by the surface states of CdSe core 

which can be designated as Process 6 and will be negligible in presence of CdS shell, as we 

have already mentioned that trap states of CdSe core drastically reduced in core-shell 

structure. Therefore the efficiency should be increased with CdS thickness. Finally one of the 

most important process is the hole neutralization reaction which we have designated as 

Process 7. Photo-excited hole located in the VB of CdSe core. In a working solar cell the hole 

has to be neutralized fast to achieve high efficiency, which means in CdSe@CdS core-shell it 

has to tunnel through the CdS shell. Therefore, with increasing shell thickness it is difficult 
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for the heavier hole to go for tunnelling.
206

 As a result efficiency of the solar cell can be 

decreased with increasing the shell thickness of CdSe@CdS core-shell. Now if we analyse all 

the seven processes, out of them processes 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 play as constructive factors to 

achieve higher efficiency with increasing shell thickness. On the other hand processes 2 and 7 

are the loss factors to achieve higher efficiency while increasing CdS shell thickness. 

Analysis of the above processes clearly suggests that there should be some optimum shell 

thickness for enhancement of PCE in CdSe@CdS core-shell sensitized solar cell. In the 

present investigation from photo-conversion efficiency (PCE) measurements, it has been 

observed CS2 (CdSe@CdS4ML) i.e. CdSe core QDs with 4 monolayers of CdS gives us the 

highest efficiency (3.88%). Herein in CS2 the constructive factors like slow carrier cooling, 

slow exciton recombination, slow back electron transfer, minimizing surface states of core 

CdSe QD dominates over the processes like charge separation and hole neutralization which 

are retarded with the thickness of CdS shell as compared to other systems like CS1 and CS3. 

In the present investigation we have demonstrated interplay of different thickness dependent 

processes (process 1-7, Scheme 1) involved in quasi type II core-shell sensitized solar cell for 

optimizing the photo-conversion efficiency (PCE) which never been demonstrated in the 

literature.  

4.2.2 Charge transfer in  QDs and CPB perovskite composite system.. 

a. Characterisation. 

To analyse the morphology of the synthesized CsPbBr3 nanocrystals we have carried 

out the HR-TEM and XRD studies. Figure 4.6 A shows the HR-TEM image of the 

synthesized CsPbBr3 NCs. The size of the cubic shaped NCs is 12.5 (longer edge) nm 11 nm 

(shorter edge). XRD pattern has been shown in Figure 4.6 B. Three major peaks (2 ) at ~15°, 

21.69° and, 30.5° for [100], [110] and, [200] planes, respectively reveals the cubic phase of 
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Figure 4.6. (A) HR-TEM image (B) XRD pattern and (C) UV-Visible absorption (olive solid 

line) and photoluminescence spectra (red dotted line) of CPB NCs. In inset of figure A 

shows the single particle of CPB. 

CsPbBr3 NCs. To characterise the CsPbBr3 NCs optically we have performed the steady state 

absorption and luminescence spectroscopic measurements. The 1
st
 excitonic absorption of 

CsPbBr3 appears at 472 nm as seen in Figure 4.6 C and the corresponding band edge 

luminescence peak appears at 487 nm with very high emission quantum yield (QY = ~85%). 

b. Interaction of CdSe QDs with CPB Perovskite. 

The main endeavour of the present study is to investigate the interfacial electron and 

hole transfer dynamics of CPB NCs in presence of CdSe QDs and CdSe/CdS core-shell 

nanocrystals. Study of ground state interaction is one of the key measurements for such 

charge transfer reactions. To examine the interaction between the CPB NCs and CdSe QDs, 

we have carried out steady state optical absorption and photoluminescence studies. Figure 4.7 

(a), (b) and, (c) show the steady state optical absorption spectra of CPB, CdSe and, colloidal 

mixture of CPB and CdSe QDs, respectively in toluene as solvent. It‘s interesting to see that 

the absorption peaks at 472 nm for CPB and at 555 nm for CdSe QDs are almost unchanged 

in the CPB/CdSe QDs mixture. The spectrum (d) shows the simple addition of (a) and (b), 

which is not very different from the spectrum (c) except in the blue region of the spectrum. 
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Higher absorption in the blue region of the spectrum suggests that there might be interaction 

in high energy states of both CdSe QD and CPB. Figure 4.7B (a) shows the steady state 

photoluminescence spectrum of CPB NCs with peak maxima at 487 nm having ~ 85% 

emission quantum yield in toluene. On the other hand the band edge emission peak maxima 

of the CdSe QDs appear at 570 nm (Figure 4.7 B trace b) with emission quantum yield ~23 % 

in toluene. It‘s interesting to see that on addition to CPB and CdSe QDs (Figure 4.7 B trace c) 

the emission intensity of at CPB position (487 nm) drastically reduced and it disappears at  

 

Figure 4.7: Steady state (A) UV-Vis absorption and (B) photoluminescence spectra of (a) 

CPB, (b) CdSe QDs, and (c) colloidal mixture of CPB and CdSe QDs. Spectrum (d) shows 

simple addition of spectra a and b. (C, D) Up-conversion luminescence decay traces of (a′) 

CPB at 487 nm, (b′) CdSe at 570 nm, (c′ and c′′) mixture of CPB and CdSe at 487 nm and 

570 nm, respectively. For Up-conversion luminescence measurements the samples were 

excited at 400 nm.  

CdSe QDs position (570 nm). The energetics of CPB and CdSe QDs are drawn in Scheme 4.3 

which suggests that the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) maxima of the CPB 
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NCs lies energetically higher and lower than the CB and VB of CdSe QDs, respectively. 

Therefore, upon photo excitation at 400 nm light both CdSe QDs and CPB can be excited, 

where photo-excited electron from CPB can be transferred to CdSe QDs and photo-excited 

hole from CdSe QDs can be transferred to CPB as both the processes are thermodynamically 

feasible. Now to determine the time scale of both electron and hole transfer processes 

Table 4.3: Time resolved multi-exponential fitted parameters of CPB, CdSe QDs and 

mixture of these two at two different wavelengths ( ). Parentheses indicate the percentage of 

decay component.  

System, (nm) τ1 (%) τ2 (%) τ3 (%) τ4 (%) 

CPB, 487 nm 5ps (29%) 60 ps (21%) >100 ps (50%)  

CPB/CdSe, 487 nm 0.55ps (55%) 3 ps (22%) 30 ps (13%) >100ps (9%) 

CdSe, 570 nm 4ps (24%) 60ps (23%) >100ps (53%)  

CPB/CdSe, 570 nm 0.75 ps (43%) 3 ps (16%) 20 ps (23%) >100ps (18%) 

time-resolved up-conversion measurements have been carried for both CdSe QDs and CPB at 

their photoluminescence maxima position both in absence and in presence of each other after 

exciting them at 400 nm laser light and shown in Figure 4.7 C  

 

Scheme 4.2: Schematic representation of electron from CB of CPB to CdSe and hole transfer 

from VB of CdSe to CPB QDs, respectively.  

and D. Figure 4.7 C (a′) shows the upconversion decay trace of CPB measured at wavelength  
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of 487 nm and can be fitted multi-exponentially with time components of τ1 = 5 ps (29%), τ2 

= 60 ps (21%) and τ3 = >100 ps (50%) (Table 4.3). It is interesting to see that the decay 

components become faster in presence of CdSe QDs (Figure 4.7 C (c′)) which can be fitted 

tri-exponentially with time components of τ1 = 0.55 ps (47%), τ2= 2 ps (27%), τ3 = 30 ps 

(17%) and τ4 = >100 ps (9%) (Table 4.3). The extremely fast component (550 fs) in the decay 

trace can be attributed to the electron transfer from CPB to CdSe QDs as the process is 

energetically viable (Scheme 4.2). The luminescence decay trace of CdSe measured at 570 

nm is shown in Figure 4.2D (b′) and has been fitted multi-exponentially with time constants 

of τ1 = 4 ps (24%), τ2 = 60 ps (23%) and τ3 = >100 ps (53%) (Table 4.3). Interestingly this 

decay kinetics becomes faster when CdSe QDs interacts with CPB, has been illustrated in 

Figure 4.7D (c′′) and can be fitted multi-exponentially with time constants of τ1 = 0.6 ps 

(29%), τ2 = 1.5 ps (30%), τ3 = 20 ps (23%) and τ4 = >100 ps (18%) (Table 4.3). Here in the 

faster decay component (600 fs) can be attributed to the hole transfer time from CdSe QDs to 

CPB. 

c. Interaction of CdSe@CdS Core Shell with CPB Perovskite. 

For better understanding of this charge transfer process in two different nanocrystals 

interface we impose band engineering concept. To do this we deliberately synthesized CdSe-

CdS core-shell using same CdSe as core and have carried out the charge transfer interaction 

with CPB NCs. The steady state optical absorption spectra of CPB, CdSe@CdS core shell 

and the mixture of these two are shown in Figure 4.8 A (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The 

absorption spectrum of the mixture (c) is not changed from pure CPB or CdSe@CdS core 

shell, which signifies that there is no strong complexation between these NCs like CdSe QDs. 

Unlike CdSe, the steady state luminescence spectrum of the mixture of CPB and CdSe@CdS 
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core shell is different. Figure 4.8 B (a) and (b) depict the luminescence spectra of CPB and 

CdSe/CdS core shell, respectively after 400 nm excitation. Figure 4.8 B (c) shows the 

luminescence spectrum of colloidal mixture of CPB and CdSe@CdS core shell. Similar to 

CdSe QDs (Figure 4.8 B c′), the PL spectrum of the mixture of CPB-CdSe@CdS core shell 

shows the luminescence of CPB is drastically quenched. However, the luminescence of  

 

Figure 4.8: Steady state (A) UV-Vis absorption and (B) photoluminescence spectra of (a) 

CPB, (b) CdSe/CdS, and (c) colloidal mixture of CPB and CdSe/CdS. Spectrum (d) shows 

simple addition of spectra a and b. (C, D) Luminescence up-conversion decay traces of (a′) 

CPB at 487 nm, (b′) CdSe/CdS at 600 nm, (c′ and c′′) mixture of CPB and CdSe/CdS at 487 

nm and 600 nm, respectively.  

CdSe@CdS core shell is not quenched in presence of CPB which is different from CdSe 

QDs. To realize the distinct charge (electron and hole) transfer processes we have drawn the 

energetic of CPB and CdSe@CdS core-shell in Scheme 4.3. The band energy alignment of 
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the CdSe@CdS suggests quasi type-II structure where valence bands of CdSe and CdS have 

higher energy offset.
51, 52

 Again Scheme 4.3 suggests that the CB and VB of the CPB NCs 

lies energetically higher than the CB and VB of CdSe@CdS core-shell. Thus, upon photo-

excitation the photo-excited electron from CPB to CdSe@CdS core-shell can take place as 

the process is energetically favourable. However, photo excited hole transfer from 

Table 4.4: Up-conversion multi-exponential fitted parameter of CPB, CdSe@CdS and 

mixture of these two at two different wavelengths ( ). Parentheses indicate the percentage of 

decay component.  

System, (nm) τ1 (%) τ2 (%) τ3 (%) τ4 (%) 

CPB, 487 nm 5 ps (29%)  60 ps (21%) >100 ps (50%)  

CPB-CdSe@CdS, 487 nm 0.65 ps (64%) 15 ps (33%) >100ps (3%)  

CdSe@CdS, 600 nm 10 ps (21%) 50 ps (31%) 150 ps (3%) >1ns (45%) 

CPB-CdSe@CdS, 600 nm 7 ps (33%) 25 ps (25%) 130 ps (7%) >1 ns (35%) 

CdSe@CdS core shell to CPB is restricted due to presence of CdS shell which make the 

process energetically unfavourable. In case of CPB and CdSe QDs mixture, we have seen that 

the luminescence quenching of both CPB and CdSe QDs is due to electron transfer from CPB 

to CdSe QDs and hole transfer from CdSe QDs to CPB respectively. Herein the luminescence  

 

Scheme 4.3: Allowed electron and restricted hole transfer processes from CPB to CdSe/CdS 

core shell and CdSe/CdS to CPB NCs, respectively.. 
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quenching of CPB in presence of CdSe@CdS core shell can be attributed as electron transfer 

from CPB to core shell. However PL intensity of CdSe@CdS core-shell decrease marginally 

in presence of CPB which suggests that hole transfer is restricted from core shell to CPB 

NCs. The hole is confined in the core CdSe, due to large VB offset energy core CdSe QD and 

shell CdS QD (Scheme 4.3). Although the hole transfer process is not thermodynamically 

viable still we have observed marginal luminescence quenching of CdSe@CdS core shell 

which can be attributed to leaking of hole from CdSe core of the core-shell to CPB through 

CdS shell QD. 

To reconfirm the electron transfer from CPB to CdSe@CdS core-shell and the  

restriction of hole transfer from core-shell to CPB and determine the time constants of charge 

transfer processes, we have carried out femtosecond up-conversion luminescence studies 

after the samples at 400 nm. Figure 4.8 C (a′) is the luminescence decay trace of CPB at 487 

nm which we have already mentioned earlier (Figure 4.7 C (a′)) and has been fitted bi-

exponentially (Table 4.4). Interestingly in presence of CdSe@CdS core-shell the CPB 

luminescence decay much faster as shown in Figure 4.8 C (c′) and can be fitted bi-

exponentially with time constants of τ1 =  0.65 ps (64%) and τ2 = 15 ps (33%) (Table 4.4). 

This faster component of the decay can be attributed to electron transfer from CPB to 

CdSe@CdS core shell. On the other hand luminescence decay kinetics of CdSe@CdS core-

shell in absence and in presence of CPB at 600 nm have been shown in Figure 4.8D (b′) and 

(c′′) respectively. It is seen that emission decay kinetics CdSe@CdS core-shell are not 

changed significantly in absence and in presence of CPB. The luminescence decay trace of 

CdSe@CdS core-shell can be fitted multi-exponentially with time constants of τ1 = 10 ps 

(21%), τ2 = 50 ps (31%), τ3 = 150 ps (3%), and τ4 = >1 ns (45%) in absence of CPB (Table 
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4.4) and  τ1 = 7 ps (33%), τ2 = 25 ps (25%), τ3 = 130 ps (7%) and τ4 = >1 ns (35%) in 

presence of CPB (Table 4.4). However, little change in decay dynamics might be due to 

leaking of hole from core CdSe QD to CPB through CdS shell. Therefore in the present 

investigation it has been observed simultaneous both electron and hole transfer take place in 

CPB and CdSe QDs system, however, in case of CPB and CdSe@CdS core-shell system 

electron transfer from photo-excited CPB to core-shell is facile, but hole transfer from photo-

excited CdSe@CdS core-shell to CPB is restricted.  

e. TA Spectroscopy Measurement of CdSe QDs and CPB Perovskite mixture. 

From steady state and time resolved luminescence studies it is confirmed the electron 

transfer takes place from photo-excited CPB perovskite to CdSe QDs and the hole is 

transferred from photo-excited CdSe QDs to CPB perovskite. To reconfirm the electron and 

hole transfer dynamics between CPB perovskite and CdSe QDs more precisely, femtosecond 

transient absorption spectroscopic studies have been carried out and correlated the electron  

 

Figure 4.9: TA spectra of (a) CPB perovskite, (b) CdSe QDs, and (c) mixture of CPB and 

CdSe at different time delay after 400 nm pulse excitation in toluene. 
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and hole transfer dynamics with fluorescence up-conversion data. Figure 4.9 (a) shows the 

TA spectra of CPB after 400 nm laser excitation at different time delay. The spectra at all the 

time delay show sharp negative absorption change (bleach) peaking at 477 nm which can be 

attributed to the ground state excitonic absorption which nicely matches with steady state 

absorption spectrum (Figure 4.6 C ). In addition to the bleach photo-induced absorption (PA) 

at 485−530 nm was observed which can be attributed to hot exciton induced absorption
19, 222

. 

The TA spectra of CdSe QDs is shown in Figure 4.9 (b) which consists two negative 

absorption bands (bleach) at 555 and 480 nm due to 1S, and 1P electronic transition, 

respectively. Weak photo-induced absorption band in the red region of the spectra suggests 

presence of minimum defect states in CdSe QDs. Similar to the steady state optical 

absorption spectrum, the TA spectra of the CPB and CdSe mixture show individual spectral 

feature which has been illustrated in Figure 4.9 C. Herein one negative absorption band 

appears at 555 nm can be attributed to 1S excitonic bleach of CdSe QDs while the second one 

which is quite broad can be attributed to combination of excitonic bleach of CPB and 1P 

excitonic bleach of CdSe QDs where primarily the bleach is dominated by CPB NCs.  

To monitor the electron and hole transfer dynamics between CPB NCs and CdSe 

QDs, we probed the bleach kinetics at the key wavelengths in different systems. Figure 4.10 

A (a) represents the bleach kinetics of pure CPB NCs at 477 nm. The growth of the bleach 

kinetics can be fitted bi-exponentially with time constants of τ1 = 150 fs (70%) and τ2 = 1 ps 

(30%)  (Table 4.5) which can be attributed to the carrier cooling time from upper excitonic 

states to the band edge states of CPB NCs. Now the bleach recovery kinetics can be fitted 

with time components of 5 ps (26%), 70 ps (35%) and >1 ns (37%) (Table 4.5) which can be 

attributed to charge recombination dynamics between photo-excited electron and hole in CPB 
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NCs. It‘s interesting to see that the bleach recovery kinetics matches nicely with the 

upconversion luminescence decay (Figure 4.11). This observation suggests that majority of 

the charge carriers recombine through radiative process, which makes it high QY material.
5252

 

Now it has been observed that bleach recovery kinetics at 477 nm drastically changes in 

CPB/CdSe QD system as shown in Figure 4.10 (b), where the bleach growth time found to be 

pulse-width limited (< 100 fs) (Table 4.5). Ultrafast bleach growth indicates electron transfer 

from photo-excited hot states of CPB NCs to CdSe QDs before cooling to the band edge 

 

Figure 4.10: TA bleach dynamics of (a, b) CPB NCs and CPB/CdSe QD system at 477 nm, 

and (c,d) CdSe QDs and CPB/CdSe QD system at 555 nm after 400 nm excitation. 

states. Now the bleach recovery kinetics can be fitted multi- exponentially with time 

constants τ1 = 0.65 ps (42%), τ2 = 10 ps (30 %), τ3 = 150 ps (10%) and τ4 = >1 ns (18%) 

(Table 4.5). Bleach recovery found to be much faster in CPB/CdSe QD system as compared 

to pure CPB NCs attributes the fast electron transfer from CPB to CdSe QDs. Here in the 

0.65 ps component represents the electron transfer time from CPB 
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SI Table 4.5: Fitted parameter of bleach dynamics of CPB, CdSe and mixture of CPB-CdSe 

at mentioned wavelength ( ).  

System, (nm) τ1 (%) τ2 (%) τ1 (%) τ2 (%) τ3 (%) τ4 (%) 

CPB, 477 150fs (70%) 1 ps 

(30%) 

5 ps 

(30%) 

70 ps 

(28%) 

>1 ns 

(42%) 

 

CPB/CdSe, 477 <100fs 

(100%) 

 0.65 ps 

(42%) 

10 ps 

(30%) 

150ps 

(10%) 

>1 ns 

(18%) 

CdSe, 555 100 fs (75%) 0.5 ps 

(25%) 

6 ps 

(35%) 

100 ps 

(21%) 

>1ns 

(44%) 

 

CPB/CdSe, 555 150 fs (75%) 0.4 ps 

(25%) 

5 ps 

(23%) 

22 ps 

(34%) 

130 ps 

(12%) 

>1 ns 

(31%) 

NCs to CdSe QDs which closely matches with the electron transfer time constants 

determined from fluorescence up-conversion data. Now transient bleach recovery kinetics for 

CdSe QDs and CPB/CdSe QDs system was monitored at 555 nm which is the first excitonic  

0 200 400

b
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Figure 4.11: comparison of upconversion decay dynamics (a) and bleach decay dynamics (b) 

of CPB nanocrystals. These figures show the luminescence decay and bleach decay dynamics 

is almost matches. 

bleach peak for CdSe QDs and are shown in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.10 B (c) indicates the first 

excitonic bleach recovery kinetics of CdSe QDs which can be fitted with bi-exponential 

growth constants of 100 fs (75%) and 0.5 ps (25%) (Table 4.5) where the longer growth 

component can be attributed to the electron cooling time from upper electronic states to the 
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band edge states. Now the 1S bleach recovery can be fitted multi-exponentially with time 

constants of τ1 = 6 ps (35%), τ2 = 100 ps (21%) and τ3 = >1ns (44%) (Table 4.5). The faster (6 

ps) and longer (100 ps and > 1 ns) time components represents the carrier recombination due 

to trapping and exciton recombination, respectively.
53-54

 Now Figure 4.10 B (d) indicates the 

first excitonic bleach recovery kinetics of CdSe QDs in presence of CPB NCs, which can be 

fitted with bi-exponential growth constants of 150 fs (75%) and 0.4 ps (25%) and multi-

exponential recovery components with time constants of τ1 = 5 ps (23%), τ2 = 22 ps (34%), τ2 

= 130 ps (12%) and τ3 = >1ns (31%) (Table 4.5). It‘s interesting to see that the growth 

component of CdSe QDs at excitonic wavelength in presence of CPB NCs does not change 

(Figure 4.10 B d), which reveals that electron in CdSe QDs is not affected in presence of 

CPB NCs. However, the bleach recovery found to be little faster as compared to pure CdSe 

QDs which might be due to hole transfer from CdSe QDs to CPB NCs.  

f. TA Spectroscopy Measurement of  CdSe@CdS Core Shell and CPB Perovskite 

mixture. 

To investigate the charge transfer dynamics in CdSe@CdS core-shell in presence of 

CPB NCs in ultrafast time scale femtosecond transient absorption studies have been carried 

out for pure CdSe@CdS core-shell and CdSe@CdS/CPB NCs systems and shown in figure 

4.12. The spectral profile of core shell have not been change in presence of CPB according to 

steady state absorption studies.  

To follow the charge transfer dynamics in CdSe@CdS/CPB NCs composite system 

we monitored the bleach recovery kinetics at different excitonic wavelengths (477 nm and 

590 nm) and compared with the bleach recovery kinetics with pure CdSe@CdS QDs and 

CPB NCs respectively and shown in Figure 4.13. Figure 4.13 (a) and (b) show the bleach  
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Figure 4.12: TA spectra of (A) CdSe QDs and (B) mixture of CdSe@CdS and CPB at 

different time delay after 400 nm pulse excitation in toluene. 

 

Figure 4.13: TA bleach dynamics of (a) CPB at 477 nm (b) CdSe@CdS/CPB at 477 nm (c) 

CdSe@CdS core shell at 590 nm and (d) CdSe@CdS/CPB at 590 nm after 400 nm excitation. 

kinetics of CPB NCs at 477 nm in absence and presence of CdSe@CdS core shell. The 

bleach dynamics of pure CPB NCs has already been discussed in earlier part of this 

manuscript. It‘s interesting to see that the bleach kinetics of CPB NCs at 477 nm drastically 
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changes in presence of CdSe@CdS core shell, which can be fitted with pulse-width limited 

growth (<100 fs) and multi-exponential recovery with time constants of τ1 = 0.45 ps (37%), τ2 

= 5 ps (41%), τ3 = 30 ps (15%) and τ4 = >1 ns (7%) (Table 4.6). Pulse width limited bleach 

growth kinetics clearly suggests transfer of hot electrons from CPB NCs to the core-shell. 

However it‘s quite interesting to see that bleach recovery kinetics at 590 nm looks marginally 

different in case of pure CdSe@CdS core shell and CPB/ CdSe@CdS core shell system. This 

observation clearly indicates hole transfer from the core-shell to CPB NCs is restricted and 

the results quite matched with fluorescence up-conversion data.   

Table 4.6. Fitted parameter of bleach dynamics of CPB, CdSe/CdS core shell and mixture of 

CPB-CdSe/CdS at mentioned wavelength ( ).  

System, (nm) τ1 (%) τ2 (%) τ1 (%) τ2 (%) τ3 (%) τ4 (%) 

CPB-CdSe/CdS, 477 <100fs 

(100%) 

 0.45 ps 

(37%) 

5 ps 

(41%) 

30 ps 

(15%) 

>1 ns 

(7%) 

CdSe/CdS,590 <100 fs 

(70%) 

1.5 ps 

(25%) 

35 ps 

(32%) 

250 ps 

(10%) 

>1ns 

(58%) 

 

CPB/CdSeCdS,590  <100 fs 

(70%) 

1.5 ps 

(30%) 

35 ps 

(32%) 

250 ps 

(15%) 

>1 ns 

(53%) 

 

 

4.3 Conclusion:  

 In conclusion, we have demonstrated thickness dependent power conversion 

efficiency of quasi type-II CdSe@CdS core-shell after directly correlating the ultrafast 

spectroscopic data. CdSe QDs and CdSe@CdS quasi type-II core-shell with different shell 

thickness have been synthesized following high temperature synthetic methods and 

characterized by optical spectroscopy and high resolution TEM technique. Quantum dot solar 

cells have been fabricated using QDs/core-shell deposited on TiO2 film as photoanode, Cu2S 

depositted on ITO film as photocathode and polysulphide solution as electrolyte. Power 

conversion efficiency (PCE) found to initially increase and then decrease with shell (CdS) 
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thickness. Here in CdSe@CdS core-shell with 4 monolayer of CdS found to give highest 

efficiency (3.88 %) which is ~ 57% higher as compared to pure CdSe QDs sensitized solar 

cell (2.47%) under similar condition. Charge carrier cooling, carrier trapping, charge 

separation and charge recombination dynamics in different QDSC systems have been 

monitored by using femto-second transient absorption spectroscopic studies directly 

correlated with PCE measurement data. With increasing shell thickness certain processes like 

electron cooling, trapping of charge carriers, exciton recombination, charge carrier 

recombination reaction show positive outcome and other process like charge separation and 

hole neutralization show negative outcome for PCE of QDSC. Optimization of shell 

thickness to achieve highest efficiency has been done after correlating PCE value of different 

core-shell samples with the corresponding ultrafast spectroscopic data. This is first report in 

literature where thickness dependent electron cooling, carrier trapping, charge separation and 

charge recombination processes have been directly correlated to the beneficial of PCE in 

quasi-type II core-shell QD sensitized solar cell.  

In addition to that, interfacial charge (both electron and hole) separation between 

photo-excited CsPbBr3 (CPB) NCs and CdSe QDs and CdSe@CdS core-shell has been 

demonstrated through steady state and ultrafast time-resolved luminescence and absorption 

techniques. Energy level diagram suggests electron transfer from photo-excited CPB NCs to 

CdSe QDs and hole transfer from CdSe QDs to CPB NCs is thermodynamically viable 

process. Both steady state and time resolved PL studies suggests the concurrent electron and 

hole transfer from CPB NCs to CdSe QDs and CdSe QDs to CPB NCs, respectively. On the 

other hand in case of CPB NCs and CdSe@CdS core-shell system photo-excited electron 

transfer from CPB NC to the core-shell found to be facile whereas the hole transfer from 
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core-shell to CPB NCs found to be restricted due to presence of CdS shell. To monitor the 

charge transfer dynamics in ultrafast time scale two complimentary techniques both Femto-

second transient absorption and Fluorescence up-conversion techniques were employed. 

Photo-excited electron transfer time from CPB NCs to CdSe QDs and CdSe@CdS core-shell 

were measured to be 550 and 450 fs, respectively. On the other hand hole transfer time from 

photo-excited CdSe QDs to CPB NCs found to be 750 fs. Present investigation suggests in 

CPB NCs and CdSe QDs composite system on photo-excitation grand charge separation 

takes place where all the electrons are localized to CdSe QDs and holes are localized in CPB 

NCs. This charge separated composites can be used as efficient materials for photo catalysis 

and photovoltaic applications. 
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5.1. Introduction: 

 Silver indium sulfide (AgInS2, referred to as AIS), a ternary I−III−VI nanocrystal 

(NC), has been the subject of tremendous interest in research since last decade due to its 

enormous potential application in thin-film photovoltaic, light emitting diodes, and 

bioimaging.
218, 223-226

 Relatively lower band gap and large absorption cross section in the 

visible to near-infrared (NIR) region make AIS NCs a perfect material for harvesting the 

solar light. The tunable photoluminescence (PL), high quantum yield, and larger Stoke‘s shift 

make it attractive for environment friendly alternatives of more toxic II−VI quantum dots 

(QDs) in various optical devices.
189, 227-229

 Exciton (electron hole pair) generation after 

absorbing photon is the general property of the bulk semiconductor and the exceeding band 

gap energy released as heat energy when hot electron and hole are relaxed to its minimum 

energy of band-edge state. In quantum dots, more than one electron hole pair, that is, carrier 

multiplication (CM), can be realized by single photon when the band gap of the 

semiconductor is low and the photon energy is more than twice the band gap of the 

semiconductor.
34, 36, 37, 218, 229-233

 Therefore, the solar cell efficiency can be enhanced by 

extracting more than one charge carrier through multi- or bi-exciton generation using single 

photon. In this regard, the I−III−VI ternary NCs are efficient materials for CM processes.
226

 

Previously, Stolle et al.
233

 reported the CM of ternary CuInS2 (CIS) NCs, where they have 

shown longer Auger lifetime and lower threshold energy for CM of CIS as compared with 

that of PbSe NCs. Such bi-exciton can be generated during the CM in NCs, which increases 

the spatial overlap of charge carriers than the bulk semiconductor, thereby enhancing bi-

exciton binding energy.
26, 33, 234

 Recently we have demonstrated probe-induced bi-exciton 

generation of CIS NCs, where antisite defect states (donor states) are found to be responsible 

for the process.
235

 The AIS NCs are low-band-gap-defect-induced ternary systems, which are 
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effective materials for multi exciton generation and can be promising materials for designing 

higher efficient solar cell. These inquisitive optical properties in I-III-VI ternary systems are 

originated due to recombination of charge carriers through intra-band gap defect states rather 

than due to recombination of exciton.
236-240

 The photoexcited electrons and holes are trapped 

at donor and acceptor sites, and the estimated binding energy of the donor and acceptor sites 

is 100 and 220 eV, respectively.
241

 The antisite defect states are created due to the vacancy of 

Ag (VAg), S (VS), silver interstitial, and sulfur interstitial.
242, 243

 Here the silver interstitial 

(and VS) acts as donor site, whereas the sulfur interstitial (and VAg) acts as acceptors.
241

 

Because of interference of these internal defect states, carrier recombination time drastically 

increased in these systems, which makes them a unique material for solar energy 

harvesting.
244

 Previously Burda et al.
244

 and Torimoto et al.
245

 reported band-edge, trap state, 

and intrinsic donor state life times for AIS NCs. In our previous investigation
235

 we have 

reported that emission in CIS NCs is responsible from both external and internal defect states, 

and defect-induced carrier dynamics have also been revealed. However, to date, in literature 

no reports are available on ultrafast carrier cooling and bi-exciton dynamics involving sub-

band gap states (S-states) and also the effect of Ag/In ratio in AIS NCs. 

In this chapter we are describing the detailed spectroscopic investigation of AIS NCs 

in different stoichiometry of Ag and In by both steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopic 

techniques. The role of cationic ratio, i.e. the ratio of Ag and In, on PL quantum yield and 

lifetimes is related to different intra-bandgap states, which have been addressed in detail. 

Ultrafast carrier cooling dynamics involving multiple states like band-edge, S-states, and 

antisite states with different Ag/In ratio have been investigated using femtosecond transient 

absorption spectroscopy. The most interesting revelation of this report is the observation of 
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bi-exciton and its dynamics in the antisite state of AIS NCs with 3.1 eV pump at low pump 

fluence (⟨N⟩= ∼0.2), which have explained on the basis of a probe induced bi-exciton 

formation mechanism. Also, the bi-excitonic feature was found to depend strongly on the 

stoichiometric ratio of Ag and In. 

 5.2. Results and Discussions: 

A. Characterisation of AIS NCs. 

AgxInS2 (AIS) ternary NCs (where Ag:In is x:1) with varying x (0.25 to 1) have been 

synthesized following the synthetic procedure developed by Peng and co-workers
34

. Three 

AIS NCs e.g. Ag0.25InS2, Ag0.5InS2 and AgInS2 indicates Ag:In ratio‘s are 0.25:1, 0.5:1 and 

1:1 were synthesized ( chapter 2) and named as AIS 1, AIS 2 and AIS 3 respectively. 

 

Figure 5.1.A: HR-TEM image of AIS 3 QDs. B. XRD pattern of AIS 1, AIS 2 and AIS 3 

NCs.  

The synthesized NCs were characterized by high-resolution TEM and XRD measurements. 

Figure 5.1 A shows the HR-TEM images of AIS 3. Average particle size of the AIS NCs was 

determined to be ~ 3 nm, which clearly suggests that particle sizes are in the range of strong 

confinement regime. These XRD spectrum has been show Fig-5.1 B and the major peaks for 

all AIS NCs are are at 26.2
o, 

44.5
 o 

and 53
 o 

for the plane of (112), (220) and (312), 
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respectively. These reveal that all NCs are tetragonal crystal lattice and there is no change of 

lattice in different stoichiometry of Ag and In ratio.  

B. Steady State Optical Absorption and Emission Studies. 

Steady state optical absorption and emission studies have been carried out to monitor 

the quantum confinement behaviour of AIS NCs in different composition of Ag:In ratio. 

Figure 5.2 (a), (b) and (c) show the optical absorption spectra of AIS 1, AIS 2 and AIS 3  

 

Figure 5.2. Left panel: Steady state optical absorption and luminescence spectra of (a, a') 

AIS 1 (Ag0.25InS2) (b, b'') AIS 2 (Ag0.5InS2) and (c, c') AIS 3 (AgInS2) respectively. Spectra 

in dotted line are the de-convoluted emission spectra of AIS 3 (Figure 2 c'). Deconvolution of 

c' to two Gaussians (peaking at 630nm and 727nm) also have been shown. Inset. Time-

resolved luminescence spectra of AIS 3 monitored at (d) 630 nm and (e) 727 nm after 445 nm 

laser excitation. L is the lamp profile of 445 nm laser. Right panel: Schematic diagram of 

photoinduced processes, which shows that the electron is trapped either in lower lying Ag 

related S-States or donor state (D) and the hole is trapped in internal defect (acceptor state, 

A). The straight arrows show radiative recombination. 

respectively. Figure 5.2 (a) shows clear excitonic absorption peak for AIS 1 at 450 nm, 
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however with increasing concentration of Ag in the AIS NCs the excitonic absorption peak 

become broad and moves in the red region of the spectra. At higher concentration of Ag i.e. 

in AIS 3 the absorption band becomes extremely broad (no sharp excitonic feature) and the 

absorption tail continues up to 750 nm. In our earlier investigation we have also observed 

absence of sharp excitonic absorption in CuInS2 (CIS) NC materials.
235, 246

 The lack of 

sharpness of excitonic peak of I-III-VI ternary system attributes the weak carrier confinement 

of the excited state of this system and delocalisation of electron is occurred through out the 

manifold of electronic states.
235, 246

  

Recently, Kamat and coworkers
247

 reported optical absorption spectra of CuInS2 NCs 

with changing [Cu]/[In] ratio and have observed long absorption tail in the red region of the 

spectra with the absence of sharp excitonic feature at higher concentration of Cu, which has 

been attributed to Cu-related sub-band gap state absorption. Similarly, in the present studies 

the long absorption tail up to 750 nm in AIS 3 can be attributed to Ag-related S-states. 

Steady-state luminescence studies have also been carried out for the AIS NCs samples and 

are shown in Figure 5.2. Analogous to the absorption spectra, as the Ag concentration 

increases in the host AIS NC the luminescence spectra become broad and red-shifted. 

Previously Chen et al.
248

 also made a similar kind of observation in CIS NCs, where 

luminescence spectra shifted to the red region as the ratio of Cu/In increased. Here the 

luminescence quantum yield was found to decrease with increasing Ag concentration and was 

determined to be 23%, 17%, and 13% for AIS 1, AIS 2, and AIS 3, respectively. To 

understand the effect of Ag concentration in different optical properties, we have plotted the 

change of luminescence quantum yield, Stoke‘s shifts, and fwhm of luminescence spectra of 

AIS NCs with different composition of Ag/In, shown in the Figure 5.3. Both the fwhm of 
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emission spectra and Stoke‘s shift increases with Ag concentration. This observation suggests 

the reduction of confinement in AIS NCs with increasing Ag concentration. The red end of 

the broad emission spectra becomes asymmetric with increase in Ag concentration, which is 

clearly discernible in AIS 3. Previously, Burda and coworkers
244

32 demonstrated broad and 

asymmetric PL spectra by deconvoluting into two Gaussian spectra, which they have 

attributed to luminescence due to mid band gap states and intrinsic defect states. Similarly, to 

characterize the emitive states of AIS samples, we have deconvoluted the PL spectra, shown 

in Figure 5.2 (for AIS 3) Fig. 5.3  (for AIS 1 and AIS 2). The deconvoluted emission spectra 

of AIS 3 show two emission maxima at 630 and 727 nm, respectively (Figure 5.2 c‘). The 

emission spectra in the red region (λem max = 727 nm) can be attributed to intrinsic trap 

states, which are generated due to interstitial atoms or vacancies and are responsible for 

donor-acceptor transitions
249-252

 in I−III−VI semiconductors. On the contrary, the emission 

spectra in the blue region (λ
em

max = 630nm) can be ascribed to the Ag-related mid-bandgap 

states, which are usually shallow and high in energy compared with intrinsic trap states.
235, 

246, 253
 In AIS 3, the emission peak due to intrinsic trap states moves to the red region of the 

spectra, which clearly suggests that the energy gap between donor-acceptor states decreases 

with increasing Ag concentration (Figure 5.2). 

Time-resolved emission studies have been carried out after exciting AIS 3 at 445 nm 

and monitoring at 630 and 727 nm to figure out the life times at both of the emitting states, 

shown in Figure 5.2 inset. The emission decay trace at 630 nm can be fitted 

multiexponentially with time constants of τ1 = 0.8 ns (25%), τ2 = 5 ns (37%), and τ3 = 105 ns 

(38%), while at 727 nm can be fitted multi-exponentially with time constants of τ1 = 1.3 ns 

(24%), τ2 = 7 ns (32%), and τ3 = 120 ns (44%) (Table 5.1). In our previous investigation,23 
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we have accounted with similar kind of observation for CuInS2 (CIS) NCs, where the fast 

two components were assigned to nonradiative decay to surface states, while  

 

Figure 5.3.A: Graphical plot of (a) Emission QY Vs Ag/In (b) Emission life time at peak 

wavelength Vs Ag/In (c) FWHM of luminescence Vs Ag/In and (d) Stokes shift Vs Ag/In 

ratio. B. Deconvoluted PL spectra of AIS 1 and AIS 2 and the time resolved PL kinetics of 

AIS 1 and AIS 2 at the respective peak wavelength after exciting at 445 nm wavelength.  

the slow component was attributed to the recombination of charge carriers. It has been 

reported in literature that majority of the charge carriers in CIS are trapped in the internal 

defects and depend on the Cu/In ratio, which has a strong effect on optical properties.
254, 255

 

The emission spectra for both AIS 1 and AIS 2 have also been deconvoluted into two 

emission spectra, shown in Fig 5.3 B. Time-resolved emission studies have also been carried 

out for both AIS 1 and AIS 2 at both blue emission band and red emission band positions, 

shown in Table 5.1. Now if we compare the longer lifetime component for all three AIS NCs 

at the red region of the deconvoluted spectra, it is interesting to see that with increasing Ag 

concentration the component for intrinsic defect states decreases from 156 ns  

Table 5.1. Exponentially fitted parameter of time resolved luminescence decay traces of AIS  
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NCs at different wavelengths after exciting the samples at 445 nm. 

System τ1 τ2 τ3 

AIS 1-600 nm 2 ns (25%) 9.6 ns (30%) 145 ns (45%) 

AIS1-640 nm  6.21ns (35%) 156 ns (65%) 

AIS2-630 nm 1.1 ns (25%) 6 ns (30%) 115 ns (45%) 

AIS2-700 nm 1.4 ns (23%) 8 ns (30%) 127 ns (47%) 

AIS 3-630 nm  0.8 ns (25%) 5 ns (37%) 105 ns (38%) 

AIS 3-727 nm  1.3 ns (24%) 7 ns (32%) 120 ns (44%) 

for AIS 1 to 120 ns for AIS 3 (Table 5.1). On the contrary, time constants for the shorter 

components decrease from 2 ns for AIS 1 to 0.8 ns for AIS 3 at the blue region of the 

deconvoluted emission spectra (Table 5.1). The PL life time constant due to antisite state 

decreases with increasing Ag ratio (156 ns to 120 ns), which suggests the decrement of 

antisite states that involve the recombination reaction. At the same time, recombination 

through S-states increases, and thereby PL lifetime of the shorter component decreases (2 to 

0.8 ns) as the Ag concentration increases. This observation suggests that with increasing Ag 

concentration in AIS NCs, antisite defect (internal defect state) decreases, however, high-

energy S-states increase. Therefore, the overall excited-state carrier dynamics of AIS NCs are 

governed by both S-states and intrinsic defect states. The excited-state carrier cooling, 

trapping, and recombination take place on the ultrafast time scale; therefore, these carrier 

dynamics cannot be addressed by nanosecond PL dynamics.
8, 256, 257

 

C. Femto Second Transient Absorption Studies. 

Previously Burda and coworkers
244

 carried out transient absorption (TA) studies in 

sub-100 ps and nanosecond time domain on AIS NCs to study the excited dynamics in 
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ternary AIS NCs. However, they have never discussed the ultrafast carrier cooling dynamics, 

where S-states and intrinsic defect states are involved. To monitor the above ultrafast  
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Figure 5.4. Left Panel. Early time scale (100fs to 1.5 ps) TA spectrum of (A) AIS 1 (B) AIS 

2 and (C) AIS 3. Right panel. Longer time scale TA spectrum of (D) AIS 1 (E) AIS 2 and 

(F) AIS 3 after 400 nm laser excitation in the toluene solvent. 

dynamic processes in different AIS NCs, we carried out femtosecond TA measurements. The 

TA spectrometer consists of a multi-pass Ti:sapphire laser system (CDP, Moscow, 800 nm, 

<100 fs, 1.2 mJ/pulse, and 1 kHz repetition rate) as femtosecond light source and Excipro 

pump−probe spectrometer (CDP, Moscow) as pump-probe measurement. The NCs dispersed 

in toluene solvents have been excited with 400 nm laser light, and the pump-induced 

population changes in excited state were measured in the visible region (450−800 nm). Figure 

5.4 A, B and C illustrates the transient spectra at early time (100 fs to 1.25 ps) delay, and 

Figure 5.4 D,E and F shows the transient spectra at longer time (2 ps to 1 ns) delay for AIS 1, 

AIS 2, and AIS 3 NCs, respectively. Negative absorption band (bleach) has been observed for 

AIS 1 in 450−560 nm region peaking at ~475 nm, and a low-intensity positive absorption 

band appears in the red region (570−700 nm) of the spectra. The negative absorption band 
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can be attributed to the bleach due to the exciton, which exactly matches the ground-state 

excitonic absorption. Interestingly, TA spectra for AIS 2 (Figure 5.4 B,E) seems very 

different on both early and late time scales, which look further complicated for AIS 3 (Figure 

5.4 C,F). In the case of AIS 2, initially at 100 fs the transient bleach appeared at ~460 nm, 

which finally red-shifted to 485 nm at 600 fs delay time (Figure 5.4 B). The spectral width of 

the bleach spectrum also increases with shifting the bleach maxima toward the red region up 

to 600 fs delay. It is clear from Figure 5.4 B and E that the bleach has a broad tail in the red 

region of the spectrum (520−600 nm). Again, in addition to the transient bleach, at early time 

the transient spectra (Figure 5.4 B) show small positive absorption in the 600−700 nm 

regions. The TA spectrum of AIS 3 has the bleach maxima in the blue region (475 nm) of the 

spectra with fwhm of ~62 nm at very early time delay (∼100 fs). As the delay time of the 

probe pulse increases, the bleach maxima shifts toward the red region of the spectrum with 

the appearance of broad and dual bleach in 450−700 nm region. Shifting and broadening of 

bleach spectra saturates at ~2 ps time delay, where the bleach maxima appear at 535 nm with 

a hump at ~610 nm with fwhm ~160 nm. Previously Korgel and coworkers have observed 

shifting of excitonic bleach for CuInSe2 NCs on early time scale, which they have attributed 

to cooling of hot carriers.
233

 Recently we have reported a notable spectral shift of 75 nm and 

considerable spectral broadening of 20 nm (from 110 nm in 50 fs to 130 nm in 1 ps) on an 

early time scale for CuInS2 NCs, which we attributed to electron cooling processes through 

the manifolds of excited states. Thus, as the Ag concentration increases, excitonic bleach 

maxima move in the red region of the spectra, which is directly correlated with the degree of 

confinement; that is, as concentration of Ag increases in the NCs, the degree of confinement 

also reduces. Thus, unlike II−VI NCs, confinement is much weaker in AIS (similar to CIS); 
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as a result, electron can be populated in a wide range of manifold electronic states above the 

conduction band edge of AIS NCs. Again, the width of the transient bleach spectrum 

increases with Ag concentration from AIS 1 to AIS 3 (Figure 5.4). This observation clearly 

signifies that Ag plays a vital role in the confinement of the excited state. Now the 

appearance of red shifted transient bleach in addition to the ground-state bleach in AIS 3 NCs 

is really surprising (Figure 5.4), which becomes prominent in AIS 3 NCs (Figure 5.4). Unlike  
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Figure 5.5: Deconvoluted TA spectrum of AIS 1, AIS 2, and AIS 3 NCs after 1 ns time 

delay. 

CIS NCs dual bleaches have been observed in AIS NCs depending on the Ag concentrations. 

Now, to understand the nature of transition and dual nature of the bleach spectrum for all AIS 

NCs, the transient spectra at 2 ps time delay for AIS 1, AIS 2, and AIS 3 NCs samples have 

been deconvoluted and shown in Figure 5.5. It is interesting to see that with increasing Ag 

concentration the intensity of the red region band increases and has been summarized in 

Figure 5.5. Here, in all of the systems, bleach bands appearing in the blue region can be 

attributed to transient bleach due to excitonic absorption, while the bleach in the red region is 

due to mid S-states. Recently, Kamat and coworkers reported the generation of Cu state in 

CIS NCs at higher concentration Cu, which leads to the formation of separate bleach in the 
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spectrum of CIS NCs in addition to band-edge bleach.
247

 Similarly here also the bleach at the 

red region of the spectrum in AIS NCs is related to the S-states of Ag. Thus, in the present 

investigation, at higher Ag concentration the spectral and dynamical behaviour are 

completely different as compared with AIS with low Ag concentration, which has been 

revealed in subsequent sections. 

 

Figure 5.6: TA bleach recovery kinetics of (a) AIS 1 at 475 nm (b) AIS 2 at 485 nm and (c) 

AIS 3 at 535 nm after 400 nm laser excitation in toluene solvent. Inset: Bleach recovery 

kinetics at early time scale of a, b and c.  

Excited-state charge carrier dynamics of AIS NCs with different Ag/In ratio were 

unravelled through monitoring the transient bleach kinetics at corresponding excitonic 

position for all AIS NCs, shown in Figure 5.6. Table 5.2 summarizes the multiexponential 

fitted time constants for all AIS NCs at their corresponding bleach maxima position. Here the 

growth kinetics at excitonic bleach position gives an idea of electron cooling dynamics 

through the manifold of electronic states above the CB edge of AIS NCs, while the bleach 

recovery kinetics suggests depopulation dynamics of charge carriers from the conduction 

band edge. The growth of the bleach was found to increase gradually from AIS 1 to AIS 3; 

that is, carrier cooling time from higher excited state to the conduction band edge increases 
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from 100 fs for AIS 1 to 500 fs for AIS 3 (Table 5.2). Although the degree of confinement 

decreases for AIS 3, electron cooling time is still more compared to AIS 1. This might be due 

to 400 nm excitation in the case in which AIS 3 electrons are excited to upper excitonic state 

(as the excitonic bleach appears at 535 nm) as compared to AIS 1 (where the excitonic bleach 

appears at 475 nm). On the contrary, the bleach recovery kinetics becomes faster in AIS 3 as 

compared with AIS 1. We have already mentioned from steady-state  

Table 5.2: Exponential fitted parameter for bleach recovery kinetics of AIS 1, AIS 2 and AIS 

3 NCs at their bleach maxima.  

System τ1 growth  τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 

AIS 1-475 nm  100 fs  9 ps (16%) 130 ps(14%) >1 ns(70%)  

AIS 2-485 nm 240 fs  4 ps (23%) 70 ps(22%) >1ns(55%)  

AIS 3-535 nm 500 fs 1.2 ps (26.8%) 15 ps (25.7%) 100 ps(8.5%) >1ns (39%) 

 

analysis that degree of confinement is much less in AIS 3 due to presence of higher 

concentration of Ag, where Ag-related S states are created in the NCs. Thus, the fast recovery 

components observed in AIS 3 (1.2 and 15 ps) can be assigned to the transition to Ag-related 

S-states and finally to antisite state (donor states), respectively (Table 5.2). These fast 

transition time constants are in good agreement with our previous report on CIS NCs23 and 

also the report by Critchley and coworkers
258

 on the CIS/ZnS system. Interestingly with 

decreasing Ag concentration in AIS NCs, time constants related to S-states increase 4 ps for 

AIS 2 and 9 ps for AIS 1. The longer time constants in the bleach recovery kinetics in Table 

5.2 can be attributed to the recombination dynamics of the charge carriers in the photoexcited 

AIS NCs. It is quite clear that just by monitoring the kinetic trace at excitonic wavelength for 

such defect-induced NCs the whole summary of charge carrier cooling dynamics and effects 
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of Ag concentration on different dynamical process cannot be extracted. To get better insight 

into the charge carrier cooling dynamics of such multinary NCs, we have compared the  

 

Figure 5.7. Left panel: TA bleach recovery kinetics of AIS 3 (a) at 455 nm (b) at 535 nm, 

(c) at 610 nm and (C) at 690 nm after 400 nm laser excitation in toluene solvent. Right 

Panel: Pictorial representation of electron transition from higher excited state to band edge, 

band edge to Ag related S-States followed by antisite state. Finally recombination takes place 

through donor acceptor pair. 

transient bleach kinetics at above band edge, band edge, and below band edge (both S-states 

and antisite states) regions for AIS 3 NCs. Figure 5.7 compares the bleach recovery dynamics 

of AIS 3 at 455, 535, 610, and 690 nm. The bleach recovery kinetics of the above band-edge 

state at 455 nm can be fitted with pulse-width-limited growth (τg = <100 fs), followed by a 

fast recovery of 500 fs (Table 5.3). Because in the present investigation the NCs are excited 

with 400 nm laser light, <100 fs growth component at 455 nm probe wavelength can be 

attributed to fast electron cooling to the probed state (above conduction band). On the 

contrary, the fast recovery component (500 fs) was due to depopulation of electron from the 

probed state. The bleach kinetics at 535 nm can be fitted with 500 fs growth component, 

followed by a fast recovery of τ1 = 1.2 ps (25%) and τ2 = 15 ps (28%) (Table 5.3). Here the 
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slow growth component in the band-edge state (535 nm) is found to be 500 fs, which matches 

with the fast recovery component of the above band-edge state (i.e., at 455 nm) and has been  

Table 5.3: Multiexponential Fitting Time Constants for the Bleach Kinetics of AIS 3 NCs at 

Different Wavelengths after Exciting the Sample at 400 nm. 

 Bi-exciton Single exciton 

probe  τ1growth  τ2 growth  τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 

455 nm   <100 fs  500fs 

(52%) 

10.5 ps 

(28%) 

>1ns 

(20%) 

 

535 nm  500fs 

(100%) 

 1.2ps 

(25%) 

15ps 

(28%) 

100ps 

(5%) 

>1ns 

(42%) 

610 nm  500fs 

(92%) 

1.2ps 

(8%) 

15ps 

(25%) 

120ps 

(14%) 

>1ns 

(61%) 

 

690 nm growth<100fs,  

decay ~150 fs  

1.2ps 

(85%) 

17ps 

(15%)  

70 ps 

(41%) 

>1ns 

(59%) 

  

 

attributed to electron cooling to the band-edge state. At 535 nm (band-edge state) the fast 

recovery time constants like 1.2 and 15 ps can be assigned to transition from band-edge to S-

states, followed by antisite donor state. Now, the third probing wavelength, that is, 610 nm, 

where transient bleach appears due to presence of S- states, can be fitted with bi-exponential 

growth with time constants of τg1 = 500 fs (92%) and τg2 = 1.2 ps (8%), followed by recovery 

with time constants of τ1 = 15 ps (25%), τ2 = 120 ps (14%), and τ3 > 1 ns (61%) (Table 5.3). 

Here 500 fs can be attributed to population of electron from above conduction band-edge 

state to the band edge state and 1.2 ps component can be attributed to band edge state to the 

Ag-related S-states (right panel in Figure 5.7). Finally the transient kinetics at 690 nm can be 

fitted with additional positive growth (<100 fs), followed by a very fast decay (150 fs) and bi-

exponential bleach growth (1.2 ps, 17 ps), which finally recovers bi-exponentially with time 

constants of 70 ps (41%) and >1 ns (59%) (Table 5.3). Such kinetics related to antisite state 
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carries two very significant information that are summarized as follows. First, the initial 

positive growth in <100 fs followed by very fast decay within 150 fs can be explained on the 

basis of probe induced bi-exciton mechanism. Previously, Kambhampati and co-workers 

have elucidated similar observation in CdSe NCs (at low pump fluence <N> < 0.5) where 

state-specific laser pulse excitation pump-and probe pulse separately created two excitons 

that behave as bi-exciton and give the positive feature within the bleach signal.
20, 33, 259

 In the 

present investigation on 400 nm laser excitation, the pump places the electron in a much 

higher state than the antisite state, which results in an excited exciton; however, the probe 

created a ground-state exciton in the antisite state and together they behave like an excited bi-

exciton and give the positive feature.
33

 The excited exciton relaxes to antisite state by 

releasing excess energy (phonons) and forms a ground-state bi-exciton. Because the ground-

state bi-exciton has lower binding energy as compared to the excited-state bi-exciton, the 

positive feature disappears as the excited electron relaxes to the lower state. Recently, 

Ruhman and co-workers
260

 made a similar observation in PbSe nanocrystals through three 

pulse femtosecond spectroscopy. Of late we have also demonstrated a clear picture of such 

probe-induced bi-exciton feature in CuInS2 NCs at low pump fluence as well as varying 

pump fluence. Here, in AIS NCs in the early time delay, the positive absorption within the 

bleach signal observed in the red region of the spectrum, which is associated with the antisite 

state, can also be explained in similar fashion. In addition to that, the dependence of such bi-

exciton feature on pump fluence as well as Ag-to In ratio has also been preciously analyzed, 

which has been depicted in the consequent sections. 

In regards to the second feature, it is really surprising to observe the extremely slow 

bi-exponential growth components in the kinetics of the sub-band-edge state, that is, at the 

antisite state (at 690 nm for AIS 3 in Figure 5.7 d), which nicely matches with the decay  
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Figure 5.8: The bi-exciton dynamics of the of the AIS 3 at the 690 nm in pump energy of (a) 

0.2 µJ (b) 0.35 µJ (c) 0.45 µJ and (d) 0.8 µJ. e. The graphical representation of change of 

A
+

max/ A
-
max with changing the pump energy. 

components of the band-edge bleach kinetics. Such observation validates our explanation of 

existence and active participation of S-states just below the band-edge state in bi-exciton 

dynamics (right panel in Figure 5.7), which also acts as an electron storage center. Initially 

the electron moves relatively fast to this state (in 1.5 ps) after 400 nm laser excitation where 

electron gets stored and finally the S-state releases the electron very slowly to antisite state 

(in 17 ps). The extremely slow recovery component (>1 ns) is due to recombination of 

electron in the antisite state and hole in the acceptor state (Figure 5.7d). Previous ultrafast 

study of such AIS system carried out by Burda and coworkers also reveals the existence of 

such surface-related states just below the band-edge state, which can store electrons. Thus, 

the existence of such shallow surface related states has an enormous implication in electron 

cooling dynamics to antisite state, which actually governs the bi-exciton dynamics of such 

NCs. To have a better idea of S-states as well as antisite state on electron cooling and 

trapping dynamics, we have carried out both pump fluency and Ag/In ratio-dependent kinetic 

analysis at the antisite state of AIS NCs. 
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Table 5.4. The exponential fitted parameter of single and bi-exciton dynamics of AIS 3 at 

690 nm at different Laser fluency. 

System Bi-exciton Single -exciton 

AIS 3-690 

nm-0.2 µJ 
growth <100fs  

decay = 150fs  

growth = 0.5 ps(85%), 2ps (15%) 

decay = 12 ps(34%), >1ns(66%) 

AIS 3-690 

nm-0.35 µJ 
growth <100fs 

decay = 150fs  

growth = 1 ps(87%), 10 ps(13%) 

decay  = 60 ps (48%), >1ns(52%) 

AIS 3-690 

nm-0.45 µJ 
growth <100fs 

decay = 150fs

growth -1.2 ps (85%), 17 ps (15%) 

decay = 80 ps (41%), >1ns(59%)

AIS 3-690 

nm-0.8 µJ 
growth <100fs 

decay = 150fs  

growth =1.8 ps(86%), 100ps(14%),  

decay = >> 1ns 

Figure 5.8 (left panel) depicts the kinetic traces of AIS 3 NCs at 690 nm with varying  

laser pump energy ~0.2 to 0.8 μJ. It can be clearly seen that as the pump energy increases the 

amplitude of the positive absorption in the early time delay increases, which indicates that bi-

exciton binding energy also is enhanced. However, the ultrafast growth (<100 fs) and the fast 

decay (~150 fs) component do not change with pump intensity (Table 5.4). On the contrary, 

the value of bleach growth increases with pump energy. The multiexponential fitted time 

constants for all kinetics of AIS 3 NC at 690 nm for different laser intensities have been 

summarized in Table 5.4. Although the bleach growth can be fitted bi-exponentially with 0.5 

(85%) and 2 ps (15%) for pump energy 0.2 μJ and 1 ps (87%) and 10 ps (13%) time constants 

for pump energy 0.35 μJ, unusual slow bi-exponential growth of 1.8 ps (86%) and 100 ps 

(14%) has been observed for pump energy of 0.8 μJ. As the bleach growth reflects the 

electron cooling from higher excited state to lower excited state, the experimental result 

signifies that electron cooling time to antisite state is enhanced for AIS 3 NCs when laser 
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fluency increases. Previously Mohammed and co-workers
261

 observed the phenomenon of 

increased carrier cooling time for higher <N> value in PbS NCs. To unravel the slow electron 

cooling with laser intensity in terms of bi-exciton binding energy, we plot the positive 

absorption maxima (ΔA
+

max) to negative absorption maxima (ΔA
-
max) as a function of pump  

 

Scheme 5.1. Pictorial representation of carrier cooling in antisite state with different pump 

energy~ 0.2 and 0.8 µJ in AIS 3 NCs. The electron cooling slows down with increasing the 

pump energy. 

energy for AIS 3 NC (Figure 5.8). Because the value of ΔA
+

max/ΔA− max increases with pump 

energy, the bi-exciton binding energy also increases. In the present study, at higher pump 

fluency recombine through the Augur process by releasing the extra energy as phonons, 

which can further re-excite the carriers to higher energy state, which results in slow electron 
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cooling with progressive increase in binding energy. In Scheme 5.1 we have demonstrated 

the mechanism of carrier cooling with lower (pump energy = 0.2 μJ) and higher (pump 

energy = 0.8 μJ) laser intensity. At lower laser intensity, for example, a single exciton is 

generated, and it relaxes through multiple states like band-edge, S-states, and, finally, antisite 

(donor) state bi/multiexcitons are generated that have increased binding energy. (Scheme 

5.1). However, on increasing laser intensity, multiexcitons are generated, followed by Auger 

recombination; as a result, the electron can be re-excited to higher states and finally go for 

cooling processes involving band-edge, S-states, and, finally, antisite state (Scheme 5.1). The 

most interesting observation in the present investigation is that S-states are acting like 

electron storage center that facilitate both slow electron cooling and efficient bi-exciton 

generation (Scheme 5.1). 

 

Figure 5.9: The bi-exciton dynamics of (a) AIS 1 at 520 nm (b) AIS 2 at 600 nm and (c) AIS 

3 at 690 nm with pump energy 0.45µJ. d) The graphical representation of change of 

A
+

max/ A
-
max with changing the ratio of Ag and In.  

The appearance of a biexcitonic feature in the AIS NC at low pump fluence in the red 

region of the spectrum is another major endeavour of the present investigation. The 

observation becomes more interesting when we analyze the bi-excitonic feature in terms of 
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composition variation of Ag and In. Figure 5.9 illustrates the kinetic traces of AIS 1, AIS 2, 

and AIS 3 NCs at 520, 600, and 690 nm, respectively, with the same laser energy 0.45 μJ. 

The early time dynamics clearly show that the amplitude of positive absorption increases as 

the Ag/In ratio increases. The bi-exciton binding energy is also found to increase as the Ag/In 

ratio increases, as can be seen from the graphical representation of (ΔA
+

max/ΔA−
max) with 

respect to Ag/In ratio for a fixed pump energy (Figure 5.9 d). Although in the early time 

delay growth and fast decay of all positive absorption can be fitted with <100 fs and ~150 fs 

time scale, the bleach growth component varies. The bleach growth can be bi-exponentially 

fitted and is enhanced from 0.4 ps (90%) and 8.1 ps (10%) in AIS 1 to 1.5 (85%) and 17 ps 

(15%) in AIS 3. (Fitted time constants of the kinetics are summarized in Table 5.5.) In the 

previous section we have discussed that the bleach growth of such kinetic traces reflects the 

Table 5.5. The exponential fitted parameter of single and bi-exciton dynamics of AIS 1, AIS 

2 and AIS 3 with laser energy~ 0.45 µJ.  

System Bi-exciton Single-exciton 

AIS 1-520nm growth<100fs 

decay =150fs 

growth=0.4 ps(90%), 8.1 ps (10%) 

decay =20 ps(35%), >1ns 

AIS 2-600nm growth <100fs 

decay =150fs 

growth=1ps(88%), 12 ps(12%) 

decay =80ps(38%), >1ns 

AIS 3-690nm growth <100fs 

decay =150fs 

growth=1.2 ps, 17 ps 

decay  = 100 ps,  >1ns 

 

electron cooling time to the antisite states. Thus, as the Ag/In ratio increases the electron 

cooling time to antisite state increases, which is one of the biggest findings of the present 

work. As conferred in the previous sections, S-states increase as the Ag/In ratio increases 
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(i.e., AIS 1 to AIS 3). The relative energy difference between band-edge state and antisite 

state for different Ag/In ratio was calculated approximately by using the shift in bleach 

maxima and bi-excitonic bleach position in the red region of the spectrum. For example, in 

the case of AIS 1 the bleach maxima appears at 470 nm and the bi-excitonic feature appears 

at 520 nm. Therefore, the difference between band-edge and antisite state is ~0.26 eV. 

Similarly the difference between band-edge and antisite state was calculated for AIS 2 and 

AIS 3 to be ~0.5 and ~0.61 eV, respectively. Thus, it is clearly seen that the difference 

between band-edge state and donor state increases with Ag/In ratio. Now it can be easily 

understood that the reason for slowing down of electron cooling from 0.4 ps and 8.1 ps in  

 

Scheme 5.2: Schematic representation of electron cooling and bi-excitonic feature of AIS 1 

and AIS 3. Longer electron cooling time in antisite state and higher bi-excitonic feature are 

shown in AIS 3 than AIS 1.  

AIS 1 sto 1.5 and 17 ps in AIS 3 is due to the increase in energy gap between band-edge and 

antisite states in addition to the presence of S-states (Scheme 5.2), which act as electron 

storage centers. Slowing down of the second growth component in AIS 3 as compared with 
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AIS 1 (i.e., 17 ps with respect to 8.1 ps) is further enhanced due to storing of electrons in S-

states, where the number of such states is higher in AIS 3 (Scheme 5.2). 

5.3. Conclusion: 

In conclusion, a series of AgInS2 (AIS) with different stoichiometric ratio of Ag and 

In have been synthesized, and detailed spectroscopic investigations have been carried out by 

using both steady-state and time-resolved absorption and emission techniques. The excitonic 

absorption peak was found to become broad with increasing Ag/In ratio in AIS NCs. Steady-

state PL spectra indicate that two types of emission are originated from AIS NCs, which are 

due to Ag-related sub-band gap defect states and antisite states (donor states), depending on 

the stoichiometric ratio of Ag and In in AIS NCs. PL intensity due to Ag-related sub-band 

gap defect states increases and antisite states decreases with increasing Ag concentration in 

AIS NCs. Femtosecond TA studies have been carried out to monitor charge carrier dynamics 

in AIS QDs, which involve multiple states like higher excited state, conduction band-edge, S-

states, and antisite (donor) states. Transient absorption spectra were found to dominate by 

bleach (negative absorption) due to excitonic absorption, S-states, and antisite (donor) states. 

The probe-induced bi-excitonic feature originated from the antisite state has been observed in 

AIS NCs even at low pump energy of ~0.2 μJ. Carrier cooling time constant was found to 

increase drastically with pump energy and concentration of Ag in AIS NCs and was found to 

facilitate drastically the efficiency of bi-exciton generation with higher Ag concentration. To 

the best of our knowledge, for the first time we are reporting ultrafast charge carrier dynamics 

of AIS NCs with different stoichiometry ratio of Ag and In, which involve different states 

like band-edge, S-states, and antisite states. Our experimental observation clearly suggests 

that higher concentration of Ag in AIS NCs can give better efficiency of bi-exciton 

generation, which, in turn, can help us to design nontoxic higher efficient solar cell. 
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6.1. Introduction. 

Hybrid nanostructured materials composed of metal and semiconductor, a promising 

material for catalysis and solar energy conversion due to excellent amalgamation of 

electronic and optical properties in a heterostructure.
91, 95, 133, 137, 262-264 

These hybrid materials 

can harvest the solar light and convert the photon energy to a long lived charge separated 

state in a single architecture.
92, 265 

Due to generation of charge separated state after photo 

excitation in metal semiconductor hetero-interface, these hybrid nanostructures are novel 

material for next generation solar cell, hydrogen generation, many electronic and optical 

devices etc.
92, 266-270 

Since last decade water splitting and dye degradation by Co-

CdSe/CdS,
271 

Au-CdSe,
272

 
 

Au-CdSe/CdS,
92 

and Pt-CdS
273 

hetero-structures have been 

extensively demonstrated in the literature. Among many hetero-structures, the nano-hybrid 

made out of CdSe and CdS QDs are most attractive materials due to their strong binding with 

Au NPs and also their photo-catalytic behaviour is driven by solar light radiation.
88 

Surface 

Plasmon of metal nanoparticles can enhance the photo-catalytic and photo-voltaic efficiency 

of the semiconductor-metal hetero-structures by either making the charge separated states or 

enhancing the local field by increasing the optical response towards solar radiation.
274-277 

In 

the hetero-structure as the metal and semiconductor domains are spatially connected to each 

other, the optical properties changes completely with formation of unique material as 

compared to the individual materials.
278-280 

Due to spatial contact of the metal and 

semiconductor the magnetic and nonlinear optical properties also are found to be drastically 

modified.
281 

Banin and his co-workers
278, 282 

extensively reported how the electronic 

configuration and optical properties have been changed in the hetero-structures made out of 

metal and semiconductor materials. 
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It has been reported in the literature that due to strong exciton-plasmon interaction in 

the hetero-structure confinement of semi-conductor materials are changed, where photo-

excited electrons are transferred from semiconductor domain to metal domain in sub 

picoseconds time scale.
87, 135 

As a result Auger recombination and multi-exciton generation 

processes are minimised in the metal semiconductor nano-hybrid (MHM).
283 

Zamkov& co-

workers
87, 91 

demonstrated the suppression of both exciton and plasmon bands in the hetero-

structure due to strong Exciton-Plasmon coupling. They have also reported higher charge 

separation in ZnSe@CdS{Pt} hetero-structure as compared to ZnSe@CdS core shell through 

ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy and demonstrated their superior photo-catalytic 

behaviour.
284 

Ultrafast electron transfer from the photo-excited semiconductor rod to the Au 

tip and furthermore plasmonic hot electron transfer from the Au tip to the CB of the 

semiconductor rod has been reported by Lian and co-workers.
93, 94 

Park and co-workers
269 

described hot carrier driven photo-catalytic reactions in Pt−CdSe−Pt nano-dumbbells and 

suggested electron transfer from photo excited CdSe to Pt metal in ultrafast time scale. 

Recently we have also demonstrated interfacial electron and hole transfer dynamics in 

CdSe{Au}-BrPGR tri composite system where photo-excited electron transfer from CdSe 

QD to Au NP and the hole transfer from CdSe to Br-PGR were found to be 270 and 500 fs, 

respectively.
90 

It is reported that hot electrons in nanocrystals of semiconductors, metals, and 

their hetero-structures can induce energetically difficult chemical reactions.
49, 285-290 

Excess 

energy of hot electrons can lowers the energy barriers of the electron transfer reaction which 

eventually facilitate charge separation reaction and often can be faster than electron 

relaxation time.
287-289 

Tang and co-workers
291 

reported hot and thermalized electron transfer 

reaction in CdSe/Au and CdSe/Pt Nanorods through intensity dependence ultrafast transient 

absorption however, the time components of the electron transfer reactions were not 
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discussed. To make efficient practical application out of these hetero-structure materials, it‘s 

important to understand the mechanism and time scale of both hot and thermalized electron 

transfer reaction in these hetero-structures.  

Exceeding 12 % efficiency of the QDSC have been reported by Zhong and his co-

worker.
194

 But some of the main limitations of the QDSC are the electron hole recombination 

within the QD and/or at the TiO2/QD/electrolyte interface.
107, 191

 It has been realized that the 

power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the QDSC can be enhanced drastically by the reducing 

the exciton recombination. It is reported in literature that exciton recombination can be 

reduced by the spatial attachment of the metal NP on the QDs.
95, 291

 In literature it is well 

established that after photo excitation fast electron transfer is occurred from QDs to metal 

NP, hence the long lived charge separated state can be generated within the NHM, where the 

electron is localised in metal NP and hole is localised in the semiconductor.
89, 90, 135

 So we can 

expect that more charge carriers will be available for current generation in solar cell where 

NHM can be used as photo-sensitizer in QDSC. Ultrafast electron transfer from QDs to metal 

NP reduces the Auger recombination of the QDs
283

, can ideally improves photo-conversion 

efficiency of the solar cell. The low quality loading and trap state (surface) of the QDs also 

limit the power conversion efficiency.
107, 191

 Therefore it is essential to passivate the QDs by 

the large band gap material which reduces the trap state.
201, 292

 The passivated layer reduces 

the recombination between electron in TiO2 and hole in QDs by making an energy barrier and 

enhances the PCE.
197, 206, 293

 Many reports are available in literature,
92, 266, 269, 270

 where the 

enhancement of photo catalytic efficiency of semiconductor-metal nano-hybrid material is 

found to be much higher as compared to pure semiconductor. However till date no report is 

available in literature, where photo-conversion efficiency of nano-hybrid material ever 

reported and role of metal particles are demonstrated by any spectroscopic technique.   
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In this chapter, we are reporting the significant improvement in the power conversion 

efficiency of the CdSe QDs after formation of Au/CdSe NHM and enhancement of 

phototcatalytic efficiency of CdSe@CdS{Au} nanohybrid material. We synthesised the 

Au/CdSe and CdSe@CdS{Au} nanohybrid material (NHM) and characterised the material 

by HR-TEM and optical studies. The device has been made in the assembly of 

FTO/TiO2/AuCdSe/CdS/ZnS/Cu2S and measured the PCE under one sun illumination by 

using polysulfide electrolyte. The measured PCE for the Au/CdSe is 4.39% which is ~30% 

higher compared to the mother CdSe. The tremendous enhancement of PCE in Au/CdSe 

NHM compared to CdSe QDs has been discussed in detail by the time resolved absorption, 

luminescence and EIS studies.  From steady state, the broad absorption upto 800 nm after Au 

growth on CdSe QDs plays a significant role in the enhancement of efficiency. The steady 

state and time resolved luminescence studies reveal the fast electron transfer from CdSe to 

Au NP. Finally by TA study we have shown the ultrafast electron transfer followed by the 

charge separated state formation within the NHM correlated with the enhancement of the 

PCE of the solar cell. By EIS we have measured the higher recombination resistance of 

Au/CdSe NHM compared to CdSe QDs and correlated with the enhancement of PCE by the 

NHM. Additionally we investigated the inner mechanism of both hot and thermalized 

interfacial electron transfer dynamics in CdSe@CdS{Au} nanohybrid material and the effect 

of particle sizes of metal nanoparticles in the hetero-structure. We have synthesized 

CdSe@CdS quasi type II core-shell and impregnated two different sizes Au NPs on the core-

shell with formation of CdSe@CdS{Au}-1 and CdSe@CdS{Au}-2 hetero-structures. Steady 

state optical absorption studies suggest Au NP form charge transfer complex with 

CdSe@CdS core-shell. CdSe@CdS core-shell form quasi type II structure where electrons 

are delocalized in the conduction band of both CdSe core and CdS shell QDs however, holes 
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are localized in the valence band of CdSe core. Both the time-resolved absorption and 

emission studies suggest that in CdSe@CdS{Au} HS the photo excited electrons are 

transferred from the semiconductor domain to the metal domain. Both hot and thermalized 

electron transfer from photo-excited CdSe@CdS core-shell to Au NP dynamics were 

monitored and effect of metal NP size has been discussed. Charge separation was found to be 

facilitated with bigger size Au NPs which was reconfirmed by photo-degradation of 

rhodamin B (RhB) in presence of the hetero-structures under illumination of visible light 

radiation. Effect of hot electron in the hetero-structure on photo-catalytic degradation was 

discussed in the present studies. Other than this, the electron hole decoupling in different 

thickness of shell in CdSe@CdS core shell has also been investigated in absence and 

presence of Au NP by TA spectroscopy. The shell thickness dependent charge separated state 

formation and life time of the CS have been investigated by the TA spectra.   

6.2 Results and Discussions. 

6.2.1 Enhancement of Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE) of CdSe{Au} QDSC. 

A. Characterization and Optical Properties of CdSe{Au} HS: 

The CdSe{Au} NHM were synthesised after following the reported method in 

literature
127, 133

 and discussed as in chapter 2. The synthesized CdSe{Au} NHMs were 

characterised by HR-TEM and steady state absorption spectroscopy as shown in figure 6.1. 

Clear growth of the Au NP on the surface of CdSe QDs has been shown in HRTEM images 

(Figure 6.1A). The dark patch in the CdSe{Au} NHM particle represents the Au NP on 

lighter shaded CdSe QD surface. The size of the Au NP on the 3.5 nm CdSe has been 

determined to be 2.65 nm. After determining the morphology of the particles the optical 

properties of the particles have also been monitored. Figure 6.1B (a) shows the steady state 

optical absorption spectra of the CdSe QDs, which has been changed after growth of the Au 
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NP as seen in Figure 6.1B (b). It‘s interesting to see that the first excitonic absorption peak at 

563 nm for CdSe QD is blue shifted to 556 nm after growing Au NP on it due to little bit 

distortion of CdSe QDs after Au growth. Optical absorption spectrum of CdSe{Au} NHM  

 

Figure 6.1-A: HR-TEM image of CdSe NH material. B: Steady state optical absorption and 

luminescence spectra of CdSe quantum dot (a and a‘) and CdSe
294

 HS (b and b‘) in 

chloroform. In Inset. The luminescence decay traces of (a‖) CdSe and (b‖) CdSe{Au} NH at 

586 nm after 406 nm excitation.(L is lamp profile)  

becomes broad as compared to the QDs due to mixing of excitonic states of CdSe QDs and 

plasmonic states of Au NPs.
94, 95

 Interestingly, broad absorption up to 760 nm is shown by the 

CdSe{Au} NHM, but there is no absorption at this red region in case of  pure CdSe QDs. The 

broad absorption band can be attributed to the formation of charge transfer complex between 

VB of CdSe QD to Fermi level of Au NP.
87, 90

 Figure 6.1B (a') represents the photo-

luminescence spectra of CdSe QDs which has very high quantum yield (23% QY). It‘s 

interesting to see that photo-luminescence of CdSe{Au} NHM drastically reduced due to 

growth of Au NP on CdSe QDs as shown in Fig 6.1B (b'). This photo-luminescence 

quenching can be attributed to excited electron transfer from CdSe QDs to Au NP in  
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CdSe{Au} NHM.
87, 93, 283

 

To investigate the charge transfer dynamics between CdSe QDs and Au NP in 

CdSe{Au} NHM time-resolved luminescence studies have been carried out after exciting the 

samples at 406 nm and monitoring at 586 nm and compared with pure CdSe QDs. Figure 

6.1B(a″) shows the luminescence decay trace of the CdSe QDs, which can be fitted multi-

exponentially with time constants τ1 = 1.5 (±0.05) ns (35%) and τ2 =17.5 (±0.5) ns (65%) 

Table 6.1: Multi exponential fitted parameter of luminescence decay traces of CdSe and 

CdSe/Au after exciting the samples at 406 nm and monitoring at 586  nm.   

System τ1 τ2 τavg 

CdSe 1.5 ns (35%) 17.5 ns (65%) 11.37 ns 

CdSe/Au 0.29 ns (86%) 3.65 ns (15%) 0.71  ns 

with τavg = 11.37 (±0.5) ns. However the luminescence trace (Fig 6.1B(b″) found to decay 

much faster in CdSe{Au} NHM, which can be fitted multi-exponentially with time constants 

τ1 = 0.29 (±0.01) ns (86%) and τ2 =3.65 (±0.16) ns (14%) with τavg = 0.71 (±0.05) ns. 

Depleted luminescence intensity and fast emission decay kinetics in CdSe{Au} NHM suggest 

fast electron transfer from semiconductor domain (CdSe QD) to metal domain (Au NP),
51, 90

 

where the hole is localized in CdSe QDs and electron is localized in metal NP forming a 

charge separated state.  

B. Transient Absorption Study of CdSe{Au} HS: 

To monitor the charge transfer processes in CdSe{Au} NHM femto-second transient 

absorption spectroscopic measurements have been carried out for both CdSe QDs and 

CdSe{Au} NHM after exciting the samples at 400 nm laser pulse. Figure 6.2 a and b show 

the TA spectra of CdSe QDs and CdSe{Au} NHM respectively at different time delay. The 

TA spectra shows a broad negative absorption band (480−600 nm region) peaking at 558 nm 
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which matches well with the optical absorption spectrum of CdSe QDs (Figure 6.1B, a) and 

can be attributed to bleach due to 1
st
 exciton of CdSe QDs. In addition to that a short-lived  

 

Figure 6.2: TA spectrum of (a) CdSe quantum dot and (b) CdSe{Au} HS at different time 

delay on the film after exciting the samples at 400 nm. 

positive absorption band peaking at 580 nm can be attributed to bi-excitonic feature and low 

intensity broad positive absorption band beyond 600 nm signify the presence of minimum 

surface defect states in CdSe QDs. Figure 6.2 A (b) shows the TA spectra of CdSe{Au} 

NHM at different time delay. Interestingly, TA spectrum of the NHM looks very different as 

compared to CdSe QD (Figure 6.2A a). First excitonic peak for CdSe QD in CdSe{Au} 

NHM found to appear at 553 nm (blue shifted) which matches pretty well with ground state 

absorption. However no separate bleach was observed for Au NP in CdSe{Au} NHM 

spectrum due to small size of Au NP. Earlier Zamkov et al.
87

, 
51 

and we 
29

 have also reported 

suppression of surface plasmon of Au NP in CdS{Au} NHM and CdSe{Au} NHM 

respectively. Due to transfer of photo-excited electrons from semiconductor domain to metal 

domain electron density in the Fermi level of Au NP increases which causes the broad 
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absorption in the visible region of TA spectra of CdSe{Au} NHM.
87, 90

 

To explain the effect of Au growth on CdSe QD surface more elaborately, it is very 

important to investigate excited state dynamics of the CdSe{Au} NHM. To monitor the 

charge transfer and charge separation between Au and CdSe QDs, we have probed the 

kinetics at key wavelengths in the above systems. Figure 6.3 (a) shows the bleach kinetics of 

CdSe QDs at 560 nm, where the growth of bleach can be fitted bi-exponentially with time 

constants 1<100 fs (85%) and 2 = 600 fs (15%). Second growth component (600 fs) can be 

attributed to carrier cooling time from upper excitonic states to the band edge of first exciton 

 

Figure 6.3: The decay kinetics of (a) CdSe quantum dot at 560 nm, (b) CdSe{Au} HS at 552 

nm and (c) CdSe{Au} HS at 650 nm after exciting the samples at 400 nm. 

state. While the bleach recovery kinetics can be fitted tri-exponentially with time components 

of 1 = 20 ps (-35%), 2 = 200 ps (-5%) and 3 = >1 ns (-60%) where the fast component is 

attributed to trapping of carriers and longer components are due to slow exciton 

recombination.
8, 257

 On the other hand the bleach kinetics of CdSe{Au} NHM is dramatically 

changed as compared to CdSe QDs as shown in figure 6.3 (b). It‘s interesting to see that 

unlike Figure 6.3 (b) there is no slow growth component in the transient bleach and is pulse-
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width limited. This observation implies that transfer of hot electron from upper excitonic 

states of CdSe QD to the Fermi level of Au NP.
90

 Now the bleach recovery kinetics can be 

fitted tri exponentially with time components 1 = 450 fs (60%), 2 = 10 ps (25%) and 3 = 

>1ns (15%) where the 450 fs component implies the electron transfer time constant from 

CdSe QD to Au NP in NHM.
90

  

In the transient absorption spectra CdSe{Au} NHM after photo-excitation of 400 nm 

laser pulse a broad positive absorption band was observed which attributed to transient 

absorption due to electron in the interface of semiconductor domain and metal domain. 

Figure 6.3 (c) represents the kinetics of photo induced absorption of CdSe{Au} NHM at 650  

Table 6.2: The multi-exponential fitted parameters of bleach decay kinetics of CdSe and 

CdSe/Au hetero-structures. 

System@ nm τ1(growth

) 

τ2(growth) τ1(%) τ2(%) τ3(%) 

CdSe@560 nm <100 fs 

(85%) 

0.6ps (15%) 20 ps (-

35%) 

200ps(5%) >1 ns 

(60%) 

CdSe/Au @550 

nm 

<100 fs 

(100%) 

 0.45 ps 

(60%) 

10 ps (25%) >1 ns 

(15%) 

nm. The growth of the 650 nm kinetics is shown in inset in figure 2B (c) and fitted with 100 

fs (80%) and 150 fs (20%) components, whereas the multi-exponential decay components are 

1 = 0.8 ps (-70%), 2 = 30 ps (-30%) and 3 = >1ns (100%). The transient band in the red 

region of the spectra decays with the appearance of negative absorption at longer time scale, 

which is due to formation of long lived charge separated state between the Au and CdSe 

QDs.
90

 No recombination reaction was observed in the hetero-structure within 1 ns 

suggesting a long live charge separated species. This red region bleach is the transition 
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between CdSe QD to Au NP, where after photo excitation the electron is localised at the Au 

NP and hole is localised at the VB of CdSe. This long lived charge separated states are 

expected to play an important role in PCE for the CdSe{Au} NHM sensitized solar cell.  

C. Photovoltaic Measurement of CdSe/Au Nanohybrid materials. 

 Time-resolved luminescence and ultrafast transient absorption studies suggest that on 

photo-excitation ultrafast charge separation takes place in CdSe{Au} NHM where holes are 

localized in CdSe QD and electrons are localized in the Fermi-level of Au NP. Now to 

investigate the effect of charge separation within CdSe{Au} NHM on PCE, current density-

voltage (J-V) and IPCE measurements were carried out in quantum dot solar cell by using for 

both CdSe QDs and CdSe{Au} NHM as sensitizers. The photo anodes have been prepared by 

loading CdSe QDs and CdSe{Au} NHM on the mesoporous TiO2 film. To do so first of all 

the oleic acid capped QDs and nanohybrid materials were transferred from non-aqueous 

phase to aqueous phase by using MPA as phase transfer catalyst. The TiO2 films were loaded 

with the aqueous QDs solution by drop casting method.
137

 After this four layers of quasi CdS 

shell and two layers of ZnS shell were coated by the SILAR technique to reduce the trap state 

at the QDs and TiO2 NP.
139, 295

 On the other hand Cu2S and polysulphide were used as 

photocathode and electrolyte materials respectively.
296

 Deposition of Cu on ITO glass by 

electrophoresis has been discussed details in chapter 2. The device has been fabricated by 

assembling the photo cathode, electrolyte and Cu2S counter electrode as described in details 

in Chapter 2. The photovoltaic performance of CdSe and Au/CdSe in terms of J-V have been 

measured after illuminating by one sun (AM 1.5G, 100mW/cm
2
) and is shown in Figure 6.4 

A. The J-V curves of CdSe QDs and CdSe{Au} NHMs are represented in Figure 6.4 A (a) 

and (b), respectively. All the measured parameters, e.g. efficiency, fill factor(FF), short  
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Figure 6.4. (A) Jsc-V curves of (a) CdSe QDs and (b) CdSe{Au} NHM material under 1 sun 

illumination. (B) IPCE spectra of (a') CdSe QDs and (b') CdSe{Au} NHM material. Inset. 

The magnified curves of a' and b' beyond 600 nm. 

Table 6.3. The measured solar cell parameters in terms of short circuit current (JSC, mA/cm
2
), 

open circuit voltage (VOC, V), fill factor (FF, %) and power conversion efficiency for CdSe 

QDs and CdSe{Au} NHM. 

QD System Jsc (mA/cm
2
) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) Champion Cell 

PCE (%) 

CdSe QDs 14.21 0.57 0.40 3.24(±0.10) 3.37 

CdSe{Au} NHM  17.39 0.59 0.41 4.2(±0.22) 4.39 

 circuit current (Jsc) and open circuit voltage (Voc) have been tabulated in Table 6.3. The 

measured power conversion efficiency for CdSe QDs was recorded to be 3.24%(±0.10) with 

14.21 mA/cm
2 

Jsc. Open circuit voltage (Voc) was determined to be 0.57 V with 40 % fill 

factor (FF). Interestingly Jsc improved significantly with a value of 17.39 mA/cm
2 

with slight 

increase in Voc (0.59 V) for CdSe{Au} NHMs. The PCE of CdSe{Au} QDSC was  
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determined to be 4.2(±0.22)% with maximum 4.39% for the champion cell. 

The induced photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) for CdSe QDs and 

CdSe{Au} NHMs have been shown in Figure 6.4B(a') and (b') respectively. It‘s clearly seen 

in Figure 6.4B that the IPCE spectra of CdSe{Au} NHMs at the range 350 nm to 600 nm 

increases quite reasonably as compared to pure CdSe QDs. It‘s more interesting to see in 

Figure 6.4B that IPCE spectra for CdSe{Au} NHMs appears beyond 700 nm where as in case  

of CdSe QDs it appears below 650 nm. Appearance of new broad band in case of CdSe{Au} 

NHMs can be attributed to the formation of new charge transfer state in the composite 

system, which is closely matched with steady state optical absorbance spectra. 

Photo conversion efficiency (PCE) in a device depends on short circuit current (JSC), 

open circuit voltage (VOC) and fill factor (FF). Fill factors in both the systems found to be 

similar and VOC is marginally higher in case of CdSe{Au} NHM system (Table 6.3). 

However JSC found to be 22% higher in case of CdSe{Au} NHM system as compared to 

CdSe QD system. This might be due to higher mobility of photo-injected electron from 

CdSe{Au} NHM to TiO2 electrode. Here in Au NP in the composite system play a vital role 

in CdSe{Au} NHM sensitized solar cell. After photo excitation of CdSe QDs in the NHMs 

electrons are transferred to Au NP in sub-picosecond time scale and finally it transferred to 

TiO2 electrode while the holes are localized in the VBs of CdSe QDs which finally 

transferred to counter electrode through hole transporting electrolyte. As Au NP facilitates 

charge separation and slows down charge recombination as compared to pure CdSe QDs, JSC 

in CdSe{Au} NHM sensitized solar cell increases. In addition to that CdSe{Au} NHM 

system absorbs solar radiation beyond 750 nm (upto 800 nm), as a result red region of solar 

light can create more charge carriers as compared to pure CdSe QDs resulting higher JSC in  
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CdSe{Au} NHM sensitized solar cell.  

In case of pure CdSe QDSC, the electrons are transferred from conduction band (CB) 

of photo excited CdSe QDs to CB of TiO2. But there is competition between the charge 

collection efficiency (i.e. transfer of electron to TiO2 film followed by to the photo-anode) 

with various other loss processes, like trapping of e
-
 on the CdSe QDs and TiO2 surface, 

recombination electron in TiO2 film and hole in CdSe QD and recombination between 

electron in TiO2 and hole in electrolyte. Earlier it has been observed that the surface states in 

both CdSe QDs and TiO2 film can be minimised by passivation of CdS and ZnS.
137, 139, 293, 297

 

However in case of CdSe{Au} system trapping process can be reduced drastically due to 

ultrafast electron transfer from semiconductor domain to metal domain. As a result losses due 

to tapping process in device system reduced drastically, resulting increase of JSC. The 

recombination processes such as e
-
(TiO2)-h

+
(VB of CdSe), e

-
(Au)-h

+
(VB of CdSe), e

-
(CB of 

CdSe)-h
+
(electrolyte), e

-
(Au)-h

+
(electrolyte) and e

-
(TiO2)-h

+
(electrolyte) (shown in scheme 

6.1) are reduced in CdSe{Au} NHM sensitized solar cell. Au NPs restrict all these 

recombination processes (loss processes) by introducing a potential barrier. As a result the 

efficiency of the CdSe{Au} NHM sensitized solar cell is found to be higher as compared to 

CdSe QDSC.  

JSC depends on electron injection efficiency (εINJ), light harvesting efficiency (εLHE) and 

charge collection efficiency (εCC)
298, 299

 which can be demonstrated in the equation below: 

                   6.1 

Here in εLHE of NHM has been increased due to formation charge separated state between Au 

NP and CdSe QDs in CdSe{Au} NHM which absorbs more solar radiation upto 800 nm. We 
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Scheme. 6.1. Schematic diagrame of the role of Au NP in CdSe{Au} NHM solar cell in 

enhancement of PCE. Various loss processes are found to be restricted by Au NP. 

have already demonstrated the injection efficiency in NHM is much higher as compared to 

pure CdSe QDs due to formation of long lived charge separated states, which eventually 

improves both εINJ and εCC for NHM as compared to pure CdSe QDs. Au NP not only 

facilitates higher charge separation it also play as a barrier for charge recombination (CR) 

eventually slows down CR reaction. Therefore, all of the recombination processes (loss) 

mentioned above can be minimised by introducing Au NP on the CdSe QDs.  

D. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Measurement. 

So far in this chapter we have correlated the enhancement of PCE of CdSe{Au} NHM 

through TA spectroscopy compared with CdSe QDs. Further to explain the intrinsic 

mechanism of PCE enhancement by Au NP in CdSe{Au} NHM, we have also monitored the 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of CdSe QDs and CdSe{Au} NHM in dark 

condition with -0.5 V forward bias having 10 mV ac perturbation in the frequency range 100 

KHz to 0.1 Hz.
214, 220, 300

 Figure 6.5 (a) and 4 (b) are Nyquist plots for CdSe QDs and 

CdSe{Au} NHM, respectively. Two important components viz. chemical capacitance (Cµ) 
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and recombination resistance (Rrec) for the chosen systems have been determined from the 

data fitting along with the series resistance (Rs) and presented in Table 6.4. Here Cµ stands 

for distribution of carrier density and density of states in the CB of TiO2 and the trap state 

distribution at the TiO2 surface.
137, 188

 It‘s interesting to compare the Cµ, Rs and Rrec values for 

both CdSe QDs and CdSe{Au} NHM. The values for the Rs and Cµ have shown practically 

no change for CdSe and CdSe{Au}, which implies that the CB position and density of states 

of TiO2 are not affected by addition of Au NP in CdSe{Au} NHM.
214

 However, Rrec, 

obtained from Nyquist fitting shows 2.8 times enhancement for CdSe{Au} NHM as 

compared to CdSe QDs. Here, Rrec represents the charge recombination resistance at the 

interface of TiO2/QD sensitizers/electrolyte interface.
137

 This quantity is inversely  

 

Figure 6.5.A. Nyquist plots for (a) CdSe NCs and (b) CdSe{Au} NHM at -0.5 V forward 

bias. The assumed equivalent circuit is shown in this figure. B. Bode phase diagram for (a') 

CdSe NCs  and (b') CdSe{Au} NHM. 

proportional to the recombination rate.
188, 220

 This finding is corroborated by recombination 

rate obtained from ultrafast spectroscopy. Femtosecond transient absorption studies suggest 

that on photo-excitation charge carriers are generated where the electron is localised in Au 
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NP and the hole is localised in VB of CdSe in CdSe{Au} NHM. Here in significant 

improvement of Rrec also suggests higher charge separation in CdSe{Au} NHM as compared 

to CdSe QDs, which is responsible for higher charge collection efficiency, improving the JSC. 

The electron recombination lifetime (τrec) also can be determined from the Bode‘s plot for 

Table 6.4. The Fitted Parameters for electrochemical impedance spectroscopy for CdSe NCs  

and CdSe{Au} NHM. 

System RS (Ω ) Rrec(Ω ) Cμ (mF cm
-2

) τrec (s) 

CdSe QDs 25.34 266.7 8.33 0.10 

CdSe{Au} NHM 25.82 744.9 8.57 0.22 

CdSe QDs and CdSe{Au} NHM as shown in figure 6.5 B.
301

 The relation between frequency 

at the peak maxima of the Bode phase diagram and τrec is as follows,   

                                                                                  6.2 

Where, fmax represents the frequency maxima at the peak maxima of the Bode phase diagram.   

From the Bode diagram it is clearly evident that electrons are longer lived for CdSe{Au} 

NHM as compared to CdSe QDs due to blockage of interfacial charge carrier recombination. 

It‘s interesting to see that Au NP in CdSe{Au} NHM enhances the light harvesting efficiency 

which is also indicated in IPCE measurements. The higher Rrec in the device improves the 

charge collection efficiency which increases the JSC and enhances the PCE.  

The above spectroscopic investigations clearly suggest that Au NP in CdSe{Au} 

NHM plays a major role for the increment of device efficiency from 3.37% for CdSe QD to 
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4.39% for CdSe{Au} NHM. To the best of our knowledge we are demonstrating for the first 

time, role of metal NP in NHM QDSC through monitoring the charge carrier life time with 

the help of femtosecond TA spectroscopy and EIS which is directly correlated with the 

device efficiency. 

6.2.2 Size Dependent Hot Carrier Dynamics of CdSe@CdS{Au} Nanohybrid Materials. 

A. Characterization and Optical Properties of CdSe@CdS{Au} HS: 

To demonstrate ultrafast charge transfer dynamics in CdSe@CdS{Au} nano-hetero-

structures with different Au NP sizes and their photo-catalytic behaviour, two composite 

systems (CdSe@CdS{Au}-1 and CdSe@CdS{Au}-2 hetero-structures) were synthesized 

where CdSe@CdS core shell material was kept same but two different sizes of Au NPs were 

appended on the core shell. The synthesised materials have been characterised by HR-TEM. 

The size of the CdSe@CdS core-shell has been determined to be ~3.5 nm. Figure 6.6A and B 

show the HR-TEM images of CdSe@CdS{Au}-1 (HS 1) and CdSe@CdS{Au}-2 (HS 2) 

where 1.25 and 2.5 nm Au NPs are grown on 3.5 nm CdSe@CdS core-shell, respectively. 

The HR-TEM images clearly show the different lattice of the Au NP on the surface of 

CdSe@CdS core-shell. The clear dark spot on the CdSe@CdS core-shell shows the growth of 

Au NP. The steady state optical absorption and luminescence spectroscopy have been carried 

out to characterise and investigate the charge transfer of the CdSe@CdS core-shell and 

CdSe@CdS {Au} hetero structure materials. Figure 6.6C (a) indicates the optical absorption 

spectra of CdSe@CdS core shell, which shows three distinct optical absorption bands at 578 

nm, 530 nm and 480 nm and can be attributed due to 1S (1Se−1S3/2), 2S (1Se−2S3/2), and 

1P(1Pe−1P3/2) transitions respectively.
 

But on growing of Au NP on the surface of 

CdSe@CdS core-shell optical absorption spectra dramatically changed. Figure 6.6C (b) and 

(c) show the optical absorption spectra of HS 1 and HS 2 hetero nanostructures. Interestingly,  
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Figure 6.6: HR TEM image of (A) CdSe@CdS{Au}-1 and (B) CdSe@CdS{Au}-2. (C) UV-

Visible steady state optical absorption spectra of (a) CdSe@CdS core shell (b) HS 1 and (c) 

HS 2 nanohybrid material in chloroform. Inset: Graphical plot of ratio of absorption at 450 

nm and absorption at 1S excitonic wavelength versus radii of attached Au NPs. (D) Scheme 

of charge transfer transition within CdSe@CdS{Au} nanohybrid material. Inset: Optical 

absorption band of the CT transition. (E) Photoluminescence spectra of (a') CdSe@CdS core 

shell (b') HS 1 and (c') HS 2 hetero-structure after 400 nm excitation. (F) Time-resolved 

luminescence decay traces of (a'') CdSe@CdS core shell (b'') HS 1 hetero nanostructure and 

(c'') HS 2 hetero-structure monitoring at 596 nm after 445 nm laser excitation. L is the  

excitation lamp profile. 
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Table 6.5: Multi exponential fitted parameter of luminescence decay traces of CdSe@CdS, 

CdSe@CdS{Au}-1 and CdSe@CdS{Au}-2 after exciting the samples at 445 nm and 

monitoring at 596 nm.   

System τ1 τ2 τ3 τavg 

CdSe@CdS 3.61 ns (55%) 22.9 ns 

(45%) 

 12.28 ns 

CdSe@CdS{Au}-1 0.045ns(93%) 1.23ns(5%) 9.31ns(2%) 0.29 ns 

CdSe@CdS{Au}-2 0.04ns(88%) 0.6ns(9%) 3.83ns(3%) 0.2 ns 

the 1S excitonic absorption band of the core-shell shifts in the blue region from 580 nm to 

570 nm and become broad after growing Au NP on it.
94 

Again the absorption spectrum of HS 

2 is broader as compared to that of HS 1. This observation clearly suggests that the exciton-

plasmon coupling increases with increasing the size of Au NPs on the surface of CdSe@CdS 

core-shell material. As the size of Au NP increases, number of interacting plasmon states of 

metal nanoparticles increases which interact with the excitonic states of core-shell.
45

 The 

optical absorption spectra for both the hetero-structures do not show any absorption band due 

to surface plasmon of Au NP as the particle size of the metal nanoparticles are < 3 nm. The 

damping of plasmon band of small size Au NP was also observed by us
90

 and Zamkov and 

co-workers
87

 while it was attached with QDs. However absorption intensity at 450 nm which 

attributed to d to sp transition of Au NP, which is higher in HS 2 and HS 1 as compared to the 

CdSe@CdS core shell. It‘s clearly seen that there is no absorption beyond 620 nm for 

CdSe@CdS core shell however it goes beyond 750 nm for HS1 and 800 nm for HS 2 (Inset 

Figure 6.6D). This higher absorption in the red region of the spectra can be attributed to 

formation of semiconductor-to-metal charge-transfer transition in CdSe@CdS{Au} hetero-

structure. It‘s interesting to see that as the size of Au NP increases CT interaction also 

increases in the hetero-structure which is clearly observed in HS 2. Earlier Lian and co- 

workers
35 

demonstrated plasmon-induced metal-to-semiconductor charge-transfer transition 
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in CdSe-Au nanorod (NR) in visible to near IR region. They have attributed the broad near-

IR absorption feature to a strongly damped Au plasmon caused by the strong mixing of Au 

and CdSe electronic levels. The charge transfer transition in the present studies can be 

demonstrated as shown in Figure 6.6D.  

 Now to understand the size dependent optical properties of the hetero-structures in the 

excited state, steady-state and time-resolved luminescence studies have been carried out for 

CdSe@CdS core-shell, HS 1 and HS 2 hetero nanostructures and shown in Figure 6.6 E. In 

our earlier investigation,
89, 90 

we have observed quenching of luminescence and reduction of 

luminescence life time of CdSe QDs in presence of Au NP in the metal semiconductor 

nanohybrid materials. Figure 6.6E (a') shows the luminescence spectra of CdSe@CdS core 

shell material with emission maxima at 596 nm with high emission quantum yield ( f = 0.7) 

after exciting at 400 nm. Here, CdSe@CdS form quasi type II core-shell
89, 207 

structure due to 

low band gap off set (0.2 eV) in the conduction bands of CdSe and CdS QDs as it can be seen 

in Figure 6.6D. As a result, on photo-excitation electrons are delocalized in the conduction 

bands of both CdSe core and CdS shell while holes are localized in the CdSe core due to 

higher off-set in the valence bands of CdSe core and CdS shell (Figure 6.6D). Now it‘s 

interesting to see that high intensity luminescence of CdSe@CdS core-shell drastically 

reduced while Au NP was grown on the core-shell surface as it can be seen in Figure 6.6E 

(b') and (c'). Figure 6.6D suggest that the Fermi level of Au NP lies below the conduction 

band of CdS@CdS core-shell QD. The emission quenching of CdSe@CdS core-shell 

luminescence in CdSe@CdS{Au} HS materials can be attributed to the electron transfer from 

the CB of CdS@CdS core-shell to Au NP which is thermodynamically viable. To reconfirm 

the charge delocalisation in CdSe@CdS core shell and to follow photo-excited electron 

transfer to the Au NP time resolved luminescence measurements have also been carried out 
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and shown in Figure 6.6F. Figure 6.6F (a'') shows the time resolved photo-luminescence (PL) 

decay trace of CdSe@CdS core shell at 596 nm after exciting the samples at 445 nm laser. 

The PL decay trace of CdSe@CdS quasi type-II core-shell can be fitted bi-exponentially with 

time components 1 =3.61 ns (55%) and 1= 22.9 ns (45%) with average life time 12.28 ns 

and are shown in table 6.5. This bi-exponential decay shows the trapping of the electron in 

the quasi type-II structure which is similar to our previous report.
207 

It is worth mentioned 

that the PL decay of CdSe QDs is tri exponential which convert to bi-exponential in core 

shell due to elimination of trap states. Figure 6.6F (b'') and (c'') show the PL decay traces of 

HS 1 and HS 2 hetero nanostructure, where both the decay traces can be fitted multi-

exponentially with time constants of 1= 0.45 ns (93%), 2= 1.23 ns (5%) and 3= 9.31 ns 

(2%) with avg= 0.29 ns and 1= 0.04 ns (88%), 2= 0.6 ns (5%) and 3= 3.83 ns (3%) with 

avg= 0.2 ns, respectively (Table 6.5). The fast component in both the decay traces can be 

attributed to fast electron transfer from CdSe@CdS core-shell to the Au NPs. It‘s attractive to 

see that with increasing Au NP size, the faster time constant suggesting faster electron 

transfer from core-shell to Au NP. In larger size Au NP number of electron accepting states is 

much higher as compared to smaller size Au NP as a result electron accepting ability found to 

be much higher in larger Au NP.
  

B. TA Spectroscopy Measurement of
 
CdSe@CdS{Au}

 

However, from our earlier report
89, 90 

it has been realized that to determine electron 

transfer time and find out the mechanism of charge transfer in nano-second time-resolved 

luminescence spectroscopy is not enough. So, to confirm the electron transfer at ultrafast time 

scale and to monitor the excited-state charge transfer and charge delocalization dynamics in 

the present investigation femto-second transient absorption (TA) measurements have been 

carried out in CdSe@CdS core-shell, HS 1 and HS 2 hetero nanostructures after exciting the 
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samples at 400 nm. All the experiments have been carried out at low pump fluence(<N> ~ 

0.3, <N>= average no. of exciton) to ovoid the multi exciton generation. In our previous 

reports, we have demonstrated the charge carrier dynamics in CdSe{Au} heterostructures and 

2-Dimension CdSe@CdS-Au hybrid platelets in ultrafast time scale.
36,47 

In both the cases 

electron transfer time were found to take place in ultrafast time scale. Zamkov and co-

workers discussed the Exciton-Plasmon coupling in different sizes of Au NPs on the surface 

of CdS nanorod by TA studies.
31 

Figure 6.7A represents the TA spectrum of CdSe@CdS  

 

Figure 6.7: Transient Absorption spectra of (A) CdSe@CdS core shell nanoparticles (B) HS 

1 and (C) HS 2 hetero-structure materials in chloroform at different time delay after 400 nm 

laser excitation. 

core-shell material at different time delay after 400 nm excitation. In the transient spectra 

three negative absorption bands have been observed at 580 nm, 530 nm and 480 nm which 

can be attributed to the transient bleach due to 1S(1Se−1S3/2), 2S (1Se−2S3/2), and 1P 

(1Pe−1P3/2) transitions, respectively. The negligible photo induced absorption in the transient 

spectra suggests minimum number of defect states in the core-shell materials. However, it is 
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fascinating to see that transient spectra of HS 1 (Figure 6.7B) and HS 2 (Figure 6.7C) hetero-

structure materials are completely different as compared to CdSe@CdS core-shell. The 

intensity of all the spectra have been shown after OD correction. It‘s clearly seen that the 

intensity of all the transient bleaches drastically reduced in both Figure 6.7B and Figure 6.7C 

and reduction is more for larger size Au NPs. In addition to that bleach due to 1S excitonic 

absorption moves towards the blue region of the spectra which matches well with steady state 

optical absorption spectra (Figure 6.6C). Again, the transient bleaches due to 2S and 1P 

excitonic states completely disappear with increasing size of Au NP. It‘s more interesting to 

see that with increasing the size of Au NP positive absorption band starts appearing in the red 

region of the spectra in both figure 6.7B and C. Similar positive absorption band was also 

observed by us in CdSe@Au hetero structure and was attributed to photo- excited electron 

transfer from CdSe QD to Au NP.
 
So, in the present investigation PA band in both the hetero-

structures can be attributed to the carrier density on Au NP which has transferred from photo-

excited CdSe@CdS core-shell. This type of positive absorption was never observed neither in 

isolated core-shell or isolated Au NP. Au NP shows little bit positive absorption at the lower 

energy region. But this huge positive absorption compared to bleach intensity is due to 

generation of a new charge (electron) distribution at the semiconductor–metal interface after 

transfer from core shell.
31 

It‘s exciting to see that decreasing the bleach intensity and 

increasing the intensity of positive absorption band with increasing the size of Au NP in the 

hetero-structure implies the extraction of charge from CdSe@CdS core-shell to Au NP 

facilitates with size of Au NP in the heterostructure. In addition to that it‘s exciting to see that 

the spectra in 500-550 nm region of the CdSe@CdS{Au} heterostructure, a positive 

absorption band appears with maxima at ~515 nm whose intensity increases with the size of 

Au NP. This might be due to presence of higher density of states in the Fermi level in larger 
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Au NPs which facilitate more electron transfer from photo-excited CdSe@CdS core-shell 

within the hetero-structure. It has been observed in steady state absorption (Figure 6.6C) that 

the larger size Au form stronger CT complex with CdSe@CdS core-shell due to stronger 

coupling between exciton and plasmon which eventually facilitate electron transfer reaction 

within the nano hybrid materials. At this point we would like to mention that in the transient 

spectra of CdSe@CdS{Au} hetero-structures, no separate bleach due to surface plasmon of 

Au NPs was observed. This might be due to relatively smaller size of Au NP, which is 

analogous with our previous report.
36 

The other important observation is the change of bleach 

intensity at 1P and 1S position of CdSe@CdS core-shell before and after the growth of 

different sizes Au NPs. It‘s interesting to see that 1P/1S bleach ratio CdSe@CdS core-shell is 

dramatically reduced in the hybrid structure with the size of Au NPs. This observation clearly 

suggests that the electron transfer from 1P level to Au NP is more efficient as compared to 

that of 1S level, i.e. the hot electron transfer is more efficient from CdSe@CdS to Au NPs as 

compared to thermalized electron. 

Now to investigate the excited state charge carrier dynamics of the CdSe@CdS core-

shell and CdSe@CdS{Au} nano-hybrid materials we have monitored the kinetics at key 

wavelengths in the above systems and are shown in Figure 6.8. We would like to mention 

that we have kept similar concentration in all the three systems to compare the change of 

bleach intensity at different excitonic wavelengths. Now, before monitoring the interfacial 

charge transfer dynamics within the hetero-structure we have followed the kinetics at 580 nm 

for CdSe@CdS core-shell and shown in Figure 6.8A (a). The bleach kinetics can be fitted 

with bi-exponential growth with time constants 1 = <100fs (86 %) and 2 = 3 ps (14%) and 

multi-exponential recovery with time constants 1 = 50 ps (-36 %) and 2 = 250 ps (-6%), and 

3 = >1ns (-58%) (Table 6.6). The second growth component can be attributed to electron 
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cooling, where holes are localized in the CdSe core and electrons are delocalized in the 

conduction bands of both CdSe core and CdS shell QDs, resulting the electron and hole are 

de-coupled in the quasi type II core-shell structure. Multi-exponential bleach recovery 

kinetics can be attributed to the recombination between electrons in the delocalized  

       

Figure 6.8: (A) Normalised bleach recovery kinetics at 1S excitonic wavelength (a) 

CdSe@CdS core shell at 580 nm (b) HS 1 at 570 nm and (c) HS 2 hetero-structure at 570 nm 

in chloroform after 400 nm laser excitation. Inset: Un-normalised bleach recovery kinetics at 

shorter time scale at same concentration to monitor the change of intensity after coupling 

with different sizes of Au NP. (B) Normalised bleach recovery kinetics at 1P excitonic 

wavelength of (d) CdSe@CdS core shell (e) HS 1 and (f) HS 2 hetero-structure at 480 nm in 

chloroform after 400 nm laser excitation. Inset: Un-normalised bleach recovery kinetics at 

shorter time scale at same concentration to monitor the change of intensity after coupling 

with different sizes of Au NP.  

conduction band and holes in the CdSe valence band. Now it‘s interesting to see in the inset 

of Figure 6.8A, that the relative bleach intensity at 580 nm from 100% of CdSe@CdS core 

shell decreases to 68% and 27% for HS-1 and HS-2, respectively. In addition to that growth 
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of bleach kinetics become single exponential in both the hetero-structures in presence of Au 

NP. However, the bleach recovery kinetics are fitted multi-exponentially with time constants 

1 = 550 fs (-22%), 2 = 10 ps (-25%%), 3 = 150 ps (-12%), and 4 = >1ns (-41%) for HS-1 

and 1 = 300 fs (-24%), 2 = 3ps (-24%), 3 = 40 ps (-16%), and 4 = >1ns (-36%) for HS 2 

(Table 6.8). It‘s interesting to see that in presence of Au NP one extra faster component (550 

fs and 300 fs) appears in the bleach recovery kinetics which becomes faster with increasing  

Table 6.6: Multi-exponential fitted parameters of the decay kinetics at 1S and 1P excitonic 

bleaches of CdSe@CdS core shell, CdSe@CdS{Au}-1 and CdSe@CdS{Au}-2 hetero-

structures. 

System@ nm τ1(growth) τ2(growth

) 

τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 

CdSe/CdS@  

580 nm 

<100 fs  

(86%) 

3 ps 

(14%) 

50 ps 

(-36%) 

250 ps 

(-6%) 

>1 ns  

(-58%) 

 

AuCdSe/CdS-1 

@570 nm 

<100 fs  550 fs  

(-22%) 

10 ps 

(-25%) 

150 ps 

(-12%) 

>1 ns  

(-41%) 

AuCdSe/CdS-2  

@570 nm 

<100 fs  300 fs  

(-24%) 

3 ps        

(-24%) 

40 ps      

(-16%) 

>1 ns   

(-36%) 

CdSe/CdS 

@480 nm 

<100fs 

(90%) 

0.15ps 

(10%) 

9ps 

(-67%) 

60ps 

(-11%) 

>1 ns 

(-22%) 

 

CdSe/CdS{Au}-1 

@480 nm 

<100fs  300 fs 

(-45%) 

3.5ps 

(-27%) 

160ps 

(-15%) 

>1ns 

(-13%) 

CdSe/CdS{Au}-2 

@480 nm 

<100fs 

 

 150 fs 

(-68%) 

1.5 ps 

(-17%) 

170ps 

(-12%) 

>1 ns 

(-3%) 

the size of Au NP in the hetero-structure. Decrement of 1S exciton bleach intensity and 

appearance of faster component can be attributed to transfer of photo-excited electron from 
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CdSe@CdS core-shell to the Au NPs. The faster bleach recovery components 550 fs (for HS-

1) and 300 fs (for HS-2) can be attributed to electron transfer time from 1S state of 

CdSe@CdS core shell to Au NP (Scheme 6.2). In our earlier investigation similar faster 

bleach recovery at 1S excitonic position in CdSe{Au} hetero-structure was attributed to 

electron transfer to Au NP.
36 

It‘s motivating to see that electron transfer is more efficient and 

faster with increasing the size of Au NPs as it can be seen in Figure 6.7 and 6.8. Interestingly 

the growth of the 1S exciton bleach CdSe@CdS core-shell disappears once Au NP is coupled 

with the QDs. This observation clearly indicates electrons from upper excitonic states (1Pe 

and above) get transferred to Au NP before it cools down to 1S excitonic state in the hetero- 

 

Scheme 6.2: Photo-excited hot and thermalized electron transfer processes in the 

CdSe@CdS{Au}hetero-structure with different sizes of Au. It shows the photoexcitation of 

the hetero-structure electrons and holes are generated where the electrons are transferred to 

the Fermi level of Au NP and the holes are localized in the CdSe core. 

structure. To monitor the electron transfer dynamics from upper excitonic states to the metal 

domain the bleach recovery kinetics has been monitor at 1P excitonic position (at 480 nm) 

and shown in Figure 6.8B. The bleach recovery kinetics for CdSe@CdS at 480 nm can be 
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fitted with bi-exponential growth with time constants 1 = <100fs (90 %) and 2 = 150 fs 

(10%) and multi-exponential recovery with time constants 1 = 9 ps (-67 %), 2 = 60 ps (-

11%), and 3 = >1ns (-22 %) (Table 6.8). The second growth component (150 fs) can be 

attributed to the state filling of the charge carriers from higher excited state to 1P state. The 

decay of this bleach is not faster as that of CdSe. The slow decay of this higher excitonic 

bleach due to alloying at the interface of CdSe core and CdS shell at 200
o
C temperature. This 

type of slow decay of higher excitonic bleach is reported in previous literature.
48-50 

It has been 

observed in Figure 6.7 and in the inset of Figure 6.8B that the bleach intensity at 480 nm 

drastically reduces in the hetero-structure and reduction is more in larger Au NP. Relative 

bleach intensity at 480 nm found to decrease from 100% of CdSe@CdS core-shell to 47% 

and 16% for HS-1 and HS-2, respectively (Figure 6.8B). Interestingly, the growth of bleach 

kinetics becomes single exponential in both the hetero-structures suggesting hot electron 

transfer from core-shell to Au NPs. However, the bleach recovery kinetics be fitted multi-

exponentially with time constants 1 = 300 fs (-45%), 2 = 3.5 ps (-27%), 3 = 160 ps (-15%), 

and 4 = >1ns (-13%) for HS-1 and 1 = 150 fs (-68%), 2 = 1.5ps (-17%), 3 = 170 ps (-12%), 

and 4 = >1ns (-3%) for HS-2 (Table 6.8). The faster bleach recovery components 300 fs and 

150 fs for HS-1 and HS-2 can be attributed to hot electron transfer time from photo-excited 

CdSe@CdS core-shell to Au NPs (Scheme 6.2). It's exciting to see that with changing the 

size of Au NP from 1.25 nm to 2.5 nm the hot electron transfer time decreases from 300 fs 

(45%) to 150 fs (68%) which eventually facilitated charge separation reaction in the hetero-

structure. The above experimental observations clearly suggest that electron transfer from 1P 

level (upper state) to Au NPs is more feasible than the 1S state when larger size of Au NP is 

attached on the surface of CdSe@CdS core-shell. Banin and co-workers have shown the rate 
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constant (ket) for electron transfer from semiconductor to metal,
302

 which follows the 

equation below:  

ket= (4/3ħ) r
3
│te │

2
(2me

*
/ħ

2
)
3/2

[εc + Φ(r)+εf(r)]
½

  6.3 

Where, r is the radius of the metal nanoparticle, ħ is the Planck constant divided by 2, me* is 

the effective mass of the electron, te is the electron tunnelling matrix elements (independent 

of r), εc is conduction band energy of semiconductor, εf(r) is the Fermi energy level of metal 

and Φ(r) is the work function. The equation signifies the rate of electron transfer is strongly 

depend on the size of the Au NPs which exactly happening in our investigation where 

electron transfer rates are faster in HS-2 as compared to HS-1.  

Now to follow the charge transfer dynamics we have also monitored transient kinetics 

of the positive absorption band at 620 nm for both HS-1 and HS-2 and at 510 for HS-2. 

Figure 6.9 (a) shows the transient kinetics at 620 nm for HS-1 which can be fitted with single 

exponential growth 150 fs and multi-exponential recovery with time constants 1 = 0.95 ps 

(67%), 2 = 40 ps (18%), and 3 = >1ns (15%) (Table 6.7). While Figure 6.9 (b) shows the 

transient kinetics at 620 nm for HS-2 which can be fitted with single exponential growth 140 

fs and multi-exponential recovery with time constants 1 = 0.95 ps (67%), 2 = 38 ps 

(20%), and 3 = >1ns (13%) (Table 6.7). The growth component can be attributed to 

appearance time of electron from semiconductor domain to metal domain. However, the 

faster decay component of 0.95 ps component in both HS-1 and HS-2 can be attributed to the 

trapping of electron in the interface domain of metal and semiconductor.
36 

The longer 

components can be attributed to recombination dynamics of electron in Au NP and hole in 

CdSe core of CdSe@CdS core-shell. 
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Figure 6.9: (A) Transient decay kinetics at 620 nm for (a) CdSe@CdS{Au}-1 (HS-1) and (b) 

CdSe@CdS{Au}-2 (HS-2) hetero-sctructure; (B) Transient decay kinetics at 510 nm for (c) 

CdSe@CdS{Au}-2 hetero-sctructure in chloroform after 400 nm laser excitation. Inset: 

Early time scale transient kinetics.  

One of the most interesting observations in the present investigation is the appearance of the 

positive absorption band at ~ 515 nm in the transient spectra for HS-2 which can be attributed 

to charge separated state. Larger size of Au NP facilitates formation of CT complex (Figure 

6.6D), and as a result charge separated band appears in the transient spectra of HS-2. Figure 

6.9 (c) shows the transient kinetics at 510 nm which can be fitted with single exponential 

growth with time constant of 160 fs and multi-exponential decay with time constants of 1 = 

10 ps (41%), 2 = 200 ps (8%), and 3 = >1ns (51%) (Table 6.7). The charge separated band 

appears due to transfer of photo-excited electron from different confined states of 

CdSe@CdS core-shell. From bleach recovery (at 480 nm) of HS-2 it can be concluded that 

major portion of the charge carriers are transferred to attached larger size Au NPs from hot 
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states of quantum confined core-shell within 150 fs. So here in the 160-fs growth component 

can be attributed to hot electron transfer time from CdSe@CdS to Au 

Table 6.7: The multi-exponential fitted parameters of decay kinetics of CdSe@CdS{Au}-1 

and CdSe@CdS{Au}-2 hetero-structures. 

System@ nm τ1(growth) τ1(%) τ2(%) τ3(%) 

CdSe/CdS{Au}-1 @620 nm 150 fs 0.95ps (-67%) 40 ps (-

18%) 

>1 ns (-15%) 

CdSe/CdS{Au}-2 @620 nm 140 fs 0.95ps (-67%) 38 ps (-

20%) 

>1 ns (-13%) 

CdSe/CdS{Au}-2@ 510 nm 160 fs 10ps (-41%) 200 ps (-

8%) 

>1 ns (-51%) 

 

in HS 2 is generated by hot electron transfer. The multi-exponential decay components can be 

attributed to charge recombination of electron in Au NPs and hole in the core-shell. Slow 

decay dynamics at 510 nm confirms slow charge recombination and higher charge separation.  

C. Photocatalytic Study of CdSe@CdS{Au} NHM. 

 It‘s widely reported in the literature that Semiconductor-Metal hetero-structures are 

better materials for photo catalytic applications. From steady state and time-resolved 

absorption and luminescence studies, it‘s clearly confirmed that in the present investigation 

photo-excited electrons are efficiently transferred from semiconductor domain to metal 

domain in the hetero-structure. In our earlier investigation and also in the present studies we 

have observed that CdSe@CdS form quasi type II core-shell where electrons are delocalized 

in the conduction band of both CdSe core and CdS shell however, holes are selectively 

localized in CdSe core as a result electrons and holes are decoupled and give higher charge 

separation which is better materials for photo-catalysis and solar energy conversion. The 

photo-excited charges can further be separated if metal nanoparticles are couple with the 
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semiconductor,
 
where electrons can be transferred to metal NPs. In our earlier studies, we 

have demonstrated higher charge separation vis a vis higher photo-catalytic activity in 

CdSe{Au} and CdSe@CdS{Au} hetero-structures. 
 
In the present investigation higher charge 

separated states are generated in CdSe@CdS{Au} depending on the size of the Au particles. 

So, to reconfirm higher charge separation in the above materials photo-degradation of Rh-B 

dye was carried out in presence of CdSe@CdS core-shell, HS 1 and HS 2 hetero- 

    

Figure 6.10: (A) Absorption spectra of rhodamin B (RhB) dye in presence of (a) CdSe/CdS 

core shell (b) HS 1 and (c) HS 2 at different time scale under 1 sun light illumination. (B) 

Plot of Ct/C0Vs time of RhB dye in presence of different materials under 1 sun light 

illumination. 

structures. Figure 6.10 a, b and c show the absorbance spectra of RhB dye in presence of 

CdSe@CdS core-shell, HS 1 and HS 2 respectively at different time scale after illumination 

of 1 sun light. Before conducting photo-degradation of Rh-B dye in presence of the above 

nano-hetero structure materials we have also carried out optical absorption studies of Rh-B 

dye in presence of pure Au NP and in absence of any nano-structure materials. It has been 

observed that Rh-B dye is quite stable in presence of 1 sun light till 1 hour, and in presence of 
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Au NP minimum photo-degradation takes place under similar condition. However, in 

presence of the nano-structured materials photo-degradation of Rh-B dye is quite fast and 

found to be fastest in presence of HS 2. To investigate the rate of photo-degradation of RhB 

dye in presence of the above materials ratio of concentration at time t (Ct) and concentration 

at time zero (C0) are plotted with time and shown in right panel of Figure 6.10 B. It has been 

observed that in presence of HS 2 more than 94% of RhB degraded within 20 minutes. On the 

other hand, only 75% of RhB degraded in presence of HS 1 within that time. Larger size of 

Au NP in the hetero-structure found to facilitate the photo-reduction of Rh-B dye. In our 

ultrafast transient absorption studies, we have observed that on photo-excitation HS 2 higher 

charge separation was observed due to hot electron transfer from CdSe@CdS core-shell to 

larger size Au NP. Exciton dissociation was facilitated due to strong coupling between QD 

exciton and Au plasmon band where hole was localized in the core of CdSe@CdS core-shell 

and electrons are quantitatively transferred to Au NP which eventually reduced the RhB 

molecules faster and effectively.  

6.2.2 Shell Thickness Dependent Carrier Dynamics of CdSe@CdS{Au} Nanohybrid 

Materials. 

A. Characterization and Optical Properties of CdSe@CdS{Au} NHM with Different 

Shell Thickness: 

To characterise the CdSe@CdS{Au} NHM, we investigated the optical properties of 

CdSe@CdS core@shells before and after the growth of Au NP. At first the steady state 

optical absorption measurement of all the core shell and hybrid materials have been carried 

out. Figure 6.11 (a), (b), and (c) are the absorption spectra of CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 NCs 

respectively.  The 1
st
 excitonic band (for 1Se−1S3/2 transition) at 578 nm for CS 1 gradually 

red shifted to 590 nm and 600 nm for CS 2 and CS 3 respectively. i.e. With increasing the 

shell thickness of CdS the red shifting of exciton reveals the decrease of binding energy due 
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to delocalisation of electron in the core and shell. From our earlier report we have seen that 

the CdSe@CdS core shell forms the quasi type II band alignment, because the band offset for 

conduction band of CdSe and CdS is higher (~0.2ev), but the band off set between valence 

band of CdSe and CdS is ~0.5eV. 45,46 The absorption at the blue region of the core shell is  

 

Figure 6.11: (A) UV-Visible absorption and of (a, a‘) CS 1 and HS 1(dotted line), (b, b‘) CS 

2 and HS 2 (dotted line), (d) CS 3 NCs and HS 3.  (B) Steady state luminescence spectra of 

(a, a‘) CS 1 and HS 1, (b, b‘) CS 2 and HS 2 (dotted line), (d) CS 3 NCs and HS 3. (C) 

Graphical dagram of QY Vs CdS Shell thickness.    

increased with increasing the shell thickness corresponds to absorption due to CdS shell.  All 

the absorption spectra of CdSe and core shell show the three distinct bands.  The CS 1, CS 2 

and CS 3 show the band for 1Se−2S3/2 transition at 545, 554 and 578 nm respectively. The 

absorption below 500 nm is contributed by 1P (1Pe−1P3/2) transition and CdS absorption. 
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Figure 6.11 (a), (b), and (c) are the absorption spectra of HS 1, HS 2 and HS 3 NCs 

respectively.  The changing the absorption profile of the core shell after growth of Au NP is 

more in case of thin layer of CdS and less change is observed in HS 3. The absorption profile 

of HS 3 is almost same as core shell. Only change is the absorption at the blue region of the 

spectra. This reveals that the exciton Plasmon coupling is going to reduce with increasing the 

thickness of the CdS shell. The shell acts as a barrier to couple the exciton with Plasmon.  

The figure 6.11 B (a), (b) and (c) show the luminescence spectra of CS 1, CS 2, and CS 3 

respectively. The luminescence spectrum is red shifted with increasing the shell thickness of 

the CdS shell. The quantum yield of the CdSe core is 22% and  enhanced tremendously in CS 

1 (55%) than CdSe, but the QY does not change that much beyond the 2 ML shell thickness 

showing in figure 6.11 C. The enhancement of the luminescence is due to elimination of the 

trap state by the CdS shell. The luminescence of the all core shell is totally quenched after 

growth of Au NPs, are shown in figure 6.11. Figure 6.11 (a‘), (b‘) and (c‘) are the 

luminescence spectra of HS 1, HS 2 and HS 3, respectively. The electron transfer from core 

shell to Au NP causes the quenching of luminescence of all the core shells.  

B. TA Studies of CdSe@CdS{Au} NHM with Different Shell Thickness: 

To investigate the charge carrier dynamics in ultrafast time scale we have measured 

the femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy study of all the core shell and nano hybrid 

materials after 400 nm laser excitation. Figure 6.12 (a), (b) and (c) are the transient 

absorption spectrum of CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 after 400 nm laser excitation.  The bleach due to 

transition of 1Se−1S3/2 are at 576 nm, 587 nm and 599 nm for CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3, 

respectively. The first exciton of the core shell is red shifted according to steady state 

absorption studies. The 2S bleach for CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 are at 545 nm, 550 nm and 555 

nm respectively. The bleach intensity below 500 nm gradually increases with increasing the 
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shell thickness of the core shell which reveals the CdS absorption is added up with 1p bleach 

intensity of the CdSe core. The minimum photo induced absorption at the red region of the 

spectrum introduces the negligible defect states in all the core shell materials.     

  

Figure 6.12. Transient absorption spectra of (a, a‘) CS 1 and HS 1, (b, b‘) CS 2 and HS 2, (c, 

c‘) CS 3 and HS 3  at different time delay after 400 nm laser excitaion.  

The spectral feature of all core shell is changed after growth of the Au NP. The figure  

6.12 (a‘), (b‘) and (c‘) are the TA spectra of HS 1, HS 2 and HS 3. The first exciton of the CS 

1 is blue shifted to 565 nm from 576 nm. The first exciton of the CS 2 and CS 3 are at 581 

nm and 597 nm. This blue shifting is lesser in HS 2 and HS 3 with compared to HS 1. The 

shell thickness of CdS decrease the interaction between gold NP and core. The interesting 

phenomenna of the hybrid structure is the positive absorption feature at the red region of the 

spectrum. The broad excited state photoinduced absorption introduces the charge separated 

state formation between the core shell and Au NP, which is discussed in earlier part of this 

chapter. The PA feature gradually decreases with increasing the shell thickness of the CdS 

shell. This reduction of PA reveals the electron transfer is restricted by the thicker CdS shell.  
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Figure 6.13. Exciton Bleach dynamics of (a) CdSe at 570 nm, (b) CS 1 at 578 nm (c) CS 2 at 

587 nm and (d) CS 3 at 600 nm after 400 nm excitation. In Inset. Early time scale dynamics 

of a, b, c and d. 

To investigate the shell thickness dependent charge transfer between core shell and 

gold NP, first we need to discuss the carrier cooling and recombination dynamics of 

CdSe@CdS core shell with different shell thickness. Figure 6.13 (a), (b), (c) and (d) are the 

first exciton dynamics of the CdSe, CS 1, CS 2 and CS 3 respectively. The growth 

component for CdSe are <100fs (75%) and 500 fs (25%), and the growth components 

dramatically changed with increasing the shell thickness of core shell. The growth 

components are <100fs (75%) and 1.5 ps (25%) for CS2, <100fs (75%), 1 ps (20%) and 7 ps 

(5%) for CS 2 and finally these components are <100fs (75%), 1ps (21%) and 9 ps (4%) for 

CS 3. These increments of the growth components reveal that the carrier cooling time 

increases with shell thickness. The enhancement of the carrier cooling introduces two factors, 

one is reduction of the trap state and other one is the quasi type II band alignment of the core 

shell. With increasing the shell thickness the surface trap state of the CdSe is going to 

eliminate, resulting slow down the carrier cooling. The other important factor for slow carrier 

cooling is the quasi type II band alignment of CdSe@CdS core shell. The electron wave 
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function is delocalised through the CB of core and shell but the hole is confined in the core. 

Hence the electron and hole is more decoupled in thicker shell resulting the longer cooling. 

The recombination dynamics of the core shell is interestingly changed with changing the 

shell thickness. The CdSe bleach decays by a 30 ps faster component followed by a 400 ps 

longer component. The faster and longer components attribute the carrier trapping and 

exciton recombination. The faster component gradually increases with CdS shell thickness, 

are shown in table 6.8. The decay components are 47 ps (-37%) for CS 1, 95 ps (-43%) for 

CS2 and 150 ps (-46%) for CS 3. The decay is going to be extremely slow in higher shell 

thickness attributing the trap state is gradually eliminated with increasing the thickness of 

CdS shell.  Therefore the recombination contributed by the trap state is eliminated by the 

shell thickness. The other important factor of the slow recombination is the electron hole 

decoupling in quasi type II band alignment due to delocalisation of the electron in the shell. 

With increasing the shell thickness the electron hole are more decoupled and slow down the 

recombination processes. To investigte the charge transfer processes we need to compare the 

carrier dynamics of the core shell absence and presence of Au NP. First we compare the 

bleach dynamics at the first exciton position. Figure 6.14 a‘.b‘,c‘ and d‘ are the bleach 

dynamics of the CdSe/Au@565 nm, HS 1@575nm, HS 2@588nm and HS 3@600nm 

respectively. The blech dynamics of the HS is extremely faster than the CdSe. There is no 

growth component of this bleach and the decay components are 0.6 ps (-86%) and >1ns (-

14%). But the scenario is going to change dramatically when CdS shell is present on the 

CdSe core. The bleach of the HS1 at 575 nm is faster compare to CS 1, but not that much 

faster like CdSe/Au nanohybrid and the decay components for HS 1 are 2 ps (28%), 85 ps 

(28%) and >1ns (44%). This reveals that the electron transfer is slowed down in presence of 

CdS shell. The bleach  of HS 2 fitted by <100fs (85%) and 500 fs (15%) growth components 
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followed by the 5ps (10%), 40 ps (15%), 250 ps (9%) and >1 ns (66%) decay components. 

The 1
st
 decay component is faster than the CS 2 but the longer components are slower than 

the CS 2. 

 

Figure 6.14. Bleach kinetics of (a,a‘) CdSe@570 nm and CdSe/Au@565 nm, (b,b‘) CS 1 and 

HS 1@575 nm, (c,c‘) CS 2 and HS 1@588 nm (d,d‘) CS 3 and HS 3 @600 nm. 

The bleach of the HS 3 at 600 nm is more interesting. The growth componets are 100 fs 

(75%), 1ps (20%) and 10 ps (5%) which is slower than the CS 3. The Decay components of 

this bleach  are 250 ps (-18%) and >1ns (-82%), which are extremely slower than the CS 3. 

This represents that the electron transfer is slows down with increasing the shell thickness. In 

presence of Au NP on the surface of core shell, with incresing the shell thickness the 

decoupling of electron hole is also gradualy increases, Therefore the back recombination 

becomes extremely slows down and the electron transfer also slows down with increasing the 

shell thickness. At HS 3 the extremely slow decay represents the slow recomobination. At 

highest shell thickness the slowest cooling hasbeen shown due to decoupling of electron and 
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hole in this quasi type II core shell in presence of attached Au NP. The decoupling is more 

enhanced in presence of attached Au NP due to slow electron transfer from core shell to Au 

NP.   

Table 6.8: Multi-exponential fitted parameters for bleach dynamics of all core shell and 

heterostructure at different wavelength.   

        System 

@wavelength 

τg1 (%) τg2 

(%) 

τg3 

(%) 

τ1 (%) τ2 (%) τ3 (%)  

CdSe-570nm <100fs 

(75%) 

500fs 

(25%) 

 30 ps (-

37%) 

400ps (-

4%) 

>1 ns (-

59%) 

 

CdSe@CdS2ML-

578 nm 

<100fs 

(75%) 

1.5ps 

(75%) 

 47 ps (-

37%) 

600ps (-

5.5%) 

>1 ns (-

57.5%) 

 

CdSe@CdS4ML-

588 nm 

<100fs 

(75%) 

1ps 

(20%) 

7 ps 

(5%) 

95 ps (-

43%) 

600 ps (-

2.5%) 

>1 ns (-

54.5%) 

 

CdSe@CdS6ML-

600 nm 

<100fs 

(75%) 

1ps 

(71%) 

9 ps 

(4%) 

150 ps 

(-46%) 

600 ps (-

2%) 

>1 ns (-

52%) 

 

CdSeAu-570nm <100fs 

(100%) 

  0.6ps (-

86%) 

>1ns(-

14%) 

  

CdSe@CdS2MLAu-

578 nm 

<100fs 

(100%) 

  2ps(-

28%) 

85ps(28%) >1ns(-

44%) 

 

CdSe@CdS4MLAu-

588 nm 

<100fs 

(85%) 

500fs 

(15%) 

 5ps(-

10%) 

40ps(-

15%) 

250ps(9%) >1ns(-

66%) 

CdSe@CdS6MLAu-

600 nm 

100fs 

(75%) 

1ps 

(20%) 

10ps 

(5%) 

250ps(-

18%) 

>1ns(-

82%) 

  

Figure 6.15 a, b and c represents the bleach dynamics of the CS1, CS2 and CS3 at 480 

nm respectively. The bleach of CS 1 is grown in pulse width limited time and the decay 

components are 2.5 ps (-63%) and 11ps (-37%). Interestingly the growth components 

gradually increase with increasing shell thickness. The growth components for CS2 and CS 3 

are <100fs (75%), 700 fs (25%) and <100 fs (25%), 0.5 ps, respectively. Similarly the decay 

also becomes slows down with increasing the thickness of the shell. The decay components 

for CS2 are 11 ps (-72%), 90 ps (-11%) and >1ns (-17%), whereas these components for CS 3 

are 5.5 ps (51%), 70ps (-12%) and >1ns (-37%). The increasing lifetime at 480 nm 
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Figure 6.15. Bleach kinetics of (a,a‘) CS 1 and HS 1@480 nm, (b,b‘) CS 2 and HS 1@480 

nm (c,c‘) CS 3 and HS 3 @480 nm.  

reveals the mixing of state at the interface of the core shell. The bleach dynamics of all the 

core shell dramatically changes after growth of the Au NP. The figure 6.15 a‘, b‘ and c‘ show 

the bleach dynamics of the HS 1, HS2 and HS 3 at 480 nm respectively. The bleach of HS 1 

is pulse width limited growth followed by very fast decay and the decay components are 1 ps 

(-22%), 10 ps (-17%), 150 ps (-9%) and >1 ns (-37%). The decay is very faster than the CS 1. 

This reveals the very fast electron transfer is occurred from core shell to Au. The decay of HS 

2 bleach has decayed by a fast component followed by a longer component, i.e, 3 ps (41%), 

70 ps (13%) and 1 ns (46%). These reveal that the fast electron transfer followed by the slow 

recombination. Most interesting is the bleach dynamics of HS 3. The longer cooling that CS 3 

and slower recombination than core shell is observed after growth of the Au NP. The growth 

components are 100 fs (75%) and (25%), whereas the decay components are 10 ps (-22%), 

200 ps (20%) and >1ns (58%). From the fitted parameter we have seen that the cooling of HS 

is increasing with increasing the CdS shell thickness and the recombination also slows down 

in presence of Au NP. This reveals that in thickest core shell the electron hole is already 

decoupled due to quasi type II core shell and it is enhanced in presence of Au NP. The 

electron-hole decoupling is more enhanced by slow electron transfer from core shell to Au  
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NP.  

Table 6.9: Multi-exponential fitted parameters for bleache dynamics of all core shell and 

heterostructure at 480 nm wavelength.   

System @wavelength τg1 (%) τg2 

(%) 

τ1 (%) τ2 (%) τ3 (%)  

CdSe@CdS2ML-480 <100fs 

(100%) 

 2.5 ps (-

63%) 

11ps (-

37%) 

  

CdSe@CdS4ML-480 

nm 

<100fs 

(75%) 

700fs 

(25%) 

11 ps (-

72%) 

90 ps (-

11%) 

>1 ns (-

17%) 

 

CdSe@CdS6ML-480 

nm 

<100fs 

(75%) 

0.5ps 

(25%) 

5.5 ps (-

51%) 

70 ps (-

12%) 

>1 ns (-

37%) 

 

CdSe@CdS2MLAu-

480 nm 

<100fs 

(100%) 

 1ps(-

22%) 

10ps(17%) 150ps(9%) >1ns(-

51%) 

CdSe@CdS4MLAu-

480 nm 

<100fs 

(100%) 

 3ps(-

41%) 

70ps(-

13%) 

>1ns(-

46%) 

 

CdSe@CdS6MLAu-

480 nm 

100fs 

(75%) 

1.2ps 

(25%) 

10ps(-

22%) 

200 ps(-

20%) 

>1ns(-

58%) 

 

 

Earlier of this chapter we have discussed the photoinduced absorption at the red region of the 

spectra, representing the charge separated state between metal and semiconductor. We 

resolved these feature as electron density on the Au NP after transfer from photo excited core 

shell. The role of the shell thickness of CdS on the back recombination from Au NP can be 

discussed by the dynamics of the photoinduced absorption at the red region of the spectra. It 

is exciting to see that the dynamics of the HS 1, HS 2 and HS 3 at the wavelength of 680 nm 

and have been shown in figure 6.16 a, b and c. The growth component for HS 1 is 100 fs but 

this component gradually increases with increasing the shell thickness, shown in inset of 

figure 6.16. 150 fs (90%) and 400 fs (10%) (table 6.10) are the growth components for HS 2, 

whereas these components for HS 2 are 150 fs (90%) and 600 fs (10%) (Table 6.10). This 

growth component represents the electron transfer time, which slows down with increasing 

the shell thickness, whic is already discussed in exciton bleach dynamics. The shell prevents 
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the electron transfer from core shell to Au NP by making a potential barrier. The tri-

exponential decay components for HS 1 are 2 ps (-81%), 25 ps (-7%), 150 ps (-3%) and >1 ns 

(-9%). The decay is gradually slows down with increasing the shell thickness of CdS. The 

decay of HS 2 is bi-exponential and the components are 3  

 

Figure 6.16. Photoinduced absorption dynamics of  (a) HS 1 (b) HS 1 (c) HS 3 at 680 nm. In 

Inset. Early time scale dynamics of a,b and c.  

ps (-51%), 80 ps (-26%) and >1ns (-23%). The decay of HS 2 is slower than HS 1 and the 

components are 5 ps (-48%), 100 ps (-14%) and >1 ns (-38%). The decay represents the back  

Table 6.10: The multi-exponential fitted parameters for decay kinetics of HS 1, HS 2 and HS 

3 hetero-structures. 

System 

@wavelength 

τg1 (%) τg2 (%) τ1 (%) τ2 (%) τ3 (%) τ4 (%) 

CdSe@CdS2MLAu-

680 nm 

100fs 

(100%) 

 2ps(-

81%) 

25ps(7%) 150ps(3%) >1ns(-

9%) 

CdSe@CdS4MLAu-

680 nm 

150fs 

(90%) 

400fs(10%) 3ps(-

51%) 

80ps(-

26%) 

>1ns(-

23%) 

 

CdSe@CdS6MLAu-

680 nm 

150fs 

(90%) 

600ps 

(10%) 

5ps(-

48%) 

100 ps(-

14%) 

>1ns(-

38%) 

 

 

electron transfer from Au NP to core shell. But the slower decay of this positive absorption  
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eveals the back electron transfer becomes slow down with increasing the shell thickness of 

CdS. The CdS shell prevents to come back electron and recombine by making a potential 

barrier. Therefore the charge separation between core shell and Au NP is enhanced with 

increasing the shell thickness of CdS, despite the slower electron transfer. The thickest CdS 

shell makes a longer lived charge separated state between core shell and gold NP.       

6.3 Conclusions.  

In conclusion, the enhancement of PCE by the Au NP in Au/CdSe NHM has been 

discussed in this manuscript by detail spectroscopy study. The measured PCE of CdSe is 

found to be ~3.37% which is 30% enhanced to 4.39% in Au/CdSe NHM. The steady state 

study reveals the broadening the absorption spectra up to 800 nm by the Au NP in Au/CdSe 

NHM due to increase of carrier density on the Au NP surface after transfer from CdSe to Au 

NP, which is responsible for the enhancement of PCE efficiency. The steady state and time 

resolved luminescence studies represented the fast electron transfer from QDs to Au NP, 

which enhances the availability of carrier density to generate the more current. Finally the TA 

spectroscopy implies the formation of long lived charge separated state at the red region 

between Au and CdSe which enhances the PCE of the solar cell by improving the charge 

injection efficiency. The Au NP slows down the back electron-hole recombination process 

and enhances the PCE by increasing the charge collection efficiency of Au/CdSe. By EIS we 

have measured the three times higher recombination resistance of Au/CdSe NHM compared 

to CdSe QDs and correlated with the enhancement of PCE by the NHM. Additionally, the 

size dependent hot and thermalised electron transfer dynamics between CdSe@CdS core-

shell and Au NPs have been discussed by femto second transient absorption studies. Hot and 

thermalized electron transfer times were determined to be 150 and 300 fs from 1P and 1S 

excitonic states of CdSe@CdS core-shell to Au NP in the hetero-structure, respectively. 
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Formation of charge separated states found to be facilitated with larger size Au NP where 

both hot and thermalized electrons are captured by Au NP and holes are localized in CdSe 

core. Efficient charge separation in CdSe@CdS{Au} hetero-structure was reconfirmed by 

employing photo-catalytic degradation of RhB under visible radiation which suggests that hot 

electron in the hetero-structure play a major role in efficient photo-catalytic reactions. Again 

we extent this work by measuring shell thickness dependent carrier dynamics in 

CdSe@CdS{Au} hetero-structure. The CdS shell plays a vital role in charge transfer and 

separation processes. With increasing the shell thickness the electron transfer becomes slow 

down, but the life time of the charge separated state gradually increases with increasing the 

shell thickness. By making a potential barrier by CdS shell, restrict the back electron transfer 

from Au to core shell, resulting enhancement of charge separation. 
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7.1 Introduction:  

Research has been focused on the design and development of higher-efficiency 

quantum-dot sensitized solar cells (QDSCs) in the last decade due to the excellent 

optoelectronic properties of quantum dot sensitizers.
104, 106, 109, 303, 304

 Due to the strong 

confinement of charge carriers in QD materials there is significant enhancement of the 

electron-hole Coulomb interaction. This enhancement leads to efficient multiple exciton 

generation (MEG),
305

 a process where a single photon can generate more than one exciton 

(electron-hole pair). However, due to the strong confinement effect, Auger recombination 

takes place, which reduces the lifetime of the QD excitons on the order of tens of 

picoseconds.
34

 So it is utmost important to extract the multiple excitons (charge carriers) 

before they go for efficient Auger recombination to design and develop higher efficient QD 

solar cell. 

The nanohybrid material composed of metal and semiconductor is the subject of great 

current interest due to their potential applications in solar energy conversion, biosensing and 

photocatalysis.
91, 95, 262-267, 274, 306

 In nanohybrid material ultrafast electron transfer takes place 

from semiconductor/QD to metal as a result of Auger recombination is minimized. In 

semiconductor-metal nanohybrid material, metal NPs are directly grown on the 

semiconductor surface without any spacer, hence the electronic mixing between the 

electronic states of metal and semiconductor takes place very effectively.
278

 As a result, the 

inter domain charge transfer can take place very efficiently from the semiconductor domain 

to the metal domain.
268, 279, 291

 In most of the nanohybrid systems the Fermi level of the metal 

lies below the CB of the semiconductor. As a result, electron transfer from photoexcited QD 

to metal NP is thermodynamically viable. Park and co-workers
269

 demonstrated ultrafast 

electron transfer from photoexcited CdSe to Pt metal in Pt−CdSe−Pt nanodumbbells. Lian 
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and co-workers
94

 demonstrated ultrafast electron transfer from the photoexcited CdS rod to 

the Au tip and also plasmonic hot electron transfer from the Au tip to the CB of the CdS rod. 

Again, ultrafast charge separation and a long-lived charge-separated state were observed by 

Lian and co-workers
95

 in CdS−Pt nanorod heterostructures due to ultrafast electron transfer 

from CdS QD to Pt metal. Earlier, Mongin et al.
265

 demonstrated sub-20-fs electron transfer 

from the band-edge state (1σe state) of CdS NRs. In addition to that, electron transfer was 

also demonstrated in a different kind of semiconductor-metal heterostructure such as metal-

tipped CdS and CdSe nanorods (NRs),
307

 Au-appended CdSe and PbS quantum dots 

(QDs),
308, 309

 and a Au@PbS core@shell nanohybrid material.
280

 In all of the above systems 

charge-transfer dynamics were monitored by using different spectroscopic techniques such as 

single-molecule spectroscopy, time-resolved emission, and TA studies. 

Ultrafast dissociation of excitons through electron and hole transfer processes in 

different QD/molecule systems and molecular adsorbate/semiconductor (TiO2) systems have 

been extensively reported in the literature.
107, 211-213, 310-317

 Recently we have reported the 

dissociation of excitons through the extraction of both hot holes and thermalized holes by 

xanthenes, triphenyl methane, and catechol derivatives. Hot hole and thermalized hole 

extraction times were found to be 250 fs and 500 fs-1 ps, 
211-213, 316

 respectively. So far all the 

reports available in the literature are for the dissociation of excitons either by electron transfer 

or by hole extraction. However, no report is available in the literature where both electrons 

and holes are extracted from the photoexcited QD materials at the same time. 

To demonstrate exciton dissociation simultaneously by both electron and hole 

extraction, in this current investigation we have synthesized CdSe{Au} heterostructure (HS) 

and Au@CdS core shell materials and consequently sensitize CdSe{Au} HS and Au@CdS 
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core shell by the bromo-pyrogallol red (Br-PGR) and dibromo-flurscene dye (DBF) 

molecule, respectively. Subsequently, the charge-transfer reaction was monitored by the 

time-resolved luminescence and ultrafast TA techniques. Both the time-resolved absorption 

and emission techniques suggest that in CdSe{Au} HS photoexcited electrons are transferred 

from the semiconductor domain to the metal domain. As the Fermi level of Au NP lies below 

the CB of CdSe QD, so electron transfer is thermodynamically viable. A steady-state optical 

absorption study suggests that Br-PGR molecules form a strong charge transfer (CT) 

complex. As the LUMO and HOMO of the Br-PGR molecule lie above the conduction band 

and valence band of CdSe QD,
212

 so electron injection from the photoexcited state to the CB 

of CdSe QD and hole transfer from the VB of photoexcited CdSe QD are thermodynamically 

viable. Both electron and hole transfer and charge recombination dynamic in the 

CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tri-composite system have been unraveled by using both time-resolved 

luminescence and ultrafast TA spectroscopy techniques. Similarly, the steady state optical 

absorption measurement study confirms the charge transfer complex (CT) formation between 

Au@CdS core shell nanohybrid with the DBF molecule. The CB of the CdS is lies below the 

HOMO of the DBF molecule and the LUMO of the DBF molecule is lies above the VB of 

CdS.
211

 The steady state and time resolved luminescence studies reveal the charge transfer 

between core shell and DBF molecule. The electron transfer from HOMO of the DBF 

molecule to the CB of the CdS and hole transfer from VB of the CdS to the LUMO of the 

DBF after photo excitation is thermodynamically favorable. Finally the TA spectroscopy has 

been appointed to measure the electron and hole transfer dynamics in this triad system where 

the electron and hole transfer time from DBF molecule to the CB of the CdS and CdS to the 

DBF were <100 fs (pulse width limited) and 400 fs, respectively.   
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7.2. Results and Discussion:  

7.2.1 Charge Separation in CdSe{Au} HS and BrPGR Triad System. 

A. Characterization and Optical Properties of CdSe{Au} HS:  

 To characterize the Au-CdSe nanohybrid structure, HR-TEM measurements have 

been performed and are shown in Figure 7.1 A. It is clearly seen from the HRTEM image that 

Au NP is nicely coupled on the surface of CdSe QD, where the size of Au NP can be 

determined to be 3−3.5 nm and the size of CdSe QD is found to be 4−4.5 nm. The HR-TEM 

image clearly shows the homogeneous deposition of Au on the surface of CdSe QD. Separate 

lattice images of CdSe QD and Au NP are clearly seen in the TEM image. The optical  
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Figure 7.1 A: HR-TEM picture of CdSe{Au} HS material. (In Inset magnified image of 

Au/CdSe). B: Steady state optical absorption spectra of (a) CdSe quantum dot, (b) Au NP and 

(c) CdSe{Au} HS in chloroform. 

absorption measurements have also been carried out to characterize the CdSe QD and 

CdSe{Au} heterostructures (HSs) in chloroform solution, which are shown in Figure 7.1.B. 

At this point, we have also synthesized Au NPs with size of 3 to 4 nm and have compared the 

optical properties with those of CdSe{Au} HS, as also shown in Figure 7.1.B. Figure 7.1a 
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shows that the steady-state optical absorption spectra of CdSe QD consists of two excitonic 

absorption bands at 560 and 450 nm which can be ascribed to 1S(e)−1S3/2(h) and 

1P(e)−1P3/2(h) transitions, respectively. Figure 7.1B(b) shows the optical absorption spectra 

of Au NPs with a particle size of 3 to 4 nm, which has optical absorption due to the plasmon 

band at 527 nm. Figure 7.1c shows optical absorption spectra of CdSe{Au} HS where Au NP 

is grown on the surface of CdSe QD. It can be seen clearly that the optical absorption band 

becomes broad as compared to both CdSe QD and Au NP. From the optical absorption 

studies it is clear that the electronic interaction between the plasmonic band of Au NP and the 

excitonic band of CdSe QD is quite strong. 

In an earlier investigation, Lian and co-workers
94

 demonstrated the broadening of an 

optical absorption band for the CdS-Au composite materials where Au NP is located in the 

tip of the CdS nanorod. Due to direct coupling between the electronic states of the plasmon 

band of Au NP and the excitonic band of the QD, there is a change in the optical absorption 

spectra of the heterostructure materials. Due to mixing, the refractive index of the 

interdomain area changed, resulting the excited-state properties and the charge carrier 

dynamics of both Au NP and CdSe QD are expected to be changed. 

To monitor the excited-state behaviour of the heterostructure, steady-state and time-

resolved luminescence studies have been carried out for both CdSe QD and CdSe{Au} HS. 

Figure 7.2a shows the photoluminescence spectra of CdSe QD with an excitonic emission 

peak at 580 nm (emission quantum yield (QY) ϕ f = 0.34). The emission intensity of high QY 

CdSe is completely quenched (Figure 7.2b) in the case of CdSe{Au} HS. Scheme 7.1 

suggests that the Fermi level of Au NP lies below the conduction band of CdSe QD. The 

emission quenching of CdSe luminescence in CdSe{Au} HS materials can be attributed to 
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the electron transfer from the CB of CdSe QD to Au NP which is thermodynamically viable. 

The electron transfer reaction can be explained by the equations given below: 

CdSe{Au} + h    CdSe(e
-
 + h

+
){Au}   (7.1) 

CdSe(e
-
 + h

+
){Au}   CdSe(h

+
){Au (e

-
)}   (7.2) 
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Figure 7.2: Steady state photoluminescence spectra of (a) CdSe quantum dot (b) CdSe{Au} 

HS. Inset: Time resolved luminescence decay trace of (c) CdSe quantum dot and (d) 

CdSe{Au} HS at 580 nm after exciting the samples at 406nm. (L is the lamp profile of 

406nm laser)  

To reconfirm the electron-transfer process, time-resolved luminescence measurements 

have also been carried out. Figure 7.2 (c) and (d) show the luminescence decay trace at 580 

nm after exciting the sample at 406 nm for CdSe QD and CdSe{Au} HS, respectively. The 

emission decay trace of CdSe QD can be fitted bi-exponentially with time constants of τ1 = 

1.03 (±0.05) ns (30%) and τ2 = 16.13 (±0.5) ns (70%) with τavg = 11.66 (±0.5) ns. 

Interestingly, the emission kinetics for CdSe{Au} HS are found to decay much faster and can 

be fitted bi-exponentially with time constants of τ1 = 0.31 (±0.01) ns (86%) and τ2 = 3.72 

(±0.15) ns (14%) with τavg = 0.72 (±0.05) ns. In our earlier report
221

 we have demonstrated 
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(and also described by others)
318

 that the shorter component of QD emission can be attributed 

to e/h trapping in sub-bandgap localized states of the QDs. On the other hand, the longer 

component can be assigned to the radiative recombination (orbital forbidden) of trapped 

 

Scheme 7.1: Schemetic diagram showing electron transfer from semiconductor domain to the 

metal domain in CdSe{Au} nanohybrid material.  

charge carriers. In Au-CdSe the emission lifetime can be fitted bi-exponentially with time 

constants of τ1 = 0.31 ns (86%) and τ2 = 3.72 ns (14%). The faster decay components can be 

attributed to the nonradiative transfer of electrons from photo excited CdSe to Au NP. The 

average lifetime of the CdSe{Au} HS system is more than 16 times shorter as compared to 

that of CdSe QD, which confirms the electron transfer process in the composite materials as 

shown in eq 7.3. In all probability the observed reduction in lifetime arises due to electron 

transfer (ET) from CdSe QD to Au NP, and then the ET rate constant can be calculated from 

the following expression: 

KET =1/ CdSe{Au} – 1/ CdSe    (7.3) 

From the average lifetime values, 11.66 (±0.5) ns (CdSe) and 0.72 (±0.05) ns (CdSe{Au}), 

the electron-transfer rate constant was determined to be 1.39 × 109 s−
1
. 
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B. Transient Absorption Study of CdSe{Au} HS:  

To confirm the electron transfer on the early time scale and to monitor the excited 

state properties specifically for CdSe{Au} HS, we have carried out femtosecond TA 

spectroscopic measurements by exciting CdSe QD and CdSe{Au} HS with a 400 nm laser 

pulse. Figure 7.3A shows the TA spectra of CdSe QD at different time delays. The TA 

spectra show a broad negative absorption band (500−600 nm region) which follows the  
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Figure 7.3: Transient absorption spectrum of (A) CdSe quantum dot and (B) CdSe{Au} HS 

(C) isolated Au NPs in chloroform solvent after exciting the samples at 400 nm. 

steady state optical absorption spectrum of CdSe QD (Figure 7.1a) and can be attributed to an 

excitonic bleach. In addition to that, negligible photo induced absorption was observed 

beyond 600 nm, which signifies the presence of minimum surface defect states in CdSe QDs. 

At this point we would like to mention that before discussing the excited-state properties of 

CdSe{Au} HS material we have also performed TA studies of isolated Au NP after excitation 

with 400 nm laser light. The transient absorption spectra shows a negative absorption band in 

the 490−570 nm region peaking at 530 nm, which can be attributed to ground state bleach due 

to the plasmon band of Au NP, as shown in the Figure 7.3.C. Figure 7.3B depicts the transient 
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spectra of CdSe{Au} HS at different time delay. Remarkably, the transient spectra are very 

different as compared to both CdSe QD (Figure 7.3A) and Au NP (Figure 7.3C). The 

transient spectra consist of a negative absorption band in the 500-580 nm region peaking at 

560 nm and another below the 500 nm region and a broad, positive absorption band in 

580−700 nm region. The transient bleach spectrum looks quite similar to that of pure CdSe 

QD, but the signature of the plasmon bleach due to Au NP is completely absent. Earlier 

Zamkov et al.
87

 reported the suppression of the surface plasmon of Au NP by the exciton of 

the CdS nanorod in the Au/CdS nanohybrid system. In the present investigation on photo 

excitation, photo excited electrons from the conduction band of CdSe QD are transferred to 

the Fermi level of Au NP (Scheme 7.1). As a result, electron density in the Fermi level 

increases, which facilitates exciton-plasmon coupling in CdSe{Au} HS. Interestingly, the 

broad positive absorption band in the 580-700 nm region in the CdSe{Au} HS system is 

totally different from those of isolated photoexcited CdSe QD (Figure 7.3A) and Au NP 

(Figure 7.3C). This positive absorption band can be assigned to the appearance of the electron 

in the Au NP
135, 221, 319

 (in the Fermi level) from the CB of CdSe QD which is a 

thermodynamically viable process (Scheme 7.1). Earlier, Zamkov et al.
87

 also reported the 

appearance of a positive absorption band due to the transfer of electrons from the 

semiconductor domain (S) to the metal domain (M).  

To monitor the charge carrier and transfer dynamics, transient kinetics at different 

wavelengths for both CdSe QD and CdSe{Au} HS have been monitored and are shown in 

Figure 7.4. The transient data have also been fitted multiexponentially and are shown in Table 

7.1. The bleach recovery kinetics at 560 nm for CdSe{Au} HS is much faster as compared to 

that for pure CdSe QD. The faster recovery kinetics in the excitonic bleach position of 

CdSe{Au} HS can be attributed to photo induced electron transfer from the CB of CdSe QD 
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to the Fermi level of Au. The bleach at 560 for CdSe QD can be fitted with bi-exponential 

growth with time constants of τg
1
 = < 100 (±15) fs (67%) and τg

2
 = 750 (±50) fs (33%) and 

multiexponential recovery with time constants of τ1 = 8.5 (±0.35) ps (28%), τ2 = 45 ps (±2) 

(12%), τ3 = 350 (±15) ps (15%), and τ4 = >1 (±0.05) ns (45%) (Table 7.1). The second 
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Figure 7.4: Bleach recovery kinetics at 560 nm for (a) CdSe quantum dot and (b) CdSe{Au} 

HS; and (c) transient absorption kinetics at 650 nm for CdSe{Au} HS in chloroform after 400 

nm laser excitation. Inset: Bleach recovery kinetics for trace a and trace b after normalizing at 

5 ps.  

growth time constant can be attributed to cooling dynamics of the photoexcited electron in 

CdSe QD.
221

 The multiexponential recovery with different time constants can be attributed to 

carrier recombination dynamics of the electron and hole at different trapped depths. However, 

the bleach at 560 nm for CdSe{Au} HS can be fitted with a single-exponential pulse width 

limited growth (<100 (±15) fs) and multiexponential recovery with time constants of τ1 = 1.8 

(±0.1) ps (49%), τ2 =15 (±0.5) ps (13%), τ3 = 60 (±2.5) ps (4%), and τ4 = >1 (±0.05) ns (34%) 

(Table 7.1). The bi-exponential growth at 560 nm bleach becomes single-exponential in 
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CdSe{Au} HS, clearly suggest the photo excited electron in CdSe QD transfer to Au NP 

before cooling down to the lower excitonic states. It is also interesting that the majority of the 

Table 7.1: Multi exponential fitted parameter of TA kinetics of CdSe and CdSe{Au} HS at 

different wavelengths after exciting the samples at 400 nm.  

System@ 

Wavelength 

τ1(growth) τ2(growth) τ1 τ2 τ3 4 

CdSe@ 

560nm 

<100 (±15) 

fs (67%) 

750(±50)fs 

(33%) 

8.5 (±0.35) 

ps (28%) 

45 (± 2) ps 

(12%) 

350 (±15) 

ps (15%) 

> 1(±0.05) 

ns (45%) 

CdSe{Au} 

@560nm 

<100 (±15) 

fs (100%) 

 1.8 (± 0.1) 

ps (49%) 

15(±0.5)ps 

(13%) 

60 (± 2.5) 

ps (4%) 

>1(±0.05) 

ns  (34%) 

CdSe{Au} 

@650nm 

<100 (±15) 

fs (37%) 

270 (± 25)fs 

(63%) 

1.2 (±0.05) 

ps (67%) 

60 (± 2.5) 

ps (15%) 

300( ± 20) 

ps (18%) 

 

 

bleach signal at 560 nm recovers very fast, which suggests the transfer of an electron from the 

semiconductor domain to the metal domain. The kinetics at 650 nm has also been monitored 

and fitted with biexponential growth with time constants of τg
1
 = <100 (±15) fs (37%) and τg

2
 

= 270 (±25) fs (63%) and multiexponential decay with time constants of τ1 = 1.2 (±0.05) ps 

(67%), τ2 = 60 (±2.5) ps (15%), and τ3 = 300 (±20) ps (18%) (Table 7.1). In the Au/CdSe 

composite system with 400 nm excitation, the majority of the light is absorbed by CdSe QD; 

however, a minor fraction of light can also be absorbed by Au NPs. So in the transient 

kinetics the pulse-width limited growth (<100 fs) can be attributed to plasmon excitation of 

Au NP and the 270 fs time constant can be attributed to the electron-transfer time from photo 

excited CdSe QD to Au NP. In an earlier investigation Zamkov and co-workers
87

 also 
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reported an electron-transfer time of ~350 fs from the semiconductor domain to the metal 

domain. Now let us discuss the decay dynamics of the transient signal at 650 nm. It is 

interesting to see that the majority of the electron signal decay with a time constant of 1.2 ps 

can be attributed to the trapping of electrons in the interfacial zone of the metal and 

semiconductor. Due to the mismatch of the crystal structure of Au NP and CdSe QD, there 

might be some defect states in the interface zone. 

The main goal of the present investigation is to determine the charge recombination 

dynamics between electrons in Au NP and the hole in the CdSe QD in CdSe{Au} HS 

material. Charge recombination dynamics in photoexcited QD are monitored from the bleach 

recovery of the excitonic bleach. Bleach kinetics at 560 nm for both CdSe QD and CdSe{Au} 

HS are normalized at 5 ps and are shown in the inset of Figure 7.4. The kinetics are 

normalized at 5 ps because until that time fast recovery in CdSe{Au} HS material is due to 

the transfer of electrons from CdSe QD to Au NP. It is clearly seen that charge recombination 

is much slower in CdSe{Au} HS material than in pure CdSe QD. 

C. Sensitization of CdSe{Au} HS by BrPGR Molecule:  

i) Charge Transfer Complexsation Between CdSe{Au} HS and BrPGR Molecule:   

 The main theme of the present investigation is to investigate the charge-transfer 

process in CdSe{Au} HS sensitized with a molecular adsorbate. In an earlier section we have 

shown clearly that upon photo excitation of CdSe{Au} HS, photo excited electrons are 

localized in Au NP and holes are localized in the valence band of CdSe QD. To facilitate a 

further charge-separation process and slow down the charge recombination dynamics we 

have sensitized CdSe{Au} HS with bromo-pyrogallol red (Br-PGR). Before monitoring 

excited-state charge-transfer dynamics between CdSe{Au} HS and the Br-PGR molecule we 

have investigated the ground-state interaction between them through steady-state optical 
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absorption studies. Figure 7.5a and b shows the steady-state optical absorption spectra of Br-

PGR dye and CdSe{Au} HS, respectively, in chloroform solvent. The optical absorption 

band maxima of Br-PGR is observed at 480 nm. Figure 7.5c shows the optical absorption 

spectra of CdSe{Au} HS sensitized with Br-PGR. It is exciting to observe that optical 

absorption spectra of CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR is entirely different as compared to that of both  

 

Figure 7.5: Steady state optical absorption spectra of (a) Br-PGR dye (10µM) (b) CdSe{Au} 

HS and (c) Br-PGR sensitize CdSe{Au} HS in chloroform. Inset: Molecular structure of Br-

PGR.  

Br-PGR and CdSe{Au} HS. The composite system shows an optical absorption band at 560 

nm with a hump at 620 nm. The band at 560 nm can be attributed to the excitonic absorption 

band of CdSe QD in CdSe{Au} HS. However, the hump at 620 nm can be attributed to the 

formation of a CT complex between CdSe{Au} HS and the BrPGR molecule. 

ii) Electron and Hole Transfer Dynamics in CdSe{Au}/BrPGR Tricomposite System:  

 To monitor the charge-transfer dynamics on an ultrafast time scale in the 

CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tricomposite system, 400 nm laser light was used for excitation and is 

shown in Figure 7.6 A. Before discussing the TA of the tricomposite material we have also 

performed TA studies of isolated Br-PGR in chloroform, as shown in the Figure 7.6.B. TA 
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spectra of Br-PGR shows a negative absorption band below 600 nm and a photo induced 

absorption band in the 600−700 nm region with a peak at ~650 nm. The TA spectra of 

CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tricomposite materials is completely different as compared to those of 

both CdSe{Au} HS and Br-PGR. The transient spectra consist of a positive absorption band 

below 515 nm and a broad bleach in the 515−715 nm region with a peak at ~560 nm and a 

hump at 630 nm which matches very closely with the steady state optical absorption spectrum 

 

Figure 7.6: The transient absorption spectra of (A) CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tri-composite system 

and (B) Br-PGR molecule at different time delay after exciting the samples at 400 nm in 

chloroform. 

(Figure 7.5c). The negative absorption band at 560 nm is bleached due to the excitonic 

absorption of CdSe QD, and the hump at 630 nm can be attributed to the bleach due to the CT 

complex. It is exciting to see that at a longer time scale two clear bleach peaks appear at 555 

and 630 nm in the transient spectra. The bleach due to the CT complex becomes more 

prominent on a longer time scale. However, unlike the CdSe{Au} HS system no 

photoinduced absorption band was observed in the wavelength region beyond 600 nm (Figure 

7.3B). The photoinduced absorption might be completely suppressed due to the transient 
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bleach of strong CT complex CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tricomposite materials. Again, due to the 

huge bleach signal of the CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tricomposite system, a positive absorption band 

 

Scheme 7.2: Schematic diagram illustrating the electron and hole transfer processes in 

CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tri-composite system. It shows photo-excitation of QD electron and hole 

are generated where electron is transferred to the Fermi level of Au NP and hole is captured 

by Br-PGR molecules. On the other hand photo-excited Br-PGR injects electron into the CB 

of CdSe QD and finally transferred to Au NP. The dashed line indicates the charge 

recombination reaction between electron in Au NP and hole in Br-PGR.  

due to the Br-PGR cation was also not observed. On photo excitation by 400 nm light, the 

charge-transfer reaction in the CdSe{Au}/Br- PGR tricomposite system can be demonstrated 

as shown in Scheme 7.2. Upon photo excitation of CdSe QD, electrons will be excited to the 

conduction band and holes will be localized in the valence band. Here the electrons will be 

transferred to Au NP, and holes will be scavenged by Br-PGR. Scheme 7.2 also suggests that 

photo excited Br-PGR also can inject electrons into the CB of CdSe QD, which eventually 

transferred to Au NP. Both electron and hole transfer reactions in the CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR 

tricomposite system can be demonstrated in the following equations: 
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          CdSe(e
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+
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-
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+
        7.9 

To investigate the charge-transfer dynamics in the CdSe{Au}/ Br-PGR tricomposite system, 

transient kinetics at different wavelengths have been monitored. At this point, we mention 

that at 400 nm excitation in the CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR system the majority of the light will be 

absorbed by CdSe QD as compared to Au NP and Br-PGR. Therefore, the photo excitation 

process will be dominated by photo excited electron and hole transfer dynamics in the 

tricomposite materials. Figure 7.7A shows the bleach recovery kinetics at the first excitonic 

wavelength (555 nm) for CdSe{Au} HS (Figure 7.7a) and the CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR composite 

system (Figure 7.7b). Bleach recovery kinetics for pure CdSe{Au} HS have already been 

discussed (Table 7.2). The bleach at 555 nm for the CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tricomposite system 

can be fitted with single-exponential pulse width limited growth (<100 fs) and 

multiexponential recovery with time constants of τ1 = 1.1 (±0.05) ps (53%), τ2 = 9 (±0.5) ps 

(31%), τ3 = 50 (±2) ps (10%), and τ4 = >1 (±0.05) ns (6%) (Table 7.2). The bleach recovery 

kinetics for CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR is much faster as compared to those of the CdSe{Au} 

system. We have already mentioned in an earlier section that bleach recovery in the 

CdSe{Au} system is faster as compared to that of pure CdSe QD due to the transfer of photo 

excited electron from CdSe QD to Au NP. However, in the CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR system, upon 

photo excitation, in addition to the transfer of photo excited electron to Au NP, the 
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Figure 7.7-Panel A: Bleach recovery kinetics of (a) CdSe{Au} HS and (b) CdSe{Au}/Br-

PGR tri-composite system at 555nm. Panel B: Bleach recovery kinetics of CdSe{Au}/Br-

PGR tri-composite system at 655nm.  

Table 7.2: Multi-exponential fitted parameters for the TA bleach recovery dynamics of 

CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tri-composite system at 555nm and 655nm. 

photo excited hole from CdSe QD is also transferred to Br- PGR molecules because both 

processes are thermodynamically feasible (Scheme 7.2). In addition to that, Scheme 7.2 also 

suggests that photo excited Br-PGR can inject electrons into the CB of CdSe QD, which 

eventually can be transferred to the Fermi level of Au NP. As a result, a total separation of 

charge is expected in the CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tricomposite material. It has been observed in 

Figure 7.6 that the bleach peak due to the CT complex appeared at 630 nm; to monitor charge 

recombination dynamics in the composite system, bleach dynamics were followed at 655 nm 

Wavelength 

(nm) 

τ1(growth) τ2(growth) τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 

555nm >100(±15) 

fs (100%) 

 1.1(±0.05) 

ps (53%) 

9(±0.5) 

ps (31%) 

50(± 2) ps 

(10%) 

>1(±0.05) 

ns(6%) 

655nm 100(±15) 

fs (49%) 

500 (±50) 

fs (51%) 

3(±0.2) ps 

(37%) 

20(± 1) 

ps (5%) 

>1(± 0.05) 

ns (58%) 
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to avoid the contribution from the excitonic bleach recovery of CdSe QD. The recovery 

kinetics can be fitted with bi-exponential growth with time constants of τg
1
 = <100 (±15) fs 

(49%) and τg
2
 = 500 (±50) fs (51%) and multiexponential decay with time constants of τ1 = 3 

(±0.2) ps (37%), τ2 = 20 (±1) ps (5%), τ3 = >1 (±0.05) ns (58%) (Table 7.2). To determine the 

hole-transfer time from photoexcited CdSe QD to Br-PGR in this present investigation, we 

have monitored the bleach at a wavelength of 655 nm. The second growth component (500 

fs) in the 655 nm bleach growth kinetics can be attributed to the hole-transfer time from 

photo excited CdSe QD to Br-PGR. The charge recombination reaction was found to be very 

slow due to the localization of an electron in Au NP and the localization of a hole in Br-PGR 

(Scheme 7.2), which are spatially separated.  

7.2.2 Charge Separation in Au@CdS core shell and DBF Triad System. 

A. Characterization and Optical Properties of Au@CdS core shell:  

First, we synthesised Au and Au@CdS core-shell (Chapter 2) and characterised by 

HR-TEM and steady state optical absorption measurements. Figure 7.8 (a) shows the HR 

TEM image of Au NP. The average size of this Au NP is around 6.3 nm with well size 

distribution have been clearly shown in this figure. The growth of the CdS layer on Au NP is 

clearly seen in figure 7.8 (b). Average 2 nm thickness CdS layer has been grown on the 

surface of Au NP which is shown in the figure 7.8 (b). There is clear lattice interference also 

shown in this figure. 
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Figure 7.8: HR TEM image of Left Panel: Au NP and Right Panel: Au@CdS core shell 

nano hybrid structures. 

The Steady state optical absorption study follows the result of HR-TEM. Figure 7.9 

(a) shows the surface Plasmon band of Au nanoparticles and the peak of this band is at  
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Figure-7.9: Steady state UV-Vis absorption spectra of (a) Au nano particles and (b) 

Au@CdS core shell nano particles in Chloroform. 

around 527 nm. This surface Plasmon band in red shifted to 570 nm (Figure 7.9 (a)), depicts 

the formation of CdS shell on Au NP. According to Mie theory this red shifting of the surface 
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Plasmon band is due to change of refractive index and dielectric constant of the shell. No 

separate exciton band for CdS shell has not been observed in this Au@CdS spectrum as the 

shell thickness of the CdS is very thin and absorption of Au core is dominated over shell.  

B. Carrier Dynamics of Au@CdS Core Shell. 

To investigate the excited state dynamics of the hybrid material the transient 

absorption measurement has been carried out after 400 nm laser excitation. Figure 7.10 A 

represents the TA spectra of Au NP showing ground state bleach at 525 nm sandwiched by 

two excited state absorption band. This 525 nm bleach is due to ground state bleach of 

surface Plasmon. Totally different spectrum has been observed when CdS shell is formed on 

Au core as shown in figure 7.10 B. According to steady state spectra the ground state bleach 

of surface plasmon is red shifted from 525 nm to 570 nm with broadening after formation of 

CdS shell on Au core. This shifting of Plasmon is due to change of refractive index and 

dipole moment by CdS shell. Addition to surface Plasmon band one more bleach at 460 nm is 

also observed in Au@CdS spectra. This bleach corresponds to the lowest energy exciton 

transition (1Se– 1Sh) of CdS shell. The bleach intensity of CdSe shell is very low compared to 

Au core due to very higher extinction coefficient of Au core than the thin CdS shell.  

To monitor the excited state dynamics of the Au and Au/CdS hybrid material we have 

probed the bleach recovery dynamics of the Au and Au/CdS hybrid material excited by 400 

nm laser. Figure 7.11 (a) shows the bleach dynamics of the Au NP. The hot Plasmon relaxes 

through three ways.
79

 First, electron-electron scattering which is occurred within sub-10 

femtosecond time scale which can‘t be shown in this fitting value due to low instrument 

resolution. Then it relaxes through electron phonon coupling within the sub ~10 ps time 

scale. Finally it relaxes through heat exchange with environment. The bleach of surface 
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Figure 7.10. (A) TA spectrum of Au NP after 400 nm laser excitation and (B) TA spectrum 

of Au/CdS core shell nanohybrid after 400 nm laser excitation in chloroform solvent. 
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Figure 7.11: Bleach recovery dynamics of (a) Au NP at the wavelength of 525 nm (b) 

Au/CdS core shell nanohybrid at the wavelength of 570 nm and (c) Au/CdS at 465 nm in 

chloroform solution after 400 nm laser excitation.  

plasmon has been grown within <100 fs followed by bi-exponential decay and the decay 

components are τ1= 3.5 ps, τ2=13 ps and >100 ps (11%) (Table 7.3 a). At 400 nm laser 

excitation Au core and CdS shell both will be excited simultaneously. But due to thin layer of 
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CdS the major portion of the light will be absorbed by the Au core. This surface Plasmon 

bleach dynamics is changed in Au@CdS core shell and is shown in Fig 7.11 (b). The growth 

components is same as pure Au NP <100 fs, but the decay becomes faster as compared to 

pure Au and the components (Table 7.3) are 2.5 ps (95%) and 50ps (5%). This faster 

recovery of the plasmonic bleach is not due to electron transfer from Au NP to the CB of CdS 

because there is not possible to direct electron transfer from Au NP to the CB of CdS shell  

Table 7.3: Multi exponential fitted value for bleach recovery of Au NP and Au@CdS core 

shell after 400 nm laser excitation. 

System@wavelength τ (growth) τ1 τ2 τ3 

AuCdS@470nm <100fs 1.5 ps(-100%) 7 ps (+95%) 50 ps (+5%) 

Au@525nm <100fs(100%) 3.5ps(76%) 13ps(13%) >100ps(11%) 

AuCdS@570nm <100fs(100%) 2.5ps(-95%) 50ps(-5%)  

 

which is thermodynamically non favorable processes.
135

 The faster recombination of Plasmon 

in presence of CdS shell represents the coupling of excited Plasmon with the phonon of the 

CdS lattice.
135

 Due to this type of coupling the hot Plasmon transfer the energy to the lattice 

of the CdS leading to heating of the CdS lattice. This type of plasmonic energy transfer does 

not affect on the excited state dynamics of the CdS shell. The figure 7.11 (c) shows the 

exciton bleach dynamics at 470 nm of thin CdS shell in Au@CdS core shell with <100 fs 

growth component. The bleach recovery is extremely faster as compared to isolated CdS QDs 

and the component is 1.5 ps (-100 %) (Table 7.3). The faster bleach recovery compare to 

isolated CdS attributes the fast electron transfer from CdS shell to Au Core.
135

 Therefore after 

photo excitation the charge separation between Au core and CdS shell is occurred due to  
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localisation of electron and hole in Au core and CdS shell, respectively. 

C. Electron and Hole Transfer Dynamics in Au/CdS Core Shell Nanohybrid After 

Sensitization with DBF Molecule:  

i) CT Complex Formation Between Au@CdS Core Shell and DBF Molecules. 

To extent the charge transfer processes, we have investigated the photophysical 

interaction between Au@CdS core shell with DBF molecules. To explore the ground state 

interaction between Au/CdS core shell nanohybrid with DBF molecule, the steady state 

measurements have been carried out. Figure 7.12 (a) shows the absorption  spectra of DBF 

molecule with 480 nm absorption maxima. Figure 7.12 (b) shows the absorption spectra of 

Au/CdS core shell nanohybrid. The absorption spectra become totally changed from isolated  
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Figure 7.12. A: Steady state optical absorption spectra of (a) DBF dye molecule (b) 

Au@CdS core shell nanohybrid material and (c) After sensitization of Au@CdS core shell 

with DBF dye molecule. B. Steady state UV-Vis luminescence spectra of (a‘) DBF molecules 

and (c‘) Au/CdS-DBF triad system in chloroform after 480 nm excitation. In Inset: Time 

resolved luminescence spectra of (a‖) DBF molecule and (c‖) Au@CdS/DBF triad system at 

570 nm after excitation of 445 nm laser. C is the lamp profile of the 445 nm laser. All of 

these spectrum are at the same concentration in chloroform solvent. 
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DBF molecule and Au/CdS core shell nanohybrid when Au/CdS is sensitized by the DBF 

molecule which has been shown in the figure 7.12 (c). The tremendous enhancement of 

absorbance with change of absorption maxima is occurred, which attributes the formation of 

charge transfer (CT) complex between Au/CdS nanohybrid and DBF molecule.  

In this investigation the CT complex is formed within the Au/CdS and DBF molecule and 

shown equationn below, 

                 Au@CdS + h    Au@CdS(e
-
 + h

+
)     7.10 

                Au@CdS(e
-
 + h

+
)   Au (e

-
)@CdS(h

+
)                 7.11 

                Au (e
-
)@CdS(h

+
) + DBF   Au (e

-
)@CdS + DBF

+
               7.12 

                DBF+ h   DBF*                               7.13 

                Au@CdS + DBF*   Au@CdS(e
-
) + DBF

+
                  7.14 

                Au@CdS(e
-
) + DBF

+
   Au(e

-
)@CdS + DBF

+
                                         7.15 

To study the electron transfer from the HOMO of DBF to the CB of DBF after 

photoexcitation, we have measured the steady state luminescence spectroscopy. Figure 7.12 

(a‘) shows the luminescence spectra of DBF molecule and this emission is quenched in 

presence of Au@CdS core shell after photo excitation, which is shown in figure 7.12 (b‘). 

This quenching of luminescence attributes the electron transfer from HOMO of DBF to the 

CB of CdS after photoexcitation which is thermodynamically favorable. 

To confirm the electron transfer from HOMO of DBF to the CB of CdS shell after 

photo excitation, we have employed the time resolved luminescence measurement. Figure 

7.12 B (a‖) shows the time resolved luminescence spectra of DBF molecule. τ1=0.924 ns 

(76%) and τ2=1.9 ns (24%) are the time constant of this bi-exponential spectra with average 

time constant 1.15 ns. The luminescence decay of DBF becomes extremely fast in presence 
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of Au@CdS core shell and has been shown in 7.12 B (c‖). The bi-exponential decay 

components are 0.28 ns (86%) and 3.35 ns (14%) with average life time 0.7 ns. The rate 

constant for electron transfer from HOMO of DBF to CB of CdS can be evaluated from eqn 

7.16 and the determined the electron transfer rate constant was found to be 5.55*10
8 

Sec
-1

. 

KET =1/ Au@CdS/DBF – 1/ DBF  …………………. 7.16 

ii) TA Studies of Au@CdS Core Shell and DBF Tricomposite System. 

To investigate the excited state charge carrier dynamics in Au@CdS/DBF triad 

system the femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy measurement has been carried out. 

Figure 7.13 shows the transient absorption spectra of Au@CdS/DBF triad system after 400 

nm laser excitation. The Spectrum of this triad material is totally different from the spectrum  
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Figure 7.13: TA spectrum of Au/CdS-DBF triad system in chloroform solvent after 400 nm 

laser excitation. 

of the isolated Au@CdS core-shell as earlier we have demonstrated the TA spectrum of the 

Au@CdS core shell nano hybrid material. Two ground state bleaches belong to this spectrum, 

one is 500 nm and other one is 530 nm, which are matches with the steady state absorption 
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spectra of this triad system. There is no separate cationic band for DBF in the spectrum of 

triad system due to overlap between the ground state bleach of Au@CdS and the cationic 

band for DBF. 

To monitor the electron and hole transfer dynamics we have probed the bleach at 500 

nm and 530 nm, shown in Fig 7.14 a and c, respectivcely. The 500 nm bleach is due to charge 

transfer complex between Au/CdS core shell and DBF molecule. The growth component of 

the bleach is <100fs which is electron transfer time from the DBF molecule to the CB of  

 

Scheme 7.3: This Schematic diagram shows after photoexcitation the electron is transferred 

from LUMO of DBF to fermi level of Au NP via the the CB of CdS shell and simultaneously 

the hole is transferred to the HOMO of DBF from VB of CdS shell. 

CdS. This bleach recovery is fitted tri-exponentially and components are τ1= 400fs (10%), 

τ2= 15 ps (12%), τ3= 200 ps (20%), τ4= >1 ns (58%) (Table 7.4). The faster 400 fs component 

of the bleach recovery attributes the hole transfer time from VB of CdS to the LUMO of DBF 

molecule. The bleach recovery is very slow, attributing the slow charge recombination in this 
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triad system. After photo excitation the electron transfer is happening from HOMO of DBF to 

the CB of CdSe shell and rapidly it transfers to the Fermi level of the Au NP core while the 

hole of the CdS has transferred to the HOMO of the DBF molecule. As a result the electron 

will be localised at Au core and the hole is localised at the HOMO of DBF. As a result the 

charge recombination of this triad system is extremely slow. 
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Figure 7.14: Bleach recovery dynamics of (a) CdS-DBF and Au@CdS-DBF triad system at 

(b) 500 nm at and (c) 530 nm after 400 nm laser excitation. 

Table 7.4: Multi exponential fitted value for bleach recovery of Au@CdS core shell and 

DBF tricomposite at different key wavelength. 

System 

@wavelength 

τ1(growth) τ1 τ2 τ3 τavg 

Au/CdS-

DBF@500nm 

100fs(100%) 400fs (10%) 15ps 

(12%) 

200ps 

(20%) 

>1ns (58%) 

Au/CdS-

DBF@530nm 

100fs(100%) 14ps (43%) 70ps 

(30%) 

250ps (6%) >1ns (21%) 

CdS-

DBF@500nm 

100fs(100%) 600fs(15%) 12ps(28%) 225ps(34%) >1 ns(23%) 
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Therefore the bleach recovery is of this triad system is slower than the bleach recovery of the 

CdS-DBF system (Fig 7.14 b and Table 7.4) where the electron and hole are localised at CdS 

and DBF, respectively. After photo excitation all of the triad material being excited as a result 

the excited electron of DBF molecule is transferred from LUMO of DBF to the CB of CdS 

and the electron from CB of CdS transferred to the Fermi level of Au core. The bleach 

recovery at 530 nm is fitted tri-exponentially, e.g. τ1=14 ps (43%), τ2= 70 ps (30%), τ2 =250 

ps (6%) and τ4=>1ns (21%). This bleach recovery is also slow but less slower than 

expectation due to contribution of the surface plasmon relaxation.   

7.3. Conclusions: 

 In conclusion CdSe{Au} hetero-structure (HS) and Au@CdS core shell have 

been successfully synthesized and characterized by HR-TEM, steady state absorption and 

emission spectroscopy measurements. Surface plasmon of Au NP found to be suppressed in 

presence of CdSe QD due to strong exciton-Plasmon coupling between Au NP and CdSe QD. 

Photo-excited electron in CdSe QD is found to be transferred to the Au NP as monitored by 

both time-resolved emission and ultrafast transient absorption studies. Spectrosopic 

measurements have been carried out to study charge transfer dynamics after sensitizing 

CdSe{Au} HS with bromo-pyrogallol red (Br-PGR). Steady state optical absorption studies 

have confirmed formation charge transfer complex between CdSe{Au} HS and Br-PGR. 

Charge separation in CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tri-composite system found to take place in 

different pathways, like electron transfer from the CB of CdSe QD to Au NP, hole transfer 

from VB of CdSe QD to Br-PGR, electron injection from photo-excited Br-PGR to the CB of 

CdSe QD. Spectroscopic investigations suggest that on photo-excitation CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR 

tri-composite system cascading electron transfer and hole transfer take place where all the 

electrons are localized in Au NP and all the holes are localized in Br-PGR.  Electron and hole 
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transfer time from photo-excited CdSe QD to Au NP and Br-PGR were found to be ~ 270 fs 

and ~500 fs respectively. Chrage recombination reaction between electron in Au NP and hole 

in Br-PGR was found to be very slow due to spatial separation of charges in CdSe{Au}/Br-

PGR tri-composite system. Similarly, The transient absorption study shows that the charge 

transfer from CdS shell to Au NP, leading to a charge separated state between Au core and 

CdS shell in Au@CdS core shell itself. The TA measurement shows that the hot Plasmon of 

Au@CdS core shell relaxes faster compared to pure gold through electron-phonon interaction 

with CdS shell. To extent the charge separation, the Au@CdS core shell is sensitised by DBF 

dye molecule and form a CT complex between Au@CdS and DBF molecule, is confirmed by 

steady state optical absorption study. From steady state and time resolved luminescence study 

it is confirmed that the electron transfer from photo excitation LUMO of DBF molecule to 

the CB of CdS shell. The TA study has shown that the electron transfer is occurred from 

LUMO of DBF to the Au nano core through the CB of CdS shell and hole transfers from VB 

of CdS to the HOMO of DBF molecule. The measured electron transfer time was found to be 

<100 fs (pulse width limited) and hole transfer time from VB of CdS to the HOMO of DBF is 

400 fs. Therefore after photo excitation all electron will be localised at the Au nano core and 

all hole will be localised at the LUMO of DBF in this triad system. As a result the charge 

separation in this triad system (Au@CdS/DBF) is higher than the charge separation in 

CdS/DBF system. Our experimental investigations clearly suggest that 

metal/semiconductor/molecular adsorbate tri-composite system can be the reality of multiple 

exciton dissociation and finally higher photo conversion efficiency in QDSCs. 
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8.1. Summary. 

 The main endeavour of this thesis is the demonstration of the charge carrier dynamics 

of metal-semiconductor NHM and metal-semiconductor-dye tricomposite system by ultrafast 

spectroscopy followed by investigation of their photocatalytic and photovoltaic applications. 

The ultrafast charge transfer dynamics of semiconductor QDs, metal-semiconductor NHM 

and dye sensitised NHM have been monitored in details. Hence we synthesised the Au NP, 

different QDs and core shell like CdSe, CdS, CdSe@CdS and metal semiconductor 

nanohybrid (CdSe/Au and CdSe@CdS/Au) by using different synthesis protocol. The 

morphology of the all synthesised materials have been characterised by the HR-TEM and X-

Ray diffraction techniques. The optical characterizations have been carried out by steady 

state and time resolved absorption and luminescence spectroscopy studies. To investigate the 

charge carrier dynamics of the semiconductor QDs, metal-semiconductor NHM and dye 

sensitised NHM, the time resolved absorption and luminescence have been appointed. Finally 

we measured the photocatalytic and photovoltaic performances of the semiconductor QDs 

and  metal-semiconductor NHM.  

Excited state dynamics and energy transfer behaviour of two structurally similar 

coumarin dye molecules (C-343 and D-1421) have been investigated on the Au NP surface 

by using steady state and time-resolved emission spectroscopy. Steady state absorption 

studies indicate that the C-343/Au NP system has higher coupling strength between the 

molecular and the plasmonic resonances due to higher spectral overlap as compared to the D-

1421/Au NP system. In nonpolar solvent both the molecules exist in the LE state, while in 

polar solvent, C343 exists in the ICT state and D1421 exists both in ICT and TICT states. 

ICT emission of C-343 was found to be quenched drastically due to energy transfer from 

photoexcited C-343 to Au NP. In addition to that, the excited state of C-343 also exists as the 
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LE state on the Au NP surface due to restriction of intramolecular charge delocalization of C-

343. Rather than luminescence quenching, interestingly the emission intensity of ICT state of 

D-1421 drastically increases on Au NP surface due to restriction of amino group rotation on 

NP surface. Our observation on restriction of charge delocalization of photo excited dye 

molecules on NP surface opens up new phenomenon in dye-metal NP interaction. 

In chapter 4, we correlated shell thickness dependent carrier cooling and 

recombination dynamics of different CdSe@CdS core shell with power conversion 

efficiency. The CdS shell thickness increase the carrier cooling time, slow down the 

recombination due to elimination of trapping and retarding the back recombination from 

TiO2. Therefore the PCE gradually increases with increasing the CdS thickness. At a certain 

thickness the efficiency is maxima and beyond this thickness again starts to decrease due to 

retardation of hole neutralisation by thicker CdS shell. The 4 ML CdS shell is optimised shell 

thickness where measured highest efficiency is 3.88 % which is 57% higher than the bare 

CdSe QDs. In addition to that, interfacial charge (both electron and hole) separation between 

photo-excited CsPbBr3 (CPB) NCs and CdSe QDs and CdSe@CdS core-shell has been 

demonstrated through steady state and ultrafast time-resolved luminescence and absorption 

techniques. Both steady state and time resolved PL studies suggest the concurrent electron 

and hole transfer from CPB NCs to CdSe QDs and CdSe QDs to CPB NCs, respectively. On 

the other hand in case of CPB NCs and CdSe@CdS core-shell system photo-excited electron 

transfer from CPB NC to the core-shell found to be facile whereas the hole transfer from 

core-shell to CPB NCs found to be restricted due to presence of CdS shell. Photo-excited 

electron transfer time from CPB NCs to CdSe QDs and CdSe@CdS core-shell were found to 

be 550 and 450 fs respectively. On the other hand hole transfer time from photo-excited CdSe 
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QDs to CPB NCs found to be 750 fs. Present investigation suggests in CPB NCs and CdSe 

QDs composite system on photo-excitation grand charge separation takes place  

In chapter 5, we discussed the carrier dynamics of AgInS2 (AIS) with different 

stoichiometric ratio of Ag and In. The excitonic absorption peak was found to become broad 

with increasing Ag/In ratio in AIS NCs. Steady-state PL spectra indicate that two types of 

emission are originated from AIS NCs, which are due to Ag-related sub-band gap defect 

states and antisite states (donor states) depending on the stoichiometric ratio of Ag and In in 

AIS NCs. PL intensity due to Ag-related sub-band gap defect states increases and antisite 

states decreases with increasing the Ag concentration in AIS NCs. Femtosecond TA studies 

have been carried out to monitor the charge carrier dynamics in AIS QDs, which involve 

multiple states like higher excited state, conduction band-edge, S-states, and antisite (donor) 

states. Transient absorption spectra were found to dominate by bleach (negative absorption) 

due to excitonic absorption, S-states, and antisite (donor) states. The probe-induced bi-

excitonic feature originated from the antisite state has been observed in AIS NCs even at low 

pump energy of ~0.2 μJ. Carrier cooling time constant was found to increase drastically with 

pump energy and concentration of Ag in AIS NCs and was found to facilitate drastically the 

efficiency of bi-exciton generation with higher Ag concentration.  

 The enhancement of PCE by the Au NP in Au/CdSe NHM has been discussed in 

chapter 6 by detailed spectroscopy study. The measured PCE of CdSe is found to be ~3.37% 

which is 30% enhanced to 4.39% in Au/CdSe NHM. The steady state study reveals the 

broadening the absorption spectra up to 800 nm by the Au NP in Au/CdSe NHM due to 

increase of carrier density on the Au NP surface after transfer from CdSe to Au NP, which is 

responsible for the enhancement of PCE efficiency. The steady state and time resolved 
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luminescence studies represented the fast electron transfer from QDs to Au NP, which 

enhances the availability of carrier density to generate the more current. Finally the TA 

spectroscopy implies the formation of long lived charge separated state at the red region 

between Au and CdSe which enhances the PCE of the solar cell by improving the charge 

injection efficiency. The Au NP slows down the back electron-hole recombination process 

and enhances the PCE by increasing the charge collection efficiency of Au/CdSe. By EIS we 

have measured the three times higher recombination resistance of Au/CdSe NHM compared 

to CdSe QDs and correlated with the enhancement of PCE for the NHM. Additionally, the 

size dependent hot and thermalised electron transfer dynamics between CdSe@CdS core-

shell and Au NPs have been discussed by femto second transient absorption studies. Hot and 

thermalized electron transfer times were determined to be 150 and 300 fs from 1P and 1S 

excitonic states of CdSe@CdS core-shell to Au NP in the hetero-structure, respectively. 

Formation of charge separated states found to be facilitated with larger size Au NP where 

both hot and thermalized electrons are captured by Au NP and holes are localized in CdSe 

core. Efficient charge separation in CdSe@CdS{Au} hetero-structure was reconfirmed by 

employing photo-catalytic degradation of RhB under visible radiation, suggesting that hot 

electron in the hetero-structure play a major role in efficient photo-catalytic reactions. Again 

we extent this work by measuring shell thickness dependent carrier dynamics in 

CdSe@CdS{Au} hetero-structure. The CdS shell plays a vital role in charge transfer and 

separation processes. With increasing the shell thickness the electron transfer becomes slow 

down, but the life time of the charge separated state gradually increases with increasing the 

shell thickness. By making a potential barrier by CdS shell, restrict the back electron transfer 

from Au NP to core shell, resulting enhancement of charge separation. 
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In last chapter we measured the charge transfer dynamics of metal-semiconductor 

NHM sensitised with dye molecules. Therefore first we sensitized CdSe{Au} HS with 

bromo-pyrogallol red (Br-PGR). Steady state optical absorption studies have confirmed 

formation of charge transfer complex between CdSe{Au} HS and Br-PGR. Charge 

separation in CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tri-composite system found to take place in different 

pathways, like electron transfer from the CB of CdSe QD to Au NP, hole transfer from VB of 

CdSe QD to Br-PGR, electron injection from photo-excited Br-PGR to the CB of CdSe QD. 

Spectroscopic investigations suggest that on photo-excitation CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tri-

composite system cascading electron transfer and hole transfer take place where all the 

electrons are localized in Au NP and all the holes are localized in Br-PGR.  Electron and hole 

transfer time from photo-excited CdSe QD to Au NP and Br-PGR were found to be ~ 270 fs 

and ~500 fs, respectively. Charge recombination reaction between electron in Au NP and 

hole in Br-PGR was found to be very slow due to spatial separation of charges in 

CdSe{Au}/Br-PGR tri-composite system. To extent the charge separation, the Au@CdS core 

shell is sensitised by DBF dye molecule and form a CT complex between Au@CdS and DBF 

molecule. From steady state and time resolved luminescence study it is confirmed that the 

electron transfer from photo excitated DBF molecule to the CB of CdS shell. The TA study 

has shown that the electron transfer is occurred from LUMO of DBF to the Au nanocore 

through the CB of CdS shell and hole transfers from VB of CdS to the HOMO of DBF 

molecule. The measured electron transfer time was found to be <100 fs (pulse width limited) 

and hole transfer time from VB of CdS to the HOMO of DBF is 400 fs. Therefore after photo 

excitation all electron will be localised at the Au nano core and all hole will be localised at 

the LUMO of DBF in this triad system.  
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8.2 Outlook. 

Charge carrier dynamics of metal-semiconductor NHM and metal-semiconductor-dye 

tricomposite system by ultrafast spectroscopy followed by their photocatalytic and 

photovoltaic applications have been discussed in this thesis. We investigated the different 

photophysical behavior of the two structurally similar coumarin dyes namely coumarin 343 

(C-343) and 7-diethyl amino coumarin 3-carboxylic acid (D-1421) on the Au metal NP 

surface. Therefore Plasmon and molecular resonance coupling affects the excited state 

photophysical behavior of the the molecule.   

The ultrafast charge transfer dynamics has been demonstrated in CdSe quantum dot 

(QD) and CdSe@CdS core shell with CsPbBr (CPB) perovskite NCs. The charge separated 

state formation between perovskite and QDs can acts as better solar energy material as 

compared to the individual. Additionally we measured the carrier dynamics of CdSe@CdS 

core shell with different CdS shell thickness and correlated with the measured power 

conversion efficiency (PCE). We optimised the CdS shell thickness in core shell by observing 

the carrier dynamics to have maximum PCE by CdSe@CdS core shell QDSCs. The 

maximum 3.88 % PCE has been measured by the CdSe@CdS 4ML where the CdSe shell 

thickness is 4 monolayer (ML). 

The stoicheometry dependent exciton and bi-exciton Dynamics of defect oriented 

ternary AgInS2 (AIS) nanocrystals have been discussed. The probe induced bi-exciton 

featured was observed in AIS NCs even at low pump fluency. The bi-exciton feature and 

carrier cooling at bi-exciton wavelength increased with increasing the Ag ratio and pump 

fluency as well, which make it better photovoltaic material.  
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The enhancement of photovoltaic and photocatalytic efficiency of metal-

semiconductor nanohybrid materials compared to semiconductor has been discussed by 

femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy study. The measured PCE of CdSe{Au} was 

found to be 4.39 % which is enhanced from the CdSe QDs 3.37 % efficiency. The electron 

transfer is occurred from photoexcited CdSe QDs to Au NPs, results a long lived charge 

separated state is generated which enhanced the PCE. The induced photon to current 

conversion efficiency (IPCE) by CdSe{Au} NHM also enhanced tremendously than the CdSe 

QDs. Then we investigated the hot and thermalised electron transfer dynamics from 

CdSe@CdS core shell to different size of Au NPs followed by its photo catalytic activity. 

This faster hot electron transfer in larger Au NP enhances the photo degradation of rhodamin 

dye. i.e. the photo catalytic activity of CdSe@CdS{Au} nanohybrid material was more 

efficient in attached larger Au compared to smaller one.           

We explored the enhancement of charge separation in metal semiconductor NHM by  

appended with the dye molecule. Therefore after photo excitation the electron has transferred 

from Br-PGR to CdSe followed by Au NP and hole has transferred from CdSe to Br-PGR. 

However the long lived charge separated state was generated between CdSe{Au} NHM and 

Br-PGR where all the electrons are localised in Au and all the holes are in Br-PGR. 

Additionally we investigated the charge separation between Au@CdS core shell and 

dibromo-fluorscene (DBF) dye molecule. A strong charge transfer (CT) complex was formed 

between Au@CdS core shell and DBF molecule. The electron has transferred from LUMO of 

DBF to the Au nano core through the CB of CdS shell and hole has transfers from VB of CdS 

to the HOMO of DBF molecule. As a result the charge separation in this triad system 

(Au@CdS/DBF) is higher than the charge separation in CdS/DBF system. The tri-composite 
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system should be superior material as compared to NHM for solar energy conversion. 

However throghut this dissertation I tried to find out better solar energy material by 

investigating the charge transfer and charge recombination processes by ultrafast transient 

absorption spectroscopoic technique. 
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